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TO

Robert Nelson, Esq;

SIR,

HE Descriptions of Empires and States are generally inscribed to Persons who seem to have the largest Share of such Acqui-
DEDICATION.

quisitions, and to place their Happiness in the Things which are present. The following Papers, therefore, which treat chiefly of a Resurrection, and an other State of Things, may not improperly be addressed to You, who make Futurity Your great Concern, and whose sole Ambition is, to be distinguish'd when another Scene shall be opened; and who think the Euge, which will then be bestowed on Heroick Vertue, infinitely to be preferred
ferred to any Titles the most successful Worldly Ambition ever acquired.

SINCE a Landskip of Worldly Possessions is so pleasing a Gratification to a Carnal Mind, a View of a Heavenly Land must be ravishing to a Christian Spirit: And I am thoroughly persuaded, that the Prospect of these Scenes of Futurity will be a more sensible Pleasure to You, than the View of the most splendid Triumph to an ambitious Genius. I do then
then point out a future Victory to You, and shew the Time when Your Labours will be crowned, the Day when those Actions will be of greatest Moment, which make the whole Business and Employment of Your Life, even Acts of Charity. And at that Day! how mean and contemptible will the Acclamations, and gorgeous Pomp which surrounds a Triumphal Roman Carr, appear, when compared to the Applause given from the Throne of Glory,
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Glory, in the Sight of Men and Angels, to that most Divine Vertue!

Nor yet hath this Vertue been adorned only with the highest Strain of Divine Eloquence, but hath been complimented with an Imaginary Paradise by the Heathen World. The great Roman Poet conducts the Charitable or Beneficent Man into his Elysium, the blissful Seat of departed Souls, according to his Notions: Where, after men-
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tioning the generous * Patriots, the holy Priests, the noble Poets, the great Inventors of Arts; at the Head of this glorious Assembly, he places the Beneficent Spirit; exalting Charity above all the more pompous Endowments, and glittering Talents, as the highest Perfection of humane Mind.

* Hic manus ob patriam pugnando vulnera passi:
Quique sacerdotes casti dum vita manebat:
Quique pii vates, & Phæbo digna locuti:
Inventas aut qui vitam excoluere per Artes:
Quique sui memores alios fecere merendo.

Virg. Æn. Lib. 6.
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I am very sensible, a Dedication, in the general Notion, implies a Picture of the Person to whom it is made, with a particular View to the Subject treated on: But I shall not here presume to give an imperfect Sketch, to one who is himself so great a Master of Picture; but rather leave that to be collected from Your own Works, the truest Copy of Yourself. Any single Page in them is worth more than a History drawn by such an unskilful
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skilful Pen as mine. If any one would see You, let him look into Your Writings, and especially into that Piece, which, tho' entitled only as treating on the Fasts and Festivals, is, notwithstanding, a Body of Divinity, wherein all the considerable Points of Christianity are (as it were incidentally) explained with all the Advantages of an elegant and clear Style, and solid Argument and Reasoning. This Piece shall embalm Your Name; this shall
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shall preserve Your Picture entire, when Colours shall fade, and Brads and solid Marble moulder.

All I shall here do, is, to beg You will be pleased to accept the Patronage of a Primitive Father and great Philosopher, the Learned Athenagoras, who still speaks as You now live, in the Beauty of Holiness: Since Your having so frequently express'd a great Esteem for the Original, was no small Encouragement to me to undertake the Task of
DEDICATION.

of giving it this English Dress. This is the humble Request of,

Honoured Sir,

Your Most Humble, and

Most Obedient Servant,

David Humphreys.
PREFACE.

WHAT I thought necessary to be said concerning Athenagoras, is contain'd in the Dissertation on that Author, and his Remains. It may, perhaps, be requisite, to add a Word here, with relation to the Dissertation on the Notions of the Jews, concerning the Resurrection of the Dead, and to obviate an Objection, which is sometimes made to the Jewish Opinions, as if not in any sort their own, and delivered down in their own Nation by Tradition; but entirely collected from Plato, and other Greek Philosophers, which they read in their Dispersion. In Answer to this, it need only be observed, that
that the Greek Historians (and particularly Herodotus) own, the Greeks received all their Theology, both their Gods and their Religious Ceremonies, from the Egyptians: And their most famous Philosophers all travelled to Egypt, and there learned those Notions, which they after propagated in their own Countries. Now, since the Greeks were not themselves the first Authors of these Opinions, but learnt them of the Egyptians; and the Jews always held a Correspondence and Traffick with Egypt, and in several of their ancient Wars, had Alliances with that State, as we are assured by the holy Text, nay, were themselves once Slaves there: It is absurd to suppose, the Jews, during all such a various Intercourse with this People, should have imbibed none of their Opinions, till they received them at second-hand from the Greek Philosophers.

Concerning this Objection, it is sufficient to have given this Hint. What I propose to speak to here particularly, is the Fragment of Josephus, printed in the
Appendix, which the Reverend and Learned Dr. Hickes, that great Encourager of the Study and Knowledge of Christian Antiquity, and whom therefore the late Excellent Dr Grabe, by his last Will, empower'd to dispose of, and print his Manuscripts for the Use of the Publick, was pleased to give me leave to publish, at the same time that he did advise and encourage me in the Publication of Athenagoras. Concerning this Fragment very little can be affirmed with Certainty: The most learned Photius takes notice of this as a considerable Piece, and observes it hath been imputed to several of the famous Christians; as Justin Martyr, Irenæus, and others. (a) Hoefchelius also, in his Notes on Photius, published this Fragment, but different from the present Copy; and says, he thinks it must have been written by some Christian. Photius mentions his seeing a Copy of it, and (b) attributed to one Caius, a certain Priest living at Rome:

(a) Hoefchelius, in Nor. ad Phot. t. 9.
(b) Eheus δε ἐν χαλκούμπεια, οἵ ἐκ τίνως τῆς κληρονομίας τῆς Ἐλεούσας καὶ τῆς τηπεριτοπογκούσας ἔπανθὼς ἐν Ῥώμῃ διάζεις του. But
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But takes notice also, that the general Voice had given it to one Jusephus, who was either a Christian of that Name, or perhaps Flavius Jusephus the great Historian, notwithstanding that there is a plain Confession of Christ contained in it. Thus the Great Photius: (c) "He plainly confesses Christ, who is truly GOD, in a most explicite Manner acknowledging the Name Christ, and the unconceivable Generation by His Father; which gave occasion to some to suspect whether this was a genuine Piece of Jusephus, although the Style is perfectly the same with that in his other Writings.

A DISSERTATION
Concerning the NOTIONS of the JEWS
About the Resurrection of the Dead.

THE Notion of a Resurrection of the Dead is so Noble and August, that surely nothing but an immortal Spirit could have any Apprehension of it. And such is the Power of this one Truth, that, like the great Archimedes, it challenges only παραστάσις, where it may set its Foot, where it may be received, and it will move the whole World. It hath apparently, above all other Notions that were ever advanced, the greatest Influence on the Conduct of Humane Life. Faith in other points,
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Points, as well as in this, is necessary to make us good Christians; but without believing this, or something equivalent, it is impossible to be tolerable Heathens. We now stand in such a happy Period of Time, where Life and Immortality are brought to Light, the dark Curtain of the Jewish Ceremonial Law drawn away, and the miraculous Scene opened. We hear all the Prophets now speak History: Yet will it be still proper to enquire what were the Opinions of the Old Jewish Church, which had the true Oracles of Faith entrusted to it. And here Recourse is to be had to the Jewish Authors themselves, both for the Explanation of the Texts of Scripture, on which they believed this Doctrine founded, and for a fuller Account of their own Traditional Knowledge in this Point. If the Resurrection were to be discoursed on from the New Testament, it would not be improper to turn our Eyes very often on them, because the Phraseology of the New Testament is so perfectly different from the old pure Greek Style, so full of Allusions to the Jewish and Eastern Popular Notions and Historical Accidents, that it is difficult to have a full Knowledge of many Passages in that Sacred Writ, without being generally acquainted with the Manners and Opinions of the Jewish Writers. It will be also not a little curious to observe, what were the Notions
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Concerning the old Jews concerning the Resurrection, after what Manner they conceiv'd it would be, and by what Arguments they were induced to believe it: And this shall be the Subject of the following Dissertation.

It is to be noted, that in this, as also in many other Points, the first Notion of a Resurrection among the Jews was Matter of Revelation; but the Dress given to it, and the Manner by which they conceived it would be effected, was the Invention of their own Imaginations. In the first therefore, namely, in the plain Doctrine of a Resurrection, however they may fail in the latter, we shall find the despis'd Jew as much superior to the admired Greek, as Revelation is to Reason.

But the Jewish and Rabbinical Learning hath suffer'd much in the Opinion of the Generality of the World, as if Genius and Industry were lost in endeavouring to cultivate so barren and unprofitable a Province; a Soil which would yield nothing but wild Fruit, Stories, and Allegories, which no Art could ever reduce to the Standard of Reason and sound Sense; and as if the Jewish Authors were all Men of such lost Understandings, as nothing rational or noble might be expected in their Writings. The East hath been famous thro' all Antiquity for the Invention of Arts and Sciences:

And
And some of the chief Remains of that ancient Literature are certainly preserved in the Jewish Authors. - But the frequent Captivities of the Jews formerly, and at last the utter Destruction of their Temple and Constitution by the Roman Power, hath so blotted out their Name almost from being a People, as not to have left them so much as the empty Honour of an Account of most of their Actions and Writings. For, the greater Part, and probably the best of their Books are lost; yet is not the Spirit of this People for that reason sunk; but there have arose some few Genius's among them, even in these the Days of their Dispersion, equal perhaps to any the most Flourishing Times of Athens or Rome have produced. Maimonides, for Instance, is a Parallel to either Plato or Cicero; who was a Man of the greatest natural Abilities, improved with extraordinary Industry and Study, and of a consummate Knowledge in the Jewish and Greek Literature. Not only his Countrymen, but all the East had a just Sense of his Merits. The Jews in a memorable Adage placed him next to their great Legislator Moses: His Moreh Nevochim (not to instance in his other Writings, which perhaps are not of so near relation to us) will last as long, and spread as wide, as any of the Works of the above-mentioned famous Men. The main Fault in this great Man
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Man was, too closely following the celebrated Greek Philosopher, Aristotle. And if in any Part of his Writings, his great Understanding may have been sometimes borne down the Torrent of the Vulgar Errors among his Country-Men; or if the Narrowness of their Conceptions, have cramped his Genius, not giving him room to shine; yet, notwithstanding all Difficulties, the great Manner of thinking, and Noble Disposition of such Materials as his Subject furnished, always shew his admirable Sagacity and masterly Understanding.

Now, what hath given the greatest Occasion of Censure, and hath been to some the Chief Matter of Scandal, is the frequent Use of bold Allegories, and Figurative and Ænigmatical Descriptions, in the Writings of the Jews; such as, if they should be taken in a strict and literal Sense, would appear extremely absurd. This is on all hands allow'd, and their own greatest Masters, Nachmanides Abravenel Kimchi, M. B. Israel, acknowledge an Excess this way, among their Country-Men; and complain of the perverse Temper of some, who are resolv'd, contrary to the Intention of the Authors, to understand their Stories, or Apologues, in a strict and rigorous Sense. Maimonides wrote his Moreh Nevochim with this Design, to explain the Merchavah, or Mystical Theology of the Jews: He understood their Cabbala, and the Mysteries of their Laws, better than...
any of the Rabbins: He observed there were in the Holy Scriptures, a great many Allegories, Figurative Expressions and Types, but that the Jews had built upon them a strange Superstructure, heaped Metaphor on Metaphor; abundance of these Stories he beats down, the Fiction of the Zabii about Abraham he ridicules, takes notice of several of the more famous Traditional Stories among them, as that of Adam and Eve being formed with two Bodies joined together in One; and then remarks what a prodigious Stupidity it is for any not to apprehend this as spoken allegorically. The same Turn likewise he gives to the Rabbinical Accounts of the Vastness of the Tree of Life, and of the Serpent which tempted Eve. His Book before named hath for ever set the Jewish Religion and Economy in a noble and beautiful Light; and he himself hath done, tho' undesignedly, a great Service to Christianity. Socrates was said to bring Philosophy from Heaven to Earth, from the Speculation of Heavenly Bodies and their Phanomena, to the Conduct and Regulation of humane Life; it may with the same Justice be affirmed of Maimonides, that he brought the Jewish Law and the Interpreters thereof, from Types and Parables, to plain Truth, and clear Reason.

Maimonides hath an excellent Passage in his Moreh Nevochim, shewing both the erroneous Interpretations which were put on Allegories,
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Legories, and the genuine and true Meaning of them, upon Occasion of mentioning a Ceremony of the Jews, at the Feast of Tabernacles. * As concerning those Four Sorts of Boughs, which were to be carried at the Feasts of the Tabernacles, (says he) our Rabbi's according to their Custom have given an allegorical Reason for it: For they are extremely delighted with Allegories, as every one knows, who is but the least conversant in their Writings; not that they think them to be the strict Sense and Meaning of the Scriptures, but pleasant Fables, which have a Scripture Moral couched under them. Now concerning these, there are Two Opinions. Some imagine they are brought by the Rabbins to express the Sense of the Text only more fully and more largely; and others hold them in great Contempt, as plainly seeing they cannot be the Meaning of the Text. The former are violent in maintaining and verifying the Allegories, as the very Paraphrastical Sense of the Scripture, and that as of equal Authority with the Cabbalistical Traditions; but both Parties are in the wrong, neither of them understanding the Matter: For the Allegories are not the very Scripture paraphrastically expressed, nor yet ridiculous, but a sort of Fa-

* Part 3. Cap. 43.
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"bles, the Morals of which are very plain and easy to Persons of any Understanding, and a Way of Speaking very commonly used and understood in the Times in which they were wrote.

To this Apology of Maimonides for the Rabbins, I shall add another of the learned Menasse Ben Israel, who in his Treatise on the Resurrection of the Dead, occasionally takes notice of several of the Rabbinical Stories; as of the Leviathan, and Devolution of the Bone Luz thro' the Earth into the holy Land, and cautions every one against taking such Absurdities in a literal Sense, and assures us, the Masters of the best note among themselves only understood them allegorically.

And, Pag. 229. he thus observes upon their Figurative Way of expressing themselves.

*There are some perverse Men, who ridicule such kind of Apologues of the Ancients, and take in a literal Sense what is here said of the Books, (he had been speaking of the Books to be opened at the Day of Judgment.) But no sufficient Reason can be given, why they should

---

* Sunt homines quidam malù feriati, qui rident bujismoi antiquorum sententias, & que de libris iis dicuntur, ad Literam exigunt. Caterum si rem videant, nihil causa est, quare ejusmodi antiquorum opiniones explodantur: Nam plani codem modo loquendi uindicur in suis explicationibus, quo Deus in Scripturis uisus legitur. Sic in Mose legitur, si non, dele me de libro tuo: Simili phrae utitur David, deleantur ex libro viventium: Item Daniel, & libri aperti sunt. Si itaque S. Scripture textus non est reprehendendus, nec illi quoque reprehendendi uidentur, qui bylum Scripture sequuntur.
not use such a Manner of expressing their Sentiments; for they write their Comments in the same allegorical Style, as may be found frequently in the holy Text itself. Thus Moses speaks, if not, blot me out of thy Book: The same Phrase David uses also, let them be blotted out of the Book of the Living: Thus again Daniel, and the Books were opened: If then the Language of holy Scripture is not to be found fault with, neither are they to be blamed who copy after it.

Yet notwithstanding these, and the like frequent Instances to the contrary, several Authors have occasionally quoted some of the Rabbinical Stories, and delivered them as if taken in a literal Sense by the Jews. Which is just as fair, as if they should quote a Fable of Phaedrus or Æsop, and very gravely assure us, the Author was no wiser than to believe Beasts did, in old Time, use to hold Conferences together; or the celebrated Fable of Menenius to the Romans, and thence argue, he believ'd the Legs and Belly could speak. Yet thus are they generally misrepresented; but let what hath been said suffice, and these two great Mens Testimonies prove, that the Rabbinical Stories and Parables are not to be understood in a literal Sense.

But farther, the Jews may easily be excused for this Figurative Way of Speaking, inasmuch as a parabolical Style was generally
used by all the Eastern Nations. The Chal-
dæans, and especially, the Egyptians are
famous in Story for their Hieroglyphicks, a
Magical Language of Beasts and other
Things. But as Words are mere arbitrary
Marks of Ideas, and valued according to
the Voice of the People; so also is the
Phrase of a Language. And it is equally
absurd, to expect the Tour of their Lan-
guage should be the same as ours, as that
their very Words should. Language always
partakes of the Genius and Spirit of the
People; and as the Eastern Nations had some-
thing warm and pompous in their Temper,
above the Western; so are our Languages cold,
and without any Relief of Expression, in
Comparison of theirs. But as the learned M.
Ben Israel has above observed, the Objections
against the Rabbinical Manner of delivering
their Notions, have opened a Way, or at
least given some Umbrage to a Cavilling at
the Style of the Holy Scriptures. Some Scep-
ticks hence have cenured them, as giving
us gross and mean Apprehensions of GOD,
as describing Him acting upon the same
Motives, and after the same Manner as Men
do. But the great Maimonides furnishes
us with Arguments sufficient to confute all
Objections of this Sort; and I believe it is
scarce possible to start any one, however seem-
ingly new, which may not be fairly answered
from his admirable Book Moreh Nevchohim. 
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Among the great Number of excellent Observations and Criticisms in that Treatise, I shall choose out one, which will both shew in what Sense such Passages as speak of GOD with an Anthropopathy, are to be understood, and prove they were so taken even by the Generality of the Jews. \| "Onkelos, " a Proselyte, a Person of the most complete Skill in the Hebrew and Chaldee Languages, in his Paraphrase upon the Law, " was very exact in his Translation of several Texts of Scripture, which attributed " Motion and Passion to GOD, or described " Him with Hands, or other Members of a " Man, not to give a verbal Rendring, but " the true and genuine Sense and Meaning; " and so avoided all Terms which seemed " to give the Deity a Body or Shape. Thus " meeting with a Word which ascribed " Motion to GOD, in the stead of Motion, " or coming to such a Place, he uses the " Appearance or Manifestation of some visible Glory or Shechinah in that Place. " Thus he interprets, * The Lord descended " to such a Place, the Lord revealed him- " self there: † I will go down now, and see; " I will reveal myself, and know. Where- " ever in the Hebrew it is, the Lord heard, " or in hearing I will hear; he translates it, it " was revealed before the Lord, in recei- " ving I will receive the Cry. So too, for

\| Cap. 27. * Exod. xix. 13. † Gen. xviii. 21.
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* I have seen the Affliction, he translates,
the Affliction is revealed before me; and
for † I have seen all Laban hath done, he
renders, all that Laban hath done is re-
vealed before me.

To give no more Instances, these and the
like Places are sufficient to shew, in what
Sense Onkelos and Maimonides took those
Texts of Scripture, which attribute humane
Forms and Modes of acting to GOD. It is
also a general Rule of all the Talmudists,
frequently mention'd by Maimonides and Da-
vid Kimchi, || that the Law speaks in the Lan-
guage of Men, in Condescension to our Imper-
fe&ion and Weakness, who cannot apprehend
Things as they indeed are, but only under
some gross Images. And to prove at once, that
the Generality of the Jews too understood
the Phrase of the Holy Scriptures in the
fame Manner, it need only be observed, that
this Paraphrase of Onkelos was valued next
to the very Original Law, and publickly
read in their Synagogues, as the Targum, or
Explanation of the Holy Text. Hottinger
and others are very full of Observations of
the great Esteem the Jews had of this Para-
phrase. Elias Levita gives a remarkable In-
stance of their Care, in preserving great Plen-
ty of Copies of this, preferably to all other

* Exod. iii. 7. † Gen. xxxi. 12.
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Targums, and reading it solemnly on their Sabbaths in the Synagogues, as the true and genuine Interpretation of their Law. Thus he, *Before the Invention of the Art of Printing, when Copies of the Targum of the Prophets and Holy Writers were not to be found above one in a Country, or two at most in a whole Climate, because no one took Care of them; the Targum of Onkelos was to be had in great Plenty; and that because we were obliged to read every Seventh Day a Parasha (or Chapter) twice, once in the Text, and once in the Targum. The Sense of the Jews appears from hence, and their general Approbation of Onkelos, that they were very far from being Anthropomorphites, or so flow of Heart, as to believe GOD had Hands, or any Members like those of a Humane Body.

I shall now therefore proceed to give a Proof of the Resurrection of the Dead, out of the Old Testament, from the Knowledge of this Allegorical Key. It is written in Isai. xxvi. 19. Thy dead Men shall rise, together with my dead Body shall they arise: Awake and sing, ye that dwell in Dust: for thy Dew is as the Dew of Herbs, and the Earth shall cast

*�םקמ ינשה ינותנש הרכזים ולא יהי נמסא
הרותו ונבואו ותובע כ' אליע ואחר בנדה
שוש תמיים ולאửa יהי מיתנשה תמא
בלל הרותו אניקלוס חומר נכערה לורב: מזא
כpering שבירים אתוהי לאר הגלגל הפורת השה
אלהי Levit. :
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out the Dead. A very signal Proof this is of the Resurrection, and such as the Sadducees could not by any Art evade. Yet both the great Force and Conclusiveness of this Text appear from the Use of the Term Dew, and Knowing the Allusion those Words make to a received Opinion of the Jews. It is possible the subtile Sadducee might find some Sophistical Evasion for the former Part of the Verse, even the express Words; The Dead shall arise: Awake and sing, ye that dwell in Dust: The Earth shall cast out the Dead; and interpret them as meaning only a secular Felicity, a Rising up from a Condition of Slavery and Misery to a State of Happiness and Power. And this was in Fact the Manner in which the Sadducees did answer all Texts of this kind brought against them. But the Mentioning here of the Dew shews undeniably, that the whole Text ought to be understood, and was spoken of the Resurrection of the Body.

The Reason is, the Jews examining what second Causes, what Means might be instrumental in the Raising of the Dead, what Apparatus the Almighty would use in effecting so great a Miracle, had conceived it would be, or rather allegorically shadow'd it out, by saying, GOD would rain down a Dew of a Plastick Power, which should impregnate the Earth, and vivify the dead Bodies, or their Particles, however dispersed. Thus speaks
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Speaks Menasse Ben Israel: "It was certainly the Opinion of the Ancients, that the Resurrection would be effected by the means of a certain Dew rained from Heaven, of a Plastick Vertue, as it is written in the Hierusalem Talmud and Jecudii. Thus the Allusion made here by the Prophet to that popular Notion of the Dew, shews plainly, he spoke of the Resurrection of the Body, because he assigns a Cause for the effecting what he mentioned, the Raising of the Dead, which was appropriated by them for effecting the Resurrection. For if any thing else had been meant by the Prophet, another Reason must necessarily have been given. Yet was not this Opinion of a Dew strictly true, but taken only in a Figurative Sense; and the Dew only the best Allegorical Means that could be given for conceiving how the Resurrection would be effected.

† But the Chaldee and the Syriack Translations, by a little diversifying the Phrase, put the Matter beyond all Doubt: And if the Hebrew Expression be something dubious, the above-mention'd Translations rendering it, But the Dew of Light is thy Dew, where, by Light, as very frequently in Scripture and Prophane Authors, is meant Life, it is beyond Controversy. Agreeable to this, we read, Psal. xlix. ver. 14. And the Just shall have Dominion over them in the Morning, where by Morning is meant the Resurrection.
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effected. The great Maimonides assures us, by this, not the Natural Dew is to be understood; and in Chapt. 52. of Part the 1st. of his Moreh Nevochim, says, “From these Instances you see, how those Questions, which have puzzled the greatest Philosophers, are delivered up and down in the Medrasbeoth; and after such a Manner, that a wise Man, on the first View and Consideration in the Beginning of his Studies, would not believe them to be true, but would rather ridicule them; because if they be taken in a literal Sense, they seem at a vast Distance from Truth. The Reason is, the Rabbins speak Enigmatically, in Parables, concerning these Points, that they might veil them from the Eyes and Cavils of the Vulgar. Thus necessary is the Knowledge of a popular Opinion, tho' ill-grounded, for understanding a Part of Scripture which useth the most explicite Terms, to the Jews, for declaring the most important Article of Religion.

All the other Texts of Holy Scripture, on which the Jews do found their Belief of the Resurrection, are collected by the learned Menasse Ben Israel in his Treatise on that Subject, to which the learned Reader is referred. Most of them, especially those in the Prophets, are the same as the Christians now use to prove it by: Some, but particularly those taken out of the Pentateuch,
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teach, are peculiar to themselves, and several seem too much strained by the Rabbins, in order to make a more full Proof of the Resurrection, from the Law. At least they seem so to us, as not being versed enough in their Notions, Customs, and Manners, and particularly in the Use of the allegorical Key of Scripture. I shall therefore omit those Scripture Passages, and give a few Instances of their Belief of it, from their Misna, next to the divine Original Text, the most valued Book among them, and from their more celebrated Rabbins. In the most valued Part of their Misna Pirk Avoth, there is this distinct and explicite Declaration of a Resurrection, an Aphorism of the famous R. Eleazar the Caparnaite, so clear and express, none of the great Commentators, as Maimonides, Barleonora, or Fajins, could express it more fully. "† Thus says Rabbi Eleazar the Caparnaite: They who are born, shall die; they who are dead, shall rise and be judged: They who shall be born, shall know; they who are born, shall know; they who shall rise from the Dead, shall know, that He is GOD the Maker and Creator, He it is who sees all Things, He is the Judge, He is the Witness, He is the Prosecutor in the
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"Day of Judgment: Who is blessed for ever. With Him is no Injustice nor Forgetfulness, nor Acceptance of Persons, or Taking of Bribes; for all Things are His: Know also, that all Things will be done by Him with the greatest Exactness. Nor let the Tempter make thee secure, as if the Grave would be thy Refuge. For as without thy willing it, thou wast form'd; without thy willing it, thou dost live; so also, without the Concurrence of thy Will, thou shalt die, and shalt hereafter arise to Judgment, and give an Account of thy Actions, before the King of all Kings, namely the holy GOD, who is blessed for ever. It is scarce possible to make a Form of Words more express than these, but especially since this Testimony is in their Misna, their Oral Tradition so highly esteemed by the generality of all the Jews, it must be look'd on as a Satisfactory Proof of their believing a Resurrection.

Another Testimony, and frequently quoted by the Rabbi's, as a Proof of a Resurrection, is that in the celebrated Chapter of Sanhedrin. "Every Israelite will have a Portion in the World to come, excepting such as deny the Resurrection of the Dead, or that the Law was given by GOD, &c.

It would be very easy to bring many Quotations of the same Import, from all the Jewish Authors; but these two Testimonials, out of
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of a Book of such Authority, are sufficient as bare Affirmations of the Point. I will only observe farther, they were so strict in this Article, that it was not sufficient even to believe and allow it upon any Collateral Proofs, or Foreign Reasons, but it was absolutely held requisite for every true Israelite to believe it was fully declar'd in the Law. Thus R. Solomon Farchi: "Tho' one believe from Reason or Tradition, that there will be a Resurrection of the Dead, but maintains it is not declar'd in the Law, he is notwithstanding an Apologist, and hath no Part in the World to come: Thus rigorous were they in requiring an entire Faith in this Article.

But the Jews did not only thus speak and believe, but were able to give also a good Account of the Hope which was in them. And tho' they are generally suspected for the contrary, have given as good Reasons for the Resurrection, assign'd such final Causes, as none of the Moderns have been able to improve upon them. Man (said the Jews) was created in the Image of GOD, and his End or chief Happiness was the Contemplation of GOD. And tho' Man fell thro' wilful Disobedience, they believed, GOD, in his infinite Mercy, would restore him to his first State and Perfection. The old Cabbalists were of that, which is generally called the Platonick Notion, of the Præexistence.
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istence of Souls; and argued something after the same Manner for the Resurrection of the Body, as he did for the Immortality of the Soul: They thought, Man's chief End and Happiness was to know GOD, and would therefore be some time attained to by him. Thus in the celebrated Book, called Zohar, this Cause is given for the Resurrection. "The same Soul will return to the same Body made durable and lasting in the World to come, when GOD shall raise it from the Dead, that so both may be perfect, and may perform, in that Life, what they are not able to do in this. And the Rabbi's are very large upon this Head, and insist much upon the Happiness of the future Knowledge. Menasse Ben Israel says, "The Soul will be endued with the most consummate Knowledge of Things, and Wisdom, without being in any Danger of again forgetting her Knowledge, upon Account of her Reunion with the Body, but will bring that to its Perfection, by a constant and entire Obedience to all GOD's Commands. Rabbi Pinhas carries the Matter so far, as to prefer the Knowledge we shall have in the Life to come, even to that of Angels and pure Spirits.

The excellent Isaac Abravanel, and Joseph Albo, give another Reason or final Cause for the Resurrection; namely, the full Manifestation
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Concerning the Resurrection:

That whereas there have been those, who have deny'd the Existence of a GOD, and have asserted that the World was made by Chance, and consequently, that there can be no over-ruling Providence, with the like impious Opinions; and whereas there have been moreover certain wicked Demons, or evil Angels, who have assumed to themselves the Honour and Worship due to GOD only: For the entire Destruction, and Confusion, therefore, of the Kingdom of Satan and of his Angels, GOD will make a full Revelation of His Majesty and Power, in the Resurrection of the Dead, and the Restitution of all Things. And agreeable to this Reason, are several Forms of Prayers used by the Jews; as particularly that used by those of the great Synagogue, praying that this Time may be hastened. Therefore we hope in Thee, O LORD GOD, that we shall see Thy Power and Glory, when Thou wilt wipe away all Iniquity from the Face of the Earth, and make the World subject to the Kingdom of Shadai, wherein all the Sons of Men shall obey Thy Government, and call upon Thy Name; for Thine is the Kingdom, &c.

A third final Cause is the Retribution to be made to the godly and wicked, and a just Distribution of Rewards and Punishments: In order to this, they believed it was necessary
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necessary the Body also should rise again, and thought it extremely unjust for the Soul, in a separate State, to be rewarded or punished for such Actions as were committed in Conjunction with the Body: My Author, the learned Athenagoras, hath discoursed largely on this Point, and therefore I shall only add a Quotation from Menasse Ben Israel, shewing this was the Current Opinion of the Jews too. *R. Moses Gerundensis, and R. Hafday, and other learned Men, have given another Cause for the Resurrection of the Dead. For thus they say, since the Soul and Body were jointly and together vertuous or vicious, it would be most unjust, for the Soul alone, in the World of Souls, to be either rewarded or punished for its Actions in the Body: It is therefore necessary they should be again united at the Resurrection of the Dead: That so, as Daniel speaks, some may rise to eternal Life, and some to everlasting Reproach.

But farther, notwithstanding all Objections of former Hereticks, and many Christians

---
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unwarily giving into their Opinions, it is most certain the Jews believe'd a future Happiness was the Reward of Obedience to their Law; tho' they are frequently represented, as having no farther Prospect, than a present Felicity and Carnal Prosperity. It is plain from their Writings, a great Body of the Jews, and especially the most intelligent, who could look beyond the Cortex of the Law, believe'd a future Spiritual Happiness was the Reward of Obeying their Law. Maimonides, in his Preface to his Commentary on the 10th Chapter of the Sanhedrin, says a great many excellent Things with relation to this Point; and reckons up the several Opinions and Expectations of the Jews, for Obedience or Disobedience to their Law. According to our famous Pocock's Translation from the Arabic, thus he speaks: "I thought it proper to discourse here concerning several Articles of Religion, of great Moment. It is to be observed, they who have embraced the Jewish Faith and Law, differ in their Opinions concerning the Happiness which will be attained by Obedience to those Precepts which GOD gave us by the Hands of Moses, and concerning the Misery which is the Consequence of the Transgression of them. Their Notions are as different as their Capacities, which seem very much puzzled, so far that we cannot find any one who
who hath spoken with any tolerable
Clearness and Perspicuity on this Point;
but there appears to be something intri-
cate and confused in all their Discourses.
Thus some have thought the Gar-
den of Eden was the promised Happ-
iness; and that to be a Place where
they did eat and drink without any bod-
dly Trouble or Labour, where there were
Houses of precious Stones, and abundance
of Extravagancies of this Sort. Others did
d think, the Happiness to be hoped for was
the Coming of the Messiah: That in those
Days Men would be all Kings, and of a
great Stature, and should possess the whole
Earth for ever; and abundance of other
Things, which it is impossible should be un-
derstood in a literal Sense. A third Sort
did believe, a carnal Resurrection of the
Dead would be the Reward of their Obe-
dience; that a Man should be restor'd to Life
after Death, return Home accompanied
with his Friends and Relations, and eat and
drink as before. A fourth Sort did believe,
a temporal Felicity, the Blessings of Chil-
dren, fruitful Harvests, Victory over En-
emies, and Health of Body, to be the promi-
osed Happiness of Obedience. But a fifth Par-
ty have joined the two Opinions of a Re-
surrection from the Dead, and the Coming
of the Messiah, believe the Messiah will come,
and the Dead rise, and go into Paradise,
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"and there live in all imaginable Enjoyments for ever.

After having reckon'd up these several Opinions, Maimonides complains of the Grossness of their Apprehensions, and foolish Expectations of sensual Pleasures, which many of them entertain'd, reflects on them with a just Severity, for embracing such carnal Hopes; even the Opinion of the Coming of the Messiah was so interwoven with carnal and false Expectations, he could not avoid saying: "But the Days of the Messiah are not to be hoped for, that our Corn or Riches might be increased. The Prophets, and good Men, desir'd it so earnestly, that they might enjoy the Society and Conversation of good Men, that they might acquire Knowledge, and see the Wisdom and Justice of that King, and in how near a Rank to the Creator he is placed, as it is said of him, Thou art My Son; and that the Law of Moses might be perfectly obey'd without any Contraintr or Disturbance. Thus this great Man, while he censures some vulgar Errors among his own People, makes it appear, he had greater Apprehensions of a Spiritual Happiness; and says plainly, it would not be in this World, and during the present State of Things, but in the Life to come, which Life to come and its Spiritual, and not Carnal Felicity, he speaks very magnificently of, in his Teshuba, Yet tho' the
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The Jews were greatly mistaken, in their Notions of Futurity and its Happiness, it is plain, much the greater Part, all indeed except the Sadducees, believ’d, a future Reward, tho’ many foolishly thought it a carnal one, was to be the Recompence of Obedience to their Law. The Hope of a future Reward, was a Reason and final Cause assigned by all the Jews, for the Resurrection of the Dead; and they were in the right, in believing a future Happiness was the Reward of their Obedience, tho’ vain and greatly mistaken in the Apprehensions of the Kind of Happiness. I shall end this Account of the final Causes of a Resurrection, namely the Recompence of Obedience, with an excellent Quotation from R. Saadiah Gaon. “We find Moses our Law-giver, a most extraordinary just and devout Man, to have receiv’d none of those Things which are the Rewards of this Life. As when it is said, *I will give you Rain in its Season, and your Threshing shall reach to the Vintage; and I will give Peace, and I will turn me to you, and ye shall eat the old,—because it is plain, he never entered into the holy Land. If then the just were to have no other Rewards besides those mention’d in that Chapter, the greatest Share of them ought to be given to Moses. Which

* Levit. xxvi.
is very well observed, and is also a Key for the interpreting several other Passages in the Pentateuch; for who could hope for more from the Law, than the obedient Law-giver himself had? Therefore we must conclude with the said Rabbi, "This makes it " very manifest that there must be a Reward " in the World to come." From Reasons like this of R. Saadia, the Jews therefore concluded there was a future Reward and Resurrection; and from what was observed from Maimonides above, it is plain, the Jews had almost all a Notion of a Recompence hereafter, tho' they were mistaken in their Opinions of the Kind of that Happiness.

After what hath been said, it will be proper to make the great Question: How then are the Dead raised? And with what Bodies do they come? And farther, what is the Consequence of a Resurrection? And here I must premise a small Apology for the Jews: For they are known to have confounded together the First and Second Coming of our blessed Saviour: For the Jewish Authors generally mention the Coming of the Messiah, and the Resurrection of the Dead together, and frequently consider them as Branches of the same Proposition, and seem to be under the same Mistakes with regard to one and the other. They expected a temporal Messiah, a Christ whose Kingdom would be of this World,
World, and look'd for a Carnal Resurrection; they were immers'd in the mean Ambition of desiring to rise to no nobler a Condition, than that of a more complete and full Satisfaction of the sensual Appetite: So that, tho' they were right in the plain Doctrine of a Resurrection, they were yet extremely mistaken in their Notions concerning the Nature of its Happiness. This wrong Foundation, that they should rise to the Possession of an Earthly Canaan, and the Enjoyment of Worldly Pleasures, made the whole Superstructure of their Reasonings vain. Therefore I shall omit mentioning their Account of the Time, and the Cause of the Resurrection, as by some certain Configuration of the Heavenly Bodies, by the Plaftick Dew, or Bone Luz; and the Manner of rising, as in the same Habits in which they were buried; which last idle Opinion prevailed so much among them one while, as they grew so expensive in their Dressings for the Dead, that the famous Gamaliel put out an Edict for restraining these Excesses.

Yet, tho' many of the Jews were thus wrong in the Nature and Kind of that Happiness which was to be the Portion of the Obedient in the World to come; some, nevertheless, of their more learned Rabbins, (as Maimonides, Nachmanides, David Kimchi, Menasse Ben Israel, Josephus Albo, and several others) tho' they had a Mixture of Error in their Opinions, as all of them expe-
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...ting a Temporal Messiah, and Carnal Felicity for a Time, as a thousand Years, or more; yet after the Expiration of the Reign of the Messiah, (for Maimonides says expressly he was to die) they all imagined they should be translated into another State, called the World of Souls. That which was a great Occasion of Disputes, and from whence the Diversity of Opinions about the Nature of the Body raised, and its Happiness proceeded, was, their not always sufficiently explaining their Terms, and distinguishing between when they spoke of the World to come, and meant the Temporal Reign of the Messiah, and when they spoke of the Life to come, and meant that Life and State which succeeded the Reign of the Messiah; from the Confusion of these two Terms, most of their material Disputes arose. The World of Souls is sometimes used ambiguously, but generally signifies the State in which the Souls of just Men are, till the general Resurrection. Thus universally in the Talmud the Souls of all departed good Men are said to be in the Garden of Eden, or in Paradise; but never are said to be in the World to come, but prepared for the Life of the World to come. Tho' we now have but one Idea for all, or at least two of these Terms, the Life to come, and the World to come; we must observe yet, that the Jews had different Ideas of them.

The learned Menasse Ben Israel observes the different Import and Signification of these
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these Phrases, in his Treatise on the Resurrection; but explains them something different from what I have done: For, speaking of the World, or the Age of the Resurrection, he says: "But to proceed with Method, let us in the first place consider, whether this World (the Reign of the Messiah) be the same with that the Ancients called Gnolam Aaba, or the World to come, or whether it is another World. There was formerly a Dispute between R. Moses Ægyptius, and R. Moses Gerundensis, about this Point. The first thought, by the World to come was meant the World of Souls, that State namely, into which the Souls are received, after their Separation from the Body." Thus he: *No Body can be Partaker of, or inherit the World to come, but the Souls only of just Men separated from their Body shall enter into it. He declares also in other Places, "that the World to come is not that which succeeds this, but that which every one is received into after Death. Moses Gerundensis is of quite different Sentiments, and thinks the World to come means that which follows after the Resurrection of the Dead, into the which, according to him, all that have lived soberly, piously and honestly, being raised from the Dead, shall be introduced, which they shall inherit both with Body

* Halacoth Teshuba, Cap. 8.
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and Soul, and shall eternally enjoy the Reward and Recompence of their Actions. But R. Josephus Albo, upon Consideration of the Reasons, and especially the Authorities of the Ancients, with which each of them endeavoured to make good their Opinions, thought they might be reconciled; namely, that the Phrase the World to come, might admit of two Acceptations, the World of Souls, into which the Souls of Men are received after Death, and the World, or Age, which immediately follows the Resurrection of the Dead. Since therefore the Rabbins have differ'd so much among each other in this Affair, no better Rule can be given, than to observe in what Sense our Author takes any of those Phrases: And the Reason for doing this, is, because they all conceived the Body would be different in those several States. If they meant by the World to come the Reign of the Messiah, they all in general affirm'd, there would be Eating and Drinking, and all the common Offices of Life perform'd: But if they meant by it the State immediately following upon the Resurrection, they all agreed there would be no Eating nor Drinking, Marrying, nor Giving in Marriage. We must only be cautious, lest we think they differ'd in their Notions, when they only did so in their Terms.

The Jews held, that there were three States or Conditions after this Life; a State of incomplete
complete Happiness, or Misery, after Death, till the general Resurrection; the Reign of the Messiah always, thro' a great Mistake, join'd to the Resurrection; and a third, the World of Souls, or a State which succeeded the Resurrection of the Dead, and the Reign of the Messiah upon Earth. Judah Zabara declares the Garden of Eden, or Paradise, to be the Place prepared for the Reception of the Souls of good Men immediately after Death, where they were to continue in a State of incomplete Happiness, till the Resurrection and general Judgment. Thus too Rabbi Menachem: " After Death, the Just " obtain the Kingdom which is called Paradise, and enjoy the Beatifick Vision of " GOD: There too all the Souls, each according to its Works, are kept till the " Resurrection of the Dead, and Day of " Judgment. * The Jews express'd this Place by several other Phrases, as, being in the Bundle of Life, the High Place, under the Throne of Glory; which very Manner of delivering themselves, shews they meant only a State of incomplete Happiness. There are several Expressions in Scripture, which allude to this generally received Opinion. The famous

[Promised text]

Rab. Menachem.
Promising of our blessed Saviour to the penitent Thief. That Text concerning Judas, i.e. 25. wherein he is said to go to his own Place, a Place of Punishment and Misery due to his Apostacy: This Place of Scripture hath been by some modern Interpreters explained otherwise: But the learned Bishop Bull, in his Sermon on this Text, hath established this Meaning from the concurrent Testimony of the Fathers, who all, with Irenæus, believ’d the Just would go into a Place appointed for them by GOD, and there remain till the Resurrection. The Phrase of the Bundle of Life is used 1 Sam. xxv. 29. But the Soul of my Lord shall be bound in the Bundle of Life. So Abigail speaks to David, wishing him the greatest Happiness. Thus Rabbin interprets this Place. Under the Throne of Glory was too a Phrase among the Jews, and denoted a Place of Happiness till the Resurrection. Thus the famous Jewish Poet R. Solomon Ben Gabirol, in Kether Malcuth: Thou, God, hast made under the Throne of thy Glory a Station for the Souls of thy Saints; there is the Habitation of pure Souls, who are ty’d in the Bundle of Life, after having laboured, and being tired: There they renew their Strength,
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there they rest, who have been tired, there they enjoy Consolation; for in that Place is Pleasure without End, or Limitation. This is the World to come. And in this Place is the Soul of Moses placed by GOD, as R. Nathan says; * and not only his Soul is hid under the Throne of Glory, (says he) but the Souls of the Just are hid under the Throne of Glory. There are abundance of other figurative Expressions of the same Import, mentioned by Maimonides in his Tefhuba. Opposed to this State of incomplete Happiness, was the middle State of Misery, wherein the Jews believed the Wicked were till the Day of Judgment; their Gehenna, where they were tormented till the Resurrection; after which they would be put in Arko, or the lowest Hell, from which there was to be no Redemption. Thus Maimonides in his Tefudi Thorah, Cap. 5. Sect. 4. says, The Idolater and presumptuous Sinner shall be banished from the World to come, and descend to the lowest Pit of Gehenna.

*Quantum enim saniores Judai Paradisi vocabulo non ab-
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**The World to come, or Reign of the Messiah** is spoken of very magnificently by all the Rabbins; but all their Prosperity and Happiness was to be carnal during his Kingdom. Maimonides, in his Preface to his Commentary on the 10th Chapter of the Sanhedrin, gives this as the general Opinion and Belief of the Jews concerning his Coming, and the State of Things under him. "But in the Days of the Messiah is the Time" when the Kingdom is to be restored to Israel, and when the Jews are to be brought back to Palestine: For he will be a great King, and the Metropolis of his Kingdom shall be Zion, and he will fill the remotest Parts of the World with the Glory of his Name: He will be greater and richer than Solomon; the Nations shall make Peace with him, and the Kingdoms pay Homage to him, because of his Justice, and the Miracles which he shall perform. Whosoever shall rise up against him, GOD shall deliver into his Hand to be destroyed. All Parts of the Scriptures extol his Success, and our Happiness: But nothing will then be alter'd in the Nature of Things from the present State. The Rabbins in general affirm plainly, that there will be no Difference between the present Condition of Things, and those under the Messiah; but that the Kingdoms will be subdued to him: There will be then some weaker, and some stronger than others. But
in those Days all Necessaries for Life will be much more easily attained, than they are now, &c. This is the Summary of the Jews Expectations according to Maimonides, and very agreeable to what may be deduced from Scripture to have been their Notions, as from their seeking our blessed Saviour to make him a King, and from other Places.

But this Error of believing a Temporal Messiah led them into abundance more, plung'd them into inextricable Difficulties, and gave Occasion to the Sadducees, or sometimes some of the more Orthodox among them, to start such Objections as they could in no wise answer: As how the Holy Land, or indeed the whole World, could contain all the Jews that ever lived? How the Marriages of the same Women to several Men could be adjusted, so as every Man should still have his own Wife? If any one will make an Observation, what a Shadow of an Argument will suffice to People who are already resolved to believe, he may read with what a poor Solution to this latter Difficulty the Learned and Ingenious Menasse Ben Israel contents himself.

The future Life, (or that which is suppos'd to succeed the Reign of the Messiah upon Earth) and the consummante Happiness, was much after the same manner conceived by the great Rabbi's Maimonides and Nachmanides; excepting only, that the latter was
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was of Opinion, that we should be translated with these gross Bodies into that Life and State, tho' we should therein enjoy no sensual Pleasures. The Promise of Elijah's Coming again upon Earth, as misapprehended by him to be in the same Body he had here, was urged as an Instance, that it was possible such gross Bodies as we now have might subsist in a State of Immortality, or, as the great Apostle phrases it, Corruption might inherit In- corruption. Tho' others of the Jews interpreted this Promise right, and understood only, that a Prophet in the Spirit and Power of Elijah would come. Thus Rabbi Tan-
cum: "There is undoubtedly a Promise of "the Appearance of a Prophet in Israel a "little before the Manifestation of the "Messiah. Some even of the Learned think "it will be Elijah the Tishbite himself; this "is the vulgar Opinion: Others believe it "will be only a great Prophet of the same "Rank with him, who will be endued with "the same Knowledge of God, and "Power of declaring his Name; and is "therefore only called Elijah." But it was farther objected by Maimonides against this Opinion, that supposing it were possible for our Elementary Bodies to subsist thro' all Eternity, without the ordinary Means of living here by Eating and Drinking; it seem'd absurd, that these gross Bodies should be introduced into a State where there were no corporeal sensual Pleasures, wherein they seem'd
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Seem'd to be both an Incumbrance to the Souls, and unprofitable to themselves. To this Nachmanides answered, that tho' he took from the Bodies in a future State all such corporeal Pleasures as they now enjoy; yet did he not absolutely deprive them of all Pleasure, since he could not tell but that there might possibly be other Uses and Pleasures for which God may have adapted the Members of the Body. And tho', upon taking away the present Pleasures and Uses of them known to us, the said Members may seem also superfluous and useless; we ought modestly yet to suspend here determining, inasmuch as we cannot tell but there may be certain other Uses unknown to us, for which these Members of the Body may be as proper as any Ends they have been subservient to here.

The great Maimonides differ'd from him, and from most of the Jews, as to this Point, in the Notion of a future Life or World of Souls, and carried it much higher than any of his Country-men. He believed equally, with Nachmanides, the Temporal Reign of the Messiah, and sensual Enjoyments during the same, but maintained these corporeal corruptible Bodies would not inherit the succeeding Immortality. In his Epistle concerning the Resurrection, he says, "They whose Souls shall return into their Bodies, shall eat and drink, marry and beget Children; but after a long Life, of equal Duration"
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ration with the Days of the Messiah, they shall be translated; for as I conceive there can be no corporeal Substance in another State, the World to come, but only the Souls of the Just, without this or earthly Body, and made like to the Angels of the Ministry." The Felicity of this State he speaks of, in his Teshuba, in a very beautiful and noble Manner. "The consummate Happiness the Soul shall enjoy in a future Life, is such as is impossible to be conceived by the Mind in this present State. Here we neither know, nor desire any but corporeal Pleasures; but so great is the future Felicity, that no Pleasure can be found here to which it may be liken'd or compar'd, without a great Metaphor." And a little lower he adds, "All those Pleasures, concerning which the Prophets prophesied to the Israelites, were only sensual, such as they will enjoy in the Time of the Messiah, when the Kingdom will be restored to them; but nothing is equal or like to the future Happiness."

In this sublime Manner doth this great Man speak, and yet for this and some other of his refined Notions about Angels, he was for some time under the Displeasure of his Country-men. And tho' he hath said so many handsome Things of a Resurrection and a future State, they were dissatisfied with
with him; and he was obliged to write his Epistle concerning the Resurrection, to clear himself from the groundless Imputation of not being right in this Point. The Jews were displeased with him, because he took no Notice of this Article in some of his Tracts, especially in his Moreh Nevochim; as the Jews phrase it, he hides his Face from the Question; and in his Teshuba, little can be concluded, but by Induction, of the Resurrection. Nay, where he did take Notice of it, they said, he did not deliver himself fully enough on so important a Point. Where he explains the Articles of Faith, he passes this over too hastily, almost with just naming it; the 13th Article (says he) is the Resurrection of the Dead.

Abarbenel, who follows him in most Things, seems to allow there was some Ground given for Censure: But upon the whole it is very manifest, from his Epistle which he wrote on purpose to wipe away all Reflexions, that he was right in the Belief of the Resurrection. He seems to have fallen in with the Christians in their Notion of the Spirituality of Bodies for the inheriting of a future Life; and where he says no God can be in the World to come, as I imagine, he means no more than the great Apostle of the Gentiles doth, that this Corruptible must put on Incorruption, and this Mortal put on Immortality. In his Moreh Nevochim, he
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he had declared GOD was a Spirit, and that the Angels had no gross corporeal Bodies, but were separate Intelligences. And therefore, in order that Man might be fit for the glorious Assembly of Angels and Spirits, he declares, that no such gross and corporeal Body, as the present elementary one, can be in the future State, or World of Souls.

Having briefly shewn the Belief the Jews had of a Resurrection, and the final Causes assigned by them for it, and explained their Notions of the three States, the World of Souls, or the State of Souls separated from their Bodies till the Resurrection; the World to come, or the Reign of the Messiah; and the Life to come, the third State which follow'd after the Days of the Messiah, and endured for ever; there remain only two Points to be discussed with relation to this Subject, that they believed the Identity of the raised Body, and the Universality of the Resurrection. Of the former of these the Jews have given a Multitude of Testimonies, declaring in most express Terms, their Faith of the Resurrection of the same Body. Maimonides says, * "Men in the same manner as they " before lived, with the same Body and

* Rambam, apud Pocockium in Notis Miscellan. in Port. Mos. p. 115.
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"same Soul, shall be restored to Life by " G O D, and sent into this Life in their " first Identity." It is scarce possible to conceive any Terms more clear and expli- cite: And again the same Author says, " Nothing can properly be called a Resur- rection of the Dead, but the Return of " the very same Soul into the very same " Body, from which it was separated."

Menasse Ben Israel censures Ben Hasdai, and David Kimchi, for their erroneous Opinion, that G O D would frame at the Re- surrection of the Dead, Bodies of the same Figure, Temperament and Crafts, with the former; and upon uniting the Soul to such a Body, the same numerical Man would ex- ist. His Words are these: In my Opinion this Error is equal to the former, for though G O D may make a Body of the same Figure and Temperament as the former, it will be notwithstanding another Body; as Statues made by a Statuary, exactly like others, still are not the same, but others. - Besides, since the End of the Resurrection of the Dead is, that Soul and Body being joined again, might be rewarded or punished for their good or evil Actions, who doth not see the above-mention'd Notion contradicts the ve- ry final Cause, since there can be no Distri- bution of Rewards and Punishments, if the same numerical Body be not raised? The learned Jew argues excellently for the Resur-
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Refection of the same Body, because another Body rising would frustrate the very End and Design of the Resurrection; and it is as absurd to call Bodies of the same Crasis the same Bodies, as to call Statues perfectly alike, one and the same Statue.

Again, Maimonides and Abarbenel, accuse the Christians of being erroneous in the Doctrine of the Resurrection, for maintaining that the Bodies of the Just, when first raised, would be aerial, subtile, lightsome, and of the same Nature with Coelestial Bodies. So strict and rigorous were they in maintaining the Rising again of the same Body, as they would not admit of that Change the Apostle mentions, that this Corruptible must put on Incorruption, and this Mortal put on Immortality. Besides which, the Vulgar also of the Jews have left very convincing Testimonies of their believing the same Body would rise again. The Circumstances of Rising with the same Cloaths in which they were buried, and with the same Marks and Features in their Bodies they had in their former Life, so as from thence to be able to know each other perfectly well, are signal Proofs of this. I pass over their Accounts of the Manner of God's Raising the Dead, as by the luminous plastick Dew, by the Impression of the Divine Spirit on the Body, and by the incorruptible Bone Luz. Hypotheses like these, perhaps, are not to the
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the Taste of the present Generation; yet a famous Modern hath explain'd the Resurrection from an Hypothesis, if not the same, very like that of the Bone Luz. It is farther plain, that the Jews meant something more by a Resurrection, than a Metempsychosis, or Transmigration of the Soul into another Body; this had been a Dogma of the old School, and Italick Sect; both Plato and Pythagoras are famous for asserting it: Because when S. Paul preached to the Athenians, who were so well acquainted with all Philosophy, had he preached no more than Ἰησοῦ καὶ ἀνάστησιν, Jesus and a Transmigration, he would not have so much surprized the Athenians, and they might easily have given into his Opinions. He must then have asserted something more, even the Resurrection of the same Body; and this it was that astonish'd them, and made him seem to them as one that mocked.

There remains to be proved, that the Jews believed the Resurrection would be general, not of the Just only, but also of the Unjust; nor confined to their own Nation, but common to all Mankind. Some few of the Jews indeed consider'd the Possession of the Holy Land, and the Resurrection, as one Proposition; and imagin'd the latter was only in order to the enjoying of the former; and seeing the Land was the peculiar Inheritance of the Jews, thought all the Gentile
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Gentile World would be excluded the Resurrection. There were some few misinterpreted Places of Scripture, and traditionary Sayings of the Rabbins, which seem'd to countenance this erroneous Opinion. The famous David Kimchi commenting on the second Psalm, asserts the Resurrection was peculiar to the Just; and farther supports his Opinion with that ancient Apothegm, "The Benefit of the Rain is common to the Just and Unjust, but the Resurrection from the Dead is the peculiar Privilege of those who have lived righteously." Some of the Rabbins too gave the fifth Verse of the first Psalm a wrong Sense*. The Wicked shall not stand up in Judgment; arguing hence, the Wicked would not rise again; tho' the Chaldee Paraphrafs renders it very well, shall not be advantaged, or reap any Benefit from a Judgment. There is also a Place quoted from Daniel, but entirely nothing to the Purpose: And indeed, what misled them, was some Traditional Sayings among themselves, and not the Scriptures; especially these: "Every Israelite shall have a part in the World to come, except such as believe not the Resurrection, that the Law was given by GOD, &c." And again in Pirque, R. Elea-

* Heb. יִהוּדָה

Chal. יִהוּדָה

zar,
zar, "All the Dead will rise at the Time of " the Resurrection, excepting the Genera-
"tion that lived at the Deluge." And a-
gain, in the Jerusalem Talmud, "The Inha-
bitants of Sodom and Gomorrah are ex-
cluded from being Partakers in the Resur-
rection." But Abravanel, and Menasse Ben
Israel, give the Expressions a better Gloss, and understand by them only, that the Wicked are said to have no Part in the World to come, as having no Advantage or Happiness, but are on the contrary consign-
ed over to Punishment for their Iniquities; and argued the Wicked too would rise from the final Cause of the Resurrection, a just Retribution, both to the Just and Unjust. Thus the learned Menasse, after making an Observation that some of his Country-men had embraced a false Opinion, that the Just only were to rise, speaks to this Purpose:

"But if we try this Notion by the Rule of " right Reason, and like wise Men strictly " examine it, we shall find the Wicked must " necessarily rise, as well as the Just. It " will be evident, as well from the Light of " Reason, as certain from the Authority of " the Holy Scriptures, and ancient Tradit-
"tion: For if the End of the Resurrection " be, that Soul and Body joined should be " rewarded or punished according as they " have deserv'd, which we have before " proved, it is plain the Wicked too must " rise,
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"rise, that they may be punished for their

" Iniquities.

Nor did the Jews believe only the Resurrection would be general in this respect solely, as including good and bad of their own Nation, and exclusive of all others, but universally so, of all Mankind of all the Gentile World, as well as themselves. Menasse Ben Israel speaks excellently to this Purpose in the following Words. ' It is equally certain, that the Nations and Gentile World will arise from the Dead, as well as the Israelites, and have a Part in the World to come. All and each Person of the Nations shall rise, that have lived honestly and piously; that is, according to Rabbi Moses and Rabbi Meye Gabay, have carefully observ’d the Precepts given to Noah: Thou shalt not be an Idolater, thou shalt not steal, nor commit Adultery, nor blaspheme the Divine Name, nor eat the Limb of any living Creature with the Blood; and thou shalt appoint over thee Rulers, who shall take care these Precepts be diligently observ’d: Such as these shall not only rise, but be Partakers of the Blessedness of a future Life, according to that ancient Saying, God doth not defraud any Creature of his Reward, and therefore the above-mentioned must have a Part. Nor is it to be doubted, but they who have believed well of God, have lived honestly, piously, and soberly, will have a Share in the Resurrection of the Dead,
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Dead, as Moses Ἑγυπτιος declares in his Epistle, tho' they be of the Gentile World, as Socrates and Plato. The same may be proved from another Saying of the Ancients. Four private Men will not be Partakers of the World to come, Balaam, Doeg, Achitophel, and Gehazi.” And from these Words this Conclusion is drawn in the Talmud: Balaam doth not come (is excepted) into the World to come: Therefore the other Gentiles will come. The Conclusion is very good; for if none of the Gentiles had any, it would be impertinent to mention so particularly Balaam’s not having a Part in the World to come. But since there is Mention made of him, and he particularly excepted, we may safely conclude, other Gentiles, such as Balaam was, will be Partakers of the Life to come.

Again, that the Wicked and Impious will rise to be tormented, Daniel declares. Many of them that sleep in the Dust, shall awake; some to everlasting Life, and some to everlasting Shame. Here the Prophet doth not speak of the Israelites in particular, but universally of all Mankind: He says, Not many of the Israelites, but many of them who sleep in the Dust; where, by many, must be understood the Gentile World. Besides, in Pirque Aboth, Rabbi Eleazar says, They who are born, shall die; they who die, shall rise again, and live to be judged. This general Affirmation, which includes universally every one, without
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but any Exception, is a sufficient Proof, that the Wicked, as well as the Just, among the Gentiles, will rise. And we farther read in Zohar, a Book of great Authority, that they who have deserved well of the Israelites in their Captivity, shall have a great Reward in the World to come.

This was the Scheme of a Resurrection, as believed by the Generality of the Jews; but it must be own'd, there was a Sect of great Antiquity, and too considerable not to be taken notice of here, who deny'd the Resurrection of the Dead. The Brevity of this Discourse will not permit me to give an Account of all their Heretical Opinions, which have come down to our Times: But this Justice must be done them, and the present Subject, to give their more considerable Arguments against the Truth of the Doctrine of a Resurrection, and the Answers the Orthodox Jews made to them. And especially, because they were perhaps the only Sect among any civiliz'd Nation, which avow'd there was nothing which concern'd Man beyond the Grave, but that all Existence both of Soul and Body was absorbed in Death. These Sectaries were named Sadducees, from Zadoc their Ring-leader: And what first gave Rise to them, was an Aphorism or Saying of Antigonus, called Sochaeus, who flourished before the Incarnation of our Lord 300 Years, and was a Scholar of Simeon.
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mean the Just; his Saying, as still extant in the Misna, is: Be not like Servants who serve the Lord only conditionally, that they should receive a Reward; but be like those Servants who serve God even without Respect to having a Recompence; and let the Fear of God be upon you. This Saying of the sublime Doctor was by a very sinister Interpretation improv'd into an execrable Hereby, by his Scholars Zadoc and Baytos, who from hence concluded, that no future Reward was to be expected from God, and that there was no Resurrection from the Dead, or State of Retribution hereafter. This Aphorism was not rejected by any of the Jews, as I can find, but interpreted in another Sense than that given it by Zadoc; since therefore this was occasionally the Cause of an irreconcilable Schism in the Jewish Church, I shall take notice what some of their more famous Men have said to oppose or support it.

The general Sense given these Words by Joseph Abbo, Menasse Ben Israël, Abravanel, Maimonides, and others, is, That the Rules of the Law were not meerly Arbitrary Terms of Happiness laid on Mankind by GOD, but such as were the very Means as well as Conditions of Happiness. Abravanel, the subtile Jewish Doctor, interprets these Words in a Sense directly contrary to that given them by the Sadducees. He affirms that דַּאָּ פָּרָס signifies a carnal Reward, and there-
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therefore understands the Saying to forbid them to serve GOD out of an Expectation of Worldly Felicity or Carnal Rewards, but obey the Law without any View to a temporal Recompence: And from such an Aphorism as this, he argues for the Certainty of a future Reward and Life; inasmuch as their worldly Prospects and Hopes were cut off, they might thence with all imaginable Certainty expect, from the infinite Goodness and Justice of GOD, the Recompence of their Obedience, in a future State. Not to mention any more in particular, all the Orthodox Jews gave this Saying a Turn contrary to what the Sadducees did. Fagius, who was a great Master of Jewish Learning, comments thus on it: *The Sense of this Saying is very plain, and agreeable to the Doctrine of our Saviour Christ and his Apostles; namely, that we ought to serve GOD, not for the Sake of a Reward, but out of Love and Fear, which the Hebrew Rabbins express thus: Worship GOD out of Fear, and worship Him out of Love.

* Manifesta est hac Sententia quid sibi velit, & convenit plane cum Doctrina Christiana & epistolorum; nempe, serviendum esse Deum, non mercedis gratia, sed ex amore & timore, id quod sapientes Hebraorum sic enunciant:

 agréable votre, & colle ex timore. Amorem autem vocant, si non negligas quod ille fieri praecepit; timorem, cum vitas quod prohibet. Fagius Comm. ad Pirq. Aboth.

Wor-
Worshipping GOD out of Love, they term, the not neglecting to perform what He commands should be done; and Worshipping GOD out of Fear, the avoiding what He forbids.

Maimonides, in his Commentaries on Pirk Avoth, opposes the Sense given Antigonus's Saying by the Sadducees, and more fully in those on the Sanhedrin; yet in the last Chapter of his Teshuba, insists that the Love of GOD ought to be the chief Motive of our Obedience. It is thus: 'Let no Man say, 'I observe the Precepts of the Law for this Reason, and learn Wisdom, that I may gain the Advantage mention'd in the Law, and make myself worthy of the Life of the World to come. Or I therefore abstain from the Crimes forbidden in our Law, that I may avoid the Curses spoken of there, and not be cut off from the Life of the World to come. GOD is not to be worshipped after this Manner, because he who serves GOD thus, pays Obedience to him out of Fear only; and doth not come up to that Excellence of Divine Worship, which the Prophets and wise Men attained to. For none worship GOD out of such a Regard as this, but very ignorant Men, Women, and Children, who are first taught to obey GOD out of Fear, that they might worship Him out of Love, when arrived to a more full growth of Knowledge. He, who pays Obedience out of Love, doth not
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not study the Law, observe the Precepts, and walk in the Paths of Wisdom, to gain any Thing in this World, or to remove from himself the Fear of Evil, and that he might enjoy Felicity, but follows Truth for the Sake of Truth, considers Vertue as a Reward to itself, and the Obeying its Dictates, and Walking in its Ways, as Happiness. But this is so great an Excellency, as not to be attained by every wise Man: This was the Heroick Piety of our Father Abraham, whom GOD (who is blessed for ever) vouchsafed to call his Friend, because he obey’d and worship’d Him out of Love. This too is that Height of Vertue, which GOD by the Mouth of Moses commands us to endeavour at; Thou shalt love the Lord thy God: And as soon as any one loves GOD worthily and laudably, he will observe all the Precepts of the Law out of Love. But what is that worthy and laudable Love? Such is, when our whole, and most vehement, and most ardent Love is on Him, and our whole Soul is bound up in the Study of Him, is wholly employ’d in it; like one who is in Love with any Person most dear to him, and whether he lies down, or eats, or drinks, continually thinks on the Object of his Affections. The Love of GOD ought to exceed this, and to be always in the Hearts of them who love Him. According to the Precept in
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Deuteronomy, vi. 5. and x. 12. Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy Heart, and with all thy Soul. And Solomon's Metaphorical Expressions in the Canticles are to be taken in the same Sense. I am sick with Love. The whole Book of the Canticles is a Metaphorical or Figurative Discourse concerning the Love of GOD. You may reply, perhaps, some of the ancient Rabbins have said, I learn the Law, that I may get abundance of Wealth, that I may be called Rabbi, and that I may have a Place in the World to come. The Talmud says, you must do it out of the Love of GOD, whatever you do, it must be done for the Sake of Love. Besides, the Rabbins have said: You should take great Pleasure in the Precepts themselves, and not in their Rewards. And some of the most sublime Doctors have, in express and plain Terms, deliver'd this Command to their more prudent and understanding Scholars: Be ye not like Servants who serve the Lord only conditionally, that they may receive a Reward, but be ye like those Servants who serve Him not for the Sake of Gain and Advantage, because the Lord is to be obey'd even upon the sole Account of His being the Sovereign Lord: Which is the same as to say, do your Duty out of Love. Whoever studies the Law, to gain an Advantage, or to avoid a Punishment, does it
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It not for the Sake of the Law: But whoever studies the Law, not out of Fear or Desire of Gain, but out of Love of GOD, the Lord and Sovereign of the whole World, who commanded it, he studies the Law for its own Sake. The Rabbins have said too; Let every one be diligent in the Study of the Law, tho’ he now may have no Regard to the Law itself: Because tho’ now he may read and observe the Law, and not for its own Sake, in process of Time he may perhaps arrive to study and observe it for its own Sake. And therefore they who instruct and teach Children, Women, and the Vulgar, lay before them Hopes of Reward, and Threats of Punishment, before they have made a laudable Progress in Science, and have furnish’d the Mind with a sufficient Stock of Knowledge; and then they, by little and little, open this Secret to them, and gently accustom them to it, till at last they fully apprehend and conceive in their Minds, and obey GOD out of a Love of Him.

It is a plain and manifest Case, the Love of GOD hath not taken deep Root in our Hearts, unless we are continually exercis’d in it, and forsake all Worldly Things for its Sake. For this is the Precept Deut. vi. ver. 5. With all thy Heart and with all thy Soul: But nobody loves GOD, but in as much as he knows Him; every one’s
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one's Love and Knowledge go Hand in Hand together. If his Knowledge be little, his Love will be so too; if the former be large, the latter will be strong. For this Reason every one ought to settle himself to study, and endeavour after a Knowledge of Things which may be a Means to lead him to such an Understanding of GOD, as our humane Faculties and Abilities are capable of attaining.

Thus far the great Maimonides; wherein, whether he does carry the Notion of the Love of GOD to such a Pitch as Antigonus did; whether it may give weak Minds an Occasion of Stumbling, who cannot act upon so high a Principle, and exclusive of others, as he seems to hint; or whether he afferts no more than the Apostle, Perfect Love casteth out Fear, is submitted to the Judgment of the Learned. All humane Compositions will have a Mixture of Error and Weakness; and Maimonides may mistake. He hath spoke very great Things of the Heroick Vertue of their Law-giver, in his Moreh Nevochim; and whatever Construction these Words are capable of, and after what manner soever we interpret them, it's most certain, Maimonides never intended to countenance the Herefy of the Sadducees, nor ever thought, the Happiness, which was in the Obedience itself to the Law, was any Argument against the future Felicity which
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which GOD had declared we should inherit in another Life. But, to return to the Saying of Antigonus; whatsoever was the Import of that, and notwithstanding the Comments of the succeeding Rabbins on it, Zadoc and Baytos, his Scholars, did, or pretended to understand it in such a Sense, as to cut off all Hopes of a future Reward, and became Heads of a very powerful Faction in the State, as well as in the Church. Zadoc was of the more violent and impetuous Temper, and obstinate in asserting the Soul's Mortality; and therefore the Hereticks were named Sadducees from him, and not from Baytos. They are very often confounded with the Samaritans, and therefore said to receive the Pentateuch only as Canonical: But there are several Passages in the Talmud, and the more celebrated Rabbins, which very expressly declare, they received the Prophets too. They are said to have been exceeding profligate and vicious in their Lives and Morals, and were bitterly hated by the Generality of the Jews. The main Objections they used against the Resurrection, were,

First, That the Resurrection was nowhere declared in the Law, or Five Books of Moses.

Secondly, That the Soul was mortal.

Thirdly, That GOD had promised only carnal Rewards and Punishments in the Law.

Fourthly,
Fourthly, That the Prophets themselves believed there would be no Resurrection of the Dead.

Fifthly, That a Resurrection was impossible and absurd.

An Answer to the first.

This first Objection contains the main Strength of Sadducism, and the others seem only drawn up for Form, and to make an Appearance of Number on their Side.

The Rabbins then answer thus.

1. The Resurrection is declared in the Law, provided the Text be not always taken in the most Literal Sense, but a Mystical one; and in the latter it is frequently interpreted in other Cases: Therefore no Reason can be given, why it should not in this.

2. The Resurrection may be shew'd to be a clear and immediate Consequence of several Texts of the Pentateuch.

3. Very satisfactory Reasons may be given, why this Doctrine is delivered after this Manner.

The Sadducees manage it very unfairly with regard to the first and second Points; they exact a rigorous Literal Sense of the Words in the Pentateuch, and will admit of no Mystick Interpretation which might prove a Resurrection; and in the Prophets, who spoke more plainly on this Point, all those Places in them where they plainly speak of a Resurrection, are turn'd into Allegory and Figure: So that if they would keep strictly either
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either to the one or the other Way of interpreting the Scripture, to a Literal or Allegorical one, the Doctrine of a Resurrection might easily be proved; but such Shuffling and Cutting, and changing Sides, just as it is of Advantage to a present Purpose, is unfair: And therefore 'tis not surprizing, if they involve their Adversaries in some Difficulties.

But that some Places of Scripture must not be taken in a literal Sense, there is no denying; and how can it be shew'd, but that some, which would prove a Resurrection, must be interpreted after a Spiritual Manner. The Incorporeity and Spiritual Nature of GOD are to be collected from a Mystick Interpretation of the Holy Scriptures in general, and particularly of the Pentateuch, wherein humane Forms of Acting and Speaking, and bodily Organs, are attributed to GOD; and from a similar Manner of interpreting the Holy Scriptures, the Resurrection may be demonstrated. In what Manner the Scripture is to be interpreted, is here the Article of Difficulty. A great many Things have been said on this Head by the most famous Rabbins; but I chose Maimonides's Account as the most rational. ' There may ' be reckon'd (faith he) three Classes of Men ' who use different Ways in interpreting of ' the Holy Scriptures. The first is of those, ' (and they are much the major Part of any ' whose
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whose Works I have read or heard of) who will have every thing to be understood in a literal Sense, without any sort of Gloss, or different Interpretation: And who must therefore believe abundance of Impossibilities. The Occasion of their falling into this Error, is their Ignorance of all Science, their being perfectly illiterate, and in no sort able to form a right Judgment themselves, nor to obtain Instruction from others. They think the wise Men, in all their Writings of undoubted Truth, never intended, or meant any thing else, than what they can collect from a superficial View of the Terms, the mere literal Sense; tho' the Meaning often, which appears first, is entirely absurd; so that considering Persons, on Reflexion, will say, how can this be? or how can any one in the World imagine it should be true? This is very far from being a laudable Way of proceeding; and this Sect are of a most wretched and deplorable Ignorance. For while they imagine they pay a Deference and Honour to the wise Men, they really highly disgrace them, being ignorant of what they do. This Sect certainly robs Religion of its Honour, and darkens the Brightness of its Glory, and perverts the Law of GOD to an End for which it was never designed. For when GOD Himself says in the Law, Deut. iv. 6. The Nations which shall hear these Statutes, and say, Surely this
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this great Nation is a wise and understanding People; this Sect form such Notions from a meer literal Interpretation, as will give occasion to the Nations who hear of them, to say, Surely that small People is a foolish and ignorant People. They who are most guilty of this Fault, are some popular Postillars, who explain to others the Things they themselves know nothing of; and I wish when they were ignorant, they would be silent. O that you would be silent, and it should be counted to you for Wisdom; or, at least, own we are not certain what the Meaning of this Passage is, or how it is to be explained: But they fancy they understand it, and are busy in explaining to others their own Conceptions, and not the Meaning of the wise Men.

The second Class, and one too numerous, is of them, who upon hearing the Sayings of the wise Men, take them in a literal Sense, as thinking they could have no other Meaning than that which is most obvious, and fall into the Error of conceiving that to be absurd and false, which is not so, but only according to their Misinterpretations; whence they begin to have mean Opinions of the wise Men, fancy themselves much wiser, and that the former were perfectly ignorant of every Thing. The major Part of this Sect is made up of Astronomers, and others, who in their own Conceit are "won
wondrous Philosophers, but indeed are such as true Philosophers would scarce put in the List of rational Beings. These are Men of a more abandon'd Understanding than those of the former Sect: A cursed Generation, who presume to cavil at the Writings of the Holy Men, the genuine Import of which, nevertheless, all learned Men easily perceive. Would they only apply themselves to the Study of Wisdom, that they might have some Notion how Theological and Divine Matters are to be delivered and explained to the Vulgar, then the Wisdom of the Ancients, and Sense of their Writings, would appear very clear and manifest.

The third Sect, and a very small one, that can scarce be called so with more Propriety than the Sun be styled a Species, consists of them who are persuaded of the Wisdom and Judgment of the wise Men, and see, under the Covering of the Words, a true Import and Meaning.

Thus far the great Maimonides. He speaks this primarily of reading and understanding the Rabbinical Authors, but presently goes on to justify their Phraseology, and this Manner of interpreting them, from that of the Holy Scriptures, which he affirms are wrote in many Places in a Parabolical Manner, and therefore not to be understood in a Literal Sense.

Maimonides hath not only given Rules, but a signal Example for interpreting the Holy
Concerning the Resurrection. Holy Scriptures thus, in his incomparable Book *Moreh Nevochim*. This then is one Point on which the Jews insist, that they may recede from the literal Sense of the Words of Scripture; and then they shall be able easily to prove a Resurrection. But this is not allowed them by the Sadducees, who think there’s no sufficient Authority to leave the plain and most obvious Sense, in order to find out some more subtile and refined, but less true Interpretation.

The second Point the Orthodox Jews maintain, is, that the Resurrection may be proved by a very natural and easy Induction. This some of the Sadducees thought to be too much to be allowed their Adversaries; but this the Jews have taken, and after this Manner they argue for it. The learned Menasse Ben Israel hath collected the more celebrated Proofs of the Rabbins of this kind in his Treatise on the Resurrection. I shall put down here one or two of them, which seem the most demonstrative. ‘R. Simai in *Perek Heleck* (says Menasse Ben Israel) most evidently proves, there will be a Resurrection of the Dead, from a Text in Exodus, wherein GOD thus speaks to Moses:’” I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, by the Name of GOD Almighty; but by My Name Jehovah I was not known to them: But I have also established My Covenant with them, to give them the Land of Canaan, the
Land of their Pilgrimage, wherein they were Strangers. And the Rabbi thus remarks on these Words: 'GOD says in the Text, to give to them, and not to give to you, whence it is manifest, the Resurrection may be proved from the Law.' This is a very satisfactory Proof, because the Lord GOD doth not say, He had sworn to establish or fulfill His Covenant made with the Patriarchs, by giving the Land of Promise for a possession to the Children of the Patriarchs; but by giving it to the Patriarchs themselves. This is plain too from the 17th of Genesis, where GOD says, I will give thee and thy Seed after thee, the Land of thy Pilgrimage: But it is evident, Abraham and the Patriarchs did never possess the Land; it follows then necessarily, that they must rise from the Dead, to the Enjoyment of the promised Goods; otherwise the Promises of GOD will be vain and without Effect.

Another Proof of the Resurrection is from Deuteronomy. Thus Menasse Ben Israel.

Lastly, the Ancients have given a full Demonstration, that there will be a Resurrection of the Dead, from the xxxiiith and 39th of Deut. See now that I, even I am He, and there is no GOD with me: I kill, and I make alive; I wound, and I heal. And therefore it is generally said, we must answer those who deny that the Dead will rise again, from this Place. As the same
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same Person is the Subject both of the
Disease, and the Cure; so is he of Death,
and again of Life. From the placing of
these Words we collect the Resurrection,
because GOD says first, I kill, and afterward, I restore to Life; I wound, and I heal.
And farther, because Moses too doth not
seem to speak here of the Divine Power
only as appearing in the two contrary Ef-
fects of killing, and of making alive, with
respect to different Persons; but speaks
it as a Punishment and Reward without
Restriction. With these Proofs the Rabbins satisfy'd themselves; to them they seemed sufficient, tho' to us perhaps they may justly appear not perfectly plain
and convincing. Our blessed Saviour, in the
12th of S. Mark's Gospel, and the 26th
Verse, gives a more undeniable Proof of a
Resurrection, from the Law, and such, as ap-
ppears by the Effect it had, as was never used
before; and even the Scribes confessed he had
answered the Sadducees well. And as touching
the Dead, that they rise; have ye not read in the
Book of Moses, how in the Bush God spake unto
him, saying, I am the God of Abraham, and
the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob? He
is not the God of the Dead, but the God of the
Living; ye therefore do greatly err. None of
the Rabbins use this Text directly to prove
the Resurrection; but since our blessed Sa-
vior's Time they have urged it to prove the

Immor-
Immortality of the Soul. The Jews bring Evidence for it abundantly from the inspired Writers and Prophets; but that is not the Point required here, but from the Law only. The Jews differ from the Christians in proving it too from the Prophets; there are several Texts which they do not make use of, which the Christians do, and think the clearest: And on the contrary, they interpret some other Passages of Scripture to mean a Resurrection, which the Christians do not. Thus from Psalm civ. 27, 30. All things wait upon Thee, that Thou mayest give them their Meat in due Season. That Thou givest them, they gather; Thou openest Thine Hand, they are filled with Good. Thou hidest Thy Face, they are troubled; Thou takest away their Breath, they die, and return to their Dust. Thou sendest forth Thy Spirit, they are created; and thou renewest the Face of the Earth. Ragon hath observed, this Text is understood by the Jews, to prove a Resurrection; and the learned Menasse Ben Israel comments thus upon it: "If then, when that Spirit is taken away by GOD, and the Body reduced to Ashes, the Spirit will a second time return to the Body, and the Face of the Earth be renewed; who does not see this must come to pass in the Resurrection of the Dead?"

The Christians commonly understand this of GOD's general Providence only, in preserving a constant Succession of Generations on the
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the Earth, that when one passes away, another should arise. Job xix. 25. is a celebrated Text among the Christians, but deny'd by all the Rabbins to signify a Resurrection. For I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that He shall stand at the latter Day upon the Earth. And tho' after my Skin, Worms destroy this Body, yet in my Flesh shall I see God. But of this Text, says Menasse Ben Israel: 'There is nothing in it any way relating to the Resurrection. Nor doth it appear, any of the Hebrews ever understood it in such a Sense. The Meaning and Import of those Words is this; I know that he who is the Redeemer of my Soul, and translates it to a Seat of Happiness, is living, and eternal thro' all Ages; I know farther too, that he shall endure beyond all Terrestrial Things.' The excellent Prelate Pearson on this Article, in his admirable Book on the Creed, animadverts upon this Behaviour of the Jews, and highly censures them for neglecting or refusing obstinately a plain and easy Text, and seeking to prove it by a more dark and intricate Deduction.

The last Part of the Answer the Jews have made to this Objection, is, That sufficient Reasons can be given, why GOD was not pleased to make a clearer Revelation of this Article in the Law. It is bold and presumptuous to attempt to fathom the Counsels and Designs of Providence, and especially in a
Point so sublime as this, which seems too high for the Reach of humane Minds. All the Reasons then they offer, are only urged as such according to humane Appearance, and no ways exclusive of superior and juster Reasons. These are the several Accounts of the Rabbins. First of Maimonides: In several Parts of his Works, as particularly his Jad Chasaka, this great Jewish Doctor declares, there is prepared for the Soul a proper Spiritual Reward, or Punishment, in another Life, tho' it be not explicitly delivered in the Law, because GOD would be obeyed, and served out of Love, and not meerly out of a Prospect of Self-Interest and Reward. Therefore, when GOD in the Holy Texts promises those who obey his Law, Plenty, Peace, Children, Conquest, and Enlargement of their Empire; and on the other hand, threatens the Disobedient with Famine, War, Pestilence, Loss of Children, and the like Temporal Calamities: All such Promises and Threatnings as these are not to be understood as the proper and ultimate Reward or Punishment of the Soul; but GOD means no more by such Declarations, than that He will bestow on the Obedient to His Law, all the Means requisite and conducive to the attaining the great Spiritual and Eternal Reward, and will not give these to the Transgressors of His Laws. And therefore, wherever GOD makes those Promissory
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Misfortunes in Holy Writ, He is to be understood to say, If you will diligently obey My Commands and Precepts, I will remove from you all those Temporal Calamities which might hinder and obstruct your Progress in the Study of My Laws, and the Obedience to them; and if, on the contrary, you are stubborn and disobedient, I will take from you all those Blessings which may be a Means to the gaining a much greater and eternal Happiness.

This is one of Maimonides's Solutions of the Objection; another is, and much the more Just and Sublime, That all the Prophets were able to explain, and the Generality of Mankind able to comprehend the Happiness and Enjoyments of the Reign of the Messiah, and therefore have spoken very clearly and fully on this Head. But concerning the State of glorify'd Souls, they have said nothing, as not being able to give a true Landscape of Spiritual Joys, from the general Notions of Mankind, and vain Ideas from the Senses; and have been silent, that they might not lessen it by any Description. With reference to this, they frequently quote that of Isaiah lxiv. 3. Since the Beginning of the World, Men have not heard, neither perceived by the Ear; neither hath the Eye seen, O God, besides Thee, what He hath prepared for him that waiteth for Him. And from hence that ancient Apophthism had its Rise: 'All the Prophets
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have prophesied of the Days of the Messiah, but no Eye hath seen the World to come." Another Reason may be given, why the Happiness of the Messiah's Reign is described, and not that of the separate blessed State, viz. because the former pertains to Soul and Body both as they are here; and therefore may be in part expressed by Images and Comparisons drawn from corporeal Objects; but the future Happiness in that State is entirely Spiritual, and relates peculiarly to the Soul, and therefore cannot be comprehended by any humane Mind, in the present Condition of Things.

The very learned Aben Ezra offers this Solution, which is mention'd several times also by Maimonides. The Reward of the Soul, and Happiness of a future State, is exceeding difficult to be apprehended in any Sort; but the Law was to be adapted to the Understandings and Capacities of the Bulk of Mankind, the Illiterate, Children, and Women: And therefore, God, in Condescension to humane Infirmity, offers only in the Letter of the Law Temporal Advantages and Blessings, as Motives and Persuasives to Obedience; yet leaving Hints sufficient to the more Learned, and Understanding, to discover a future and Spiritual Reward of their Obedience, from a Mystical Interpretation of the Letter of the Law.
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*Rabbi Nissim, and Josephus Albo, and before them R. Jehuda Levita, have thus solved this Difficulty. GOD, say they, hath dealt with Man after a Manner like that which Physicians use in curing any Bodily Distemper, who endeavour to expell the Cause and Fountain of the Illness, neglecting all secondary Symptoms, as knowing, upon the Removal of the Cause, the Effect must cease. Thus, when the first Generations of Mankind, before and after the Flood, the Descendents of Adam and Noah, had all fallen into Idolatry (a few only excepted, as Abel and Shem) and believed the World was from Eternity, and in its own Nature immutable, acknowledged no Providence, or Divine Superintendancy over humane Affairs; GOD was pleased, in his infinite Mercy to Mankind, to make visible Manifestations of his Power, by Signs and Miracles, contrary to the general Laws of Nature, and superior to all her known Powers: And by that Means declared Himself to be a Being distinct from the whole System, and proved that He did create it out of Nothing, and that He was possess'd of a Sovereign Power over all Creatures and Things, of altering and changing their several Natures and Properties, according to His Pleasure. And from hence it was easy to

induce them to acknowledge a Providence; and that being admitted, it seem’d a very ready Consequence, that there would be a Spiritual Reward in a future State for the Good, and Punishment for the Wicked.

Thus GOD dealt with Man before the Promulgation of the Law by the Hand of Moses, and much after the same Manner under the Law; for even in that, GOD did not make a full Revelation of a future Life, because the Generality of the Israelites then deny’d a Providence: And therefore it was not yet the Fulness of Time to communicate to them the great Mystery of a future Life; but first to lead them into a Confession of the Being of a GOD, and that He, by His Providential Wisdom, did regulate and order all the Affairs of the World. GOD must therefore be allowed, according to humane Appearance, to have acted with the highest Wisdom, in promising His People at first only Carnal and Temporal Rewards or Punishments, such as their gross Imaginations could have some Feeling of; by which great Goodness and Condescension, when the Israelites were brought to a Sense of their former Error, and their Minds seem’d enlarg’d, and capacious enough for the Reception of greater Mysteries, GOD sent His Prophets, who made a more clear and full Revelation of the Resurrection of the Dead, and the Life to come. Naaman the Syrian, upon his being miraculously cleansed of a Lepro-
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Leprosy, breaks out into a Confession of the God of Israel. Now I see, there is no God but in Israel. Yet had the Prophet offer'd to have proved from this Miracle, tho' it be no very remote Consequence, the Being of a future State, and a Retribution to the Just and Unjust, he would, no doubt, have persisted in his Infidelity, and look'd on the whole Revelation as meer Romance. God therefore disposed the Minds of Men by Miracles, prepared them, by those Visible Acts of Omnipotence, for the Reception of Religion. Therefore when the Generality of Mankind saw such numerous and stupendous Miracles wrought by the Hand of Moses, or of any of the other Prophets, such Wonders as confounded even the Magicians, and overthrew all their Sorceries, they would be forced to acknowledge, that the Persons who performed these Things must be endued with a more than humane Power, inasmuch as all the Elements and natural World appeared obedient and subservient to their Wills and Commands.

Rabbi Bakai the Elder says, 'The Retribution, i.e. Happiness or Misery, is a natural and necessary Consequence of good or ill Actions; and therefore it was not the Business of the Law to be particular concerning them. Many Persons, entirely ignorant of the Law, have, by a right Use of their natural Reason, attained to a Knowledge of a future eternal Happiness. Therefore the Law speaks not
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not distinctly of this, but of those Things only which are not necessarily flowing from the Nature of Things, but proceed more entirely from the Providence and sole Will of GOD: According to that in Leviticus;

Then I will command My Blessing upon you in the sixth Year, and it shall bring Fruit for three Tears. Whoever will not give the Tenths, shall be poor. There shall not be one in thy Land that procures Abortion. Because not natural, but supernatural Things, were the proper Matter of Revelation, and such as were to be mentioned in the Law, as consider'd to be Divine.

Rabbi Sebadyah solves the Difficulty after another Manner. The Oracles of the Heathen Divinities, and Pagan Nations, falsely promised secular Advantages and temporal Felicity: And when the Heathen Priests made these Predictions, they used to consult the Heavenly Bodies and Constellations, as believing all the Stars had an occult, but powerful Influence on all Things in this Sublunary World. And GOD, in order to reclaim the Israelites from this Kind of Idolatry, and vain superstitious Fear of these Elementary and Celestial Bodies, severely prohibited all Worship of the false Gods; according to that, Thou shalt not bow down to their Gods, nor worship them, but shalt serve the Lord thy GOD: And the Inducement and Motive to Obedience was, because all those Things, which
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which the Gentile World seek after from their Gods, are only in His Power and Hand to give; He shall bless thy Bread and thy Water, and shall remove all Infirmity from thee: These temporal Advantages therefore, which were the Enticements to Idolatry, GOD makes the Motives to His own Worship: Yet notwithstanding GOD promises all secular Goods and Prosperity to those who obey His Law, to reclaim them from Idolatry; there is a future and spiritual Reward, not obscurely mention'd in several Places of holy Writ.

The learned * Rabbi Moses Gerundenses, and Rabbi Joseph Albo, give us an excellent Solution of this Difficulty. That wherever in the Law, as in Leviticus and Deuteronomy, GOD mentions a Reward or Punishment, it is to be understood of general Rewards or Punishments, of Blessings bestowed, or Calamities sent, on the Community of the People, and those must have been necessarily temporal and carnal, such as are frequently described, and not of the private Reward or Punishment of every Individual Person, which must be spiritual and future, when he is no longer a Member of the Community. Thus in Deuteronomy GOD threatens the People: And the Lord shall bring thee, and thy King which thou shalt set over thee, into a Nation which neither thou,

nor thy Fathers have known: Thou shalt beget Sons and Daughters, but shalt not enjoy them: For they shall go into Captivity. All these Threatnings, all the Judgments here denounced against the Disobedient, have respect to the Community, and to the State of the Jews, and therefore are secular. For this Reason, whenever GOD judges a Nation or People, considering them in their Political Capacities, they are either blessed with the Happiness of Peace or Victory, or punished with the Destruction of War and Desolation: This is wholly done with regard to the Merits or Demerits of that People consider'd as a Body, and accordingly as the good or ill Actions of such a State do preponderate, so it is made either happy or miserable. And it is for this Reason, the Just are often involved in the Ruins of the Wicked, and the Wicked often protected under the Covert and Shadow of the Just. Agreeable to what is here, and by the most ancient Rabbins said, Moses Ægyptius speaks in his * Jad Chasaka, ' If a Kingdom or Country's good Actions, in the whole, exceed the Impurities and Sins thereof, it is treated as just; but if their Iniquities and Sins preponderate, it is upon the whole declared to be, and punish'd as Wicked. Therefore in the present Condition of Things, if the Ma-

* Halach. Teshuba, Cap. 3.
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jon Part of the People behaved wisely, and obey'd the Rules and Commands of the Law, the Whole was prosperous, even the Wicked, for a Season, enjoy'd all temporal Advantages and Blessings. The Rain in its Season, Peace, plenteous Harvests, abundance of Cattle, and Things of this Nature, were and must be necessarily common and general, since no Distinction could be made in these Cases, unless by interrupting frequently the ordinary Course of Nature. And again, on the other hand, if the greater Part of the Community be wicked, the Just must suffer too with them; in the Loss of these temporary Things, the Famine, the Pestilence, and the Sword, sweep both away without Distinction. But the dernier Ressort, the ultimate Adjustments, of these little Irregularities, will be in another Life; where every Soul will be rewarded or punish'd according to his own particular Acting, well or ill. Thus is that famous Text of Ezekiel to be understood; The Soul that sins, it shall die. In this Life it is notorious Fact, that it is not so; in another therefore it certainly will be. We must then distinguish betwixt those Promises of Rewards and Punishments, which are made to them consider'd as a State and Body of Men, the which are more frequently and fully urged, and that
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that spiritual Reward or Punishment, which is peculiar to every Person distinctly from the rest, and for the Execution of which another Scene of Things must be opened.

The next Objection of the Sadducees is, That the Soul was Mortal.

The Moderns have made such great Advances in Science, and establish'd the Immortality of the Soul upon such undeniable Principles, that I shall omit all the Metaphysical Proofs, which the Jews have urged, because they have not reach'd that Accuracy of Demonstration, which the Moderns have attained: Not but that several of the Rabbins also have in general argued very well from the Powers of the Soul, which are independent of, and incompatible with Matter; as those of Thought and Choice, as also from the universal Consent of the learned and wise Men of all Nations and Ages, as Menasse Ben Israel with great Judgment observes. The abovemention'd Doctor, upon entering on a Proof of the Soul's Immortality, hath this noble Sentence. 'It is a great Argument for the Immortality of the Soul, that Men dispute whether it be immortal or no; even hence it appears the Soul must be immortal, because so noble and elevated a Thought could not enter into the Mind of Man thro' the Medium of his Senses only.' But I shall su-
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persewe all Metaphysical Arguments, and observe only what Proofs for the Soul's Immortality are drawn by them from the Holy Scriptures. And first, let us hear what the great Maimonides hath said with relation to this Point. In his Monch Nevochim, where he explains the Word Image, and thereupon the whole Text, God created Man in His own Image, he argues Man must be in the Image of, or like GOD, with respect to his Soul, and not upon Account of any Thing Corporeal, either Substance or Figure, because GOD is a Spirit, and therefore the Soul must be essentially distinct from, and essentially independent on Matter. Thus this great Jewish Doctor: Because Man hath in himself a peculiar Power, which is not in any other Creature under the Sphere of the Moon, namely an intelhhtive Power and Faculty distinct from, and independent on Matter, that is of any of his Senses, or the Limbs of the Body (as Hand, Foot, and the like;) therefore the holy Scripture compares it to the Mind of the great Creator, which, in like manner, doth not consist in any Organical Part, nor result from any Disposition or Contexture of Matter. And tho' the Comparison be between infinitely disproportionate Subjects, yet Man, upon Account of the Divine and Spiritual Intellect in him, is said to be made in the Image of God. The most learned Rabbi David Kimchi, in Commenting on the Word Image,
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Image, observes, that there is no Necessity in the Text to prove by Induction, that the Soul, because of its Spiritual Nature, was said to bear the Image of GOD; for the Word in its first and prime Sense signifies not only Corporeal Likeness or Similitude, which is generally Likeness in Figure or Colour, but also a Metaphysical Habit or Ratio of two Things to each other, a Likeness of Spirit to Spirit, as well as Body to Body. Thus he; *Image and Likeness sometimes import a Corporeal Similitude, such as is conveyed to us by our outward Senses, and sometimes an Incorporeal one, not knowable by Sensation, such as can be apprehended by the Mind only. And in such a Sense is it to be taken in this place. Let us make Man in our own Image, in the Image of God created He him, and in our Image and Likeness. The learned Menasseh Ben Israel uses this Proof of the Spirituality, and consequently the Immortality of the Soul. It is evident, the Soul is Spiritual, because it doth not depend on the Body, nor is formed out of any Powers of Matter, as the Souls of Brutes are, but is breathed into Man by God. Thus the holy Scripture, in giving the Account of the Production of o-
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The text discusses the reference to the Earth and Water bringing forth, and then shifts to the creation of Man, emphasizing the different manner in which Man is described compared to other creatures. It mentions Maimonides, who in his Preface to Pirque Avoth, notes certain names given to the Soul in the holy Scriptures, which express the several powers and faculties, some of which are possessed in common with other creatures, and therefore such names of the humane soul, as import any of those powers, are sometimes bestowed on the brutal. We have no words in English, which do exactly express all the cases; and therefore I must say in general, the Jews had words which expressed the animal, vegetative, and intellectual soul. And occasionally as the soul of man was spoke of as exerting any powers and operations of any of those souls, it was called by that name. And so when other creatures were described performing any meerly animal actions, they were said to have that soul. This little ambiguity, for want of a due knowledge in the originals, gave occasion to some to imagine, that the holy scriptures spoke of the soul of man and of beast as one and the same, because it was observed they frequently had one and the same name. But all the terms are not thus loose and unrestrained; there are two names solely appropriated to the humane soul.
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Humane soul, and which we never read in the holy Scripture, were communicated to any other being or creature: Which shews plainly, they believed it perfectly different from the brutal soul. These incommunicable names (as I may call them) are not always used when the humane soul is spoke of, but such powers only as the soul then exerts; it is sufficient, that it hath peculiar names, which are on some occasions made use of: As God hath several names, in holy writ, as Elohim, Shaddai, Adonai, but hath also an incommunicable name, Jehovah, which proves they believed Him a being different from all others called Gods.

Menashe Ben Israel hath a very clear account of these names of the soul, which, for a farther and full illustration on this point, I shall put down here. Thus he:

"It hath been ingeniously and learnedly observed by the ancient Rabbi’s, in Bereshith Raba, that the soul of man hath five names, Nephesb, Ruach, Nesbemah, Kajah, Jehida, from some places of holy scripture which they quote. These names are given the soul in different respects, and according to various ways of considering it. It is called Nephesb, because it hath a vegetative power, whereby it occasions the growth of man. It is called Ruach, as having a locomotive and sensitive faculty, by which a man moves, and hath sensation. It is called Nesbemah, as having the
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*the intellectual Faculty, which distinguishes Man from all the mute Creatures: For *Neshemah* is derived from *Shamaim*, Heaven, either because the Soul comes down from Heaven, or because it is of a Heavenly and Spiritual Nature: Therefore this Name is never read, in the holy Scriptures, as given to Beasts, but to Man only. It is called *Kajah*, because by means of his Soul Man lives and is immortal.

And lastly, its most excellent Name is *Je-cheda*, or one, or simple, denoting it to be a Substance different from the Body; for all the Members of the Body are compounded of Matter and Form, but the Soul is a simple Essence or Form, and immaterial. In like manner, the Ancients thought the Soul to be one simple Substance, but endued with several different Powers, and that the vegetative and sensitive Powers existed after a much superior and more excellent Manner in Man, than in Beasts or in Plants: And that these different Names are given the Soul, from different Powers and Faculties.

The third Objection of the Sadducees was, *G O D had promised only carnal Rewards and Punishments in the Law.*

This Objection is much the same with the first, and after the same manner answer'd by the Jews. It is own'd as before, that the future Spiritual Reward is not revealed in express Terms; but may very easily be...
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collected from the Law. The Rabbins determine very authoritatively; the Business of a future Life is as manifest and as clear as the Sun, to any one of Understanding. The Reasons, why the Spiritual Reward is not declared in the Letter and expressly, are the same as why the Resurrection is not. Yet there seems to be in the Law one clear Text, a demonstrative Argument, out of the Writings of Moses, in the 5th Chapter of Genesis. Enoch walked with GOD, and was not: For GOD took him. These Words (as Bishop Bull, and Menaffe Ben Israel observe) all Men that have read them, both Jews and Christians, have always understood of the Translation of Enoch [either in his Soul only, or in his Body and Soul together] to heavenly Bliss, after a vertuous Life spent among that vicious and wicked Generation of Men. Here then we find in the Law, something more than a Promise, even an Instance of Spiritual Reward and Repom- pence of Obedience. Here we see Enoch set out as an illustrious Example to all succeeding Generations, of what GOD would bestow on all the Righteous in another World. Enoch also was in his Life-Time an open Assertor and Preacher of the Doctrine of a future Life, and of Spiritual Rewards and Punishments therein, as is manifest from St. Jude, who assures us that he spake and prophesied of GOD's Coming with thousands of Saints,
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Saints, or holy Angels, to judge the World. Of this Prophecy of Enoch, and his miraculous Translation, (which was so certain a Seal and Confirmation of the Truth of them) the Jews were very well informed from their Zohar, and therefore must have in this Instance all that can possibly be required to make a Demonstration: A most ancient Tradition, as in Enoch's Prophecies, an Example in Enoch's own Translation, and a Proof in their very Law, as in the Text, Enoch walked with GOD, and was not; For GOD took him. Nay farther, their great Legislatur, Moses himself, was a signal Evidence of a future spiritual Reward: His Preservation at his Birth, and the Series of his whole Life and Actions are one continu- ed Miracle. By what a signal Providence was he saved from the general Fate of his Country-Men, who were all destroy'd by the tyrannous Sword of a jealous Monarch? What humane Motives? What reasonable Hopes and Encouragements pushed him on to undertake the Heroick Enterprize of Delivering the Jewes from the Egyptian Slavery? Could Ambition and the Lust of Power tempt him? Why did he then refuse to be called the Son of the mighty Pharaoh's Daughter, in those Times, the greatest Monarch in the World? Could not the Egyptian Court furnish an ample Scene for Ambition to act in? and was not the Power and endless Wealth of a warlike

G 3        Nation,
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Nation, proper Materials for an enterprising Spirit to work with, and attempt mighty Actions? Could a Thirst of Glory make him abandon the Egyptian Monarch's Court, and join himself to a poor, despised, and cowardly Herd of People? Or suppose him addicted to sensual Pleasure: Did Wildernesses, Deserts of Sand, and barren Rocks, promise such Scenes of those luxurious Joys, as Egypt, fruitful to a Miracle, visibly offer'd? No, Moses was not thus meanly ambitious, did not terminate his low Hopes in these vain transitory Enjoyments; some higher and nobler Object charmed his exalted Mind. By Faith Moses, when he was come to Years, refused to be called the Son of Pharaoh's Daughter, choosing rather to suffer Affliction with the People of GOD, than to enjoy the Pleasures of Sin for a Season; esteeming the Reproach of Christ greater Riches than the Treasures of Egypt. Moses then believed he should have a Spiritual Reward in a future Life, and upon this Principle undertook and gloriously accomplish'd the Delivery of the Jews, by the assistance of the mighty Hand and out-stretched Arm of GOD Almighty. This is an Argument frequently insisted on by the Rabbins in their Writings; that Moses will be rewarded for his Heroick Virtue, they certainly persuade themselves from the Notions of the Goodness and Justice of GOD: But the great Prophet had no Reward here, had not the tem-
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temporal Blessing of this Earthly Canaan, but only saw it, and died, and therefore must assuredly have a Recompence in a future Life.

But Moses was from his Nativity distinguished by a miraculous Providence. The Jews have a Tradition, as the famous Historian Josephus in his Antiquities records, that God appeared to Amram the Father of Moses by Dream, and promised him a Son, who should, in due Time, deliver the Hebrews from the Egyptian Bondage. This divine Oracle, and not so much the common Ties of Natural Affection, prevailed on Amram and his Wife to preserve Moses, notwithstanding the cruel Tyrant's Edict to the contrary. And to this Tradition doth that Text probably allude: By Faith Moses, when he was born, was hid 3 Months of his Parents, because they saw him a goodly Child, and they were not afraid of the King's Commandment. From this Tradition, from the miraculous Circumstances of his Birth and Preservation, and from his Heroic Behaviour thro' his whole Life, the Rabbins have argued, and did believe, that since upon this Stage of Life he went apparently without any Reward, that God had laid up for him in another Life an exceeding great Reward.

Another great Proof of a Recompence is drawn from the Afflictions and frequent Captivities of the Jews, the Favourite People of God. The Rabbins argue, that
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that since the Jews, notwithstanding they are the chosen People of GOD, are here in this World subjected to long and hard Calamities and Slavery, that GOD will hereafter reward them for their Obedience, in another and better Life. I shall close this Argument with an excellent Quotation from Rabbi Levi Barzel, which speaks clearly to this Point.

If it should be farther enquired, Have you not declared that the Foundation of all your Reasonings is, that the People of Israel are a Peculium, or Part chosen from the World? But how can this be true? When they have visibly suffered such Banishment and Afflictions for many Ages past. I answer, it is a known and allow'd Principle among all Mankind, that the Lord of the Universe hath created two Worlds, the World of Bodies, and the World of Souls: The World of Bodies is nothing, is Vanity, if compared to the World of Souls. The former is like a Shadow which passes away, but the latter remains for ever and ever. Since therefore the Soul is the principal Part of Man, and that endures for ever, and the Body is only as it were a Vessel and Receptacle for the Soul, for a little Time useful, and then corrupting and perishing, GOD hath, as an Inheritance, appointed his People the World of Souls, which World is eternal, and whose
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whose Pleasures are endless and incomprehensible.

In the fourth Place the Sadducees object. The Prophets themselves believed the Soul to be mortal, and that there would be no Resurrection of the Dead.

To fill up the Measure of their Iniquities, as Menasse Ben Israel informs us, the Hereticks endeavoured to draw the inspired Authors also into a Society and Partnership of their Atheism and Infidelity. I should be too tedious, if I should collect all the Passages of the Holy Scriptures which they wrested to the supporting their Heresy: I shall give only a few Instances, in the more famous, and seemingly more valid Texts. In Psalm vi. we read; In Death there is no Remembrance of Thee; in the Grave who shall give Thee Thanks? Ps. lxxxviii. Wilt Thou shew Wonders to the Dead? Shall the Dead arise and praise Thee? Shall thy loving Kindness be declared in the Grave, or Thy Faithfulness in Destruction? Shall Thy Wonders be known in the dark, and Thy Righteousness in the Land of Forgetfulness? Ps. cxv. The Dead praise not the Lord, neither any that go down into Silence. And in Ecclesiastes: For that which befalleth the Sons of Men, befalleth Beasts; even one thing befalleth them: As the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea they have all one Breath, so that a Man hath no Pre-eminence above a Beast: For all is Vanity. All go unto
one Place, all are of the Dust, and all turn to Dust again. Who knoweth the Spirit of Man that goeth upward, and the Spirit of the Beast that goeth downward to the Earth? And again: For the Living know that they shall die; but the Dead know not any thing, neither have they any more a Reward, for the Memory of them is forgotten. And again: Whatsoever thy Hand findeth to do, do it with thy Might; for there is no Work, nor Device, nor Knowledge, nor Wisdom in the Grave whither thou goest. And again in Job vii. 7. O remember that my Life is Wind; mine Eye shall no more see Good. The Eye of him that hath seen me, shall see me no more: Thine Eyes are upon me, and I am not. As the Cloud is consumed, and vanishes away; so he that goeth down to the Grave, shall come up no more. He shall return no more to his House, neither shall his Place know him any more. And again in Chap. xiv. But Man dieth, and wasteth away; yea, Man giveth up the Ghost, and where is he? As the Waters fail from the Sea, and the Flood decayeth and drieth up: So Man lieth down, and riseth not till the Heavens be no more; they shall not awake, nor be raised out of their Sleep. These are the chief Places of Scripture which the Sadducees bring to support their Opinions. The Passages quoted from the Psalms are interpreted by the ablest Doctors among the Jews, and especially from Zohar, a Book highly valued among them, to import no more,
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more, than that this Life is the only Stage for Virtue to be exercised in, and all good and heavenly Dispositions to be acquired. A future State is peculiarly set apart for Rewards and Punishments, as our Holy Gospel speaks, As the Tree falleth, so it lies; in whatever State we are when Death takes us, we must continue in to all Eternity. It is the famous Cabbalistick and Platonick Notion, that the Souls of the Impious still persist in their Impiety, and that the Holy persevere in an indefectible State of Holiness. David therefore intreats only for a Time of Repentance and Amendment of Life, wherein he might attain those virtuous Dispositions as might make him eternally happy. To give Thanks, to declare GOD's loving Kindness, to make known his Wonders and Righteousness, are Acts of Religion, are Practick Virtues, and the Worshipping GOD is frequently expressed by these Phrases in Scripture, and the Psalmist intreats GOD's Mercy for a longer Date of Life, to form holy Habits in his Mind, and fit himself for the Assembly of Angels, and Enjoyment of GOD. But in the Grave there is no Opportunity for Action, nor Room for Repentance or Amendment of Life; much less for high Improvement and Progress in Virtue. And all those Phrases used by the Psalmist express so many Acts of Penitence, in which the Jews were very exact, (the Moderns would
would say rigorous, or some other more harsh Word) which the Reader may observe from Maimonides's Treatise on that Subject.

The next Quotations are taken from Ecclesiastes, Texts always wrested by the Atheists to their own Destruction. This would afford a great Field of Discourse; but I shall answer in general, and so as to give a Key to the whole Book. Menasse Ben Israel, in his admirable Work called Concilior, hath, with great Judgment and Sagacity, and extraordinary Learning, adjusted the seeming Disagreements or Contradictions in the Holy Scripture; and in his third Part has taken notice of several in Ecclesiastes, and reconciles them. But there are in this Book manifest Atheistical Propositions, and plain Contradictions, neither of which can be supposed to be Affirmations of the Holy Spirit of God. A Man of moderate Understanding cannot be guilty of such a Fault in so short a Treatise, much less the wisest of Men, Solomon, and infinitely less the Holy Spirit of God: It is therefore plain and evident, that the whole Book is wrote in Form of a Dialogue, where an Atheist is introduced advancing his impious Tenets in an open and clear Manner, which Solomon in his own Character opposes; and therefore in the Close of the Book, Solomon, in Opposition to some Text which went before, and gave a Loose to irregular Desires, says,
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Remember now thy Creator in the Days of thy Youth; and then makes a very noble and beautiful Allegorical Description of old Age and Youth. And tho' before, in the Character of the Atheist, we find this Text, Who knoweth the Spirit of Man that goeth upward, or the Spirit of the Beast that goeth downward to the Earth? Yet in the End of the Book, after a Confutation of such impious Notions, he affirms in the most explicit Terms: Then shall the Dust return to the Earth as it was, and the Spirit shall return to GOD who gave it. And at the last: Let us hear the Conclusion of the whole Matter; fear GOD, and keep his Commandments; for this is the whole Duty of Man. For GOD shall bring every Work into Judgment, with every secret thing, whether it be Good, or whether it be Evil. This is the Sense of the Jewish Doctors on this Book.

Job is the next whom the Sadducees imagined to declare there was no Providence, nor Resurrection of the Dead, nor future Retribution. Some of the Jews have been of Opinion, there never was any such Man as Job, but that the whole Book is a Parable; but much the greater, and more learned Part of them, believed firmly that it was History, and Matter of Fact. The Text in Ezekiel, where GOD speaks of Job, Noah, and Daniel, is used as a Proof, because they conceived it very absurd to think, that Job, if it were only a fabulous Character, would be
be joined to those two other real Persons, Noah and Daniel. Moses is supposed to be the Author of the Book of Job, by the old Rabbins; and the Passage before quoted, and several others, are allowed by them to oppose the Notion of a Resurrection; and they have endeavour'd to find Salvo's for those unguarded Expressions, namely, that the Violence of his Pains, and Grief extorted them from him; and that he was to be excused for what was utter'd in such Anguish of his Heart, especially since at the Conclusion he repents him of his wicked Opinions. Maimonides endeavours to alleviate the Guilt of this Behaviour, by saying, that he lived before the Law was given, and had nothing but the Kabbala, or Noachichal Traditions, to guide himself by; and therefore may be pardon'd, if he ran into some erroneous Tenets: But this is to give up the Question entirely, and yield all the most violent Sadducee could demand. But Maimonides gives us an Epitome of this Book and Scheme, of all the Reasoning in it, in his Moreh Nevovichim; wherein he shews, that certain general Opinions of Men concerning Providence are discussed in Dialogues between Job and his Friends; and that Elihu's Account of GOD's Regulation of humane Affairs, comes the nearest the Truth, and is that which convinces Job of some Mistakes, and his Friends of very great Errors. I have observed, that Menaffe Ben Israel, and other
other Rabbinis, who have occasionally spoke of Job, have taken all they have that is good from Maimonides: I shall therefore translate the main Parts, which may clear up all Difficulties, and shew that every thing is spoken as proper to the Character only, and not as absolutely true; and therefore some erroneous Notions are assigned to Job, and many to his Friends, as part of general Opinions about Providence; all which are rectify'd afterwards in the Close of the Book, where Elihu reproves them all, sums up their several Arguments, and determines what ought to be held as true; to which Sentence Job agrees at last, and repent of his own Errors. But what thoroughly convinces Job is, the Speech GOD makes to him; for after that we read: Then Job answered the Lord, and said, I know that Thou canst do every thing, and that no Thought can be with-holden from Thee. Who is he that hideth Counsel without Knowledge? Therefore have I utter'd that I understood not, Things too wonderful for me, which I knew not. Hear I beseech thee, and I will speak: I will demand of Thee, and declare Thou unto me. I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the Ear; but now mine Eye seeth Thee. Wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in Dust and Ashes. Here Job manifestly retracts his former avow'd Opinions, which are to be considered as Errors in an excellent Man, and written only for our Example. I shall only add Maimonides's
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rider's Account of Job's Friend's Notion, his Explanation of what is meant by Leviathan in GOD's Speech, and what he collects from the whole. Thus Rabbi Ben Maymon. 'Eliphaz maintains, that all which happen'd to Job was a just Judgment from GOD, that he was guilty of many foul and abominable Sins, and deserved such severe Treatment, as is plain from that Text: 'Is not thy Wickedness great? and thine Iniquities infinite?' And affirms farther, that all his good Works and Sincerity, on which he presum'd, and imagin'd himself so perfect, were not sufficient to make him so just and meritorious before GOD, but that he might be justly punished. For, behold He puts no Trust in His Servants, and His Angels He charged with Folly; how much less on them that dwell in Houses of Clay, whose Foundation is in the Dust, which are crushed before the Moth: And this Opinion thro' the whole Book Eliphaz constantly maintains, that every thing is just and right that happens to Man, although the Imperfections and Reasons may be utterly unknown to us, upon account of which Men may be justly liable to Punishment.

Bildad the Shubite's Opinion was, 'That these Irregularities in the present Distribution of Things might be adjusted in a future State; either that Job might have
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fin'd in a State of Pre-existence, and deserved these Calamities, or if he had not, GOD could make him abundant Recompence in another Life; and that all Things, even the present Misfortunes, would procure him a greater Portion of Happiness in a future State. This is plain from the Text: If thou weret pure and upright, surely now he would awake for thee, and make the Habitation of thy Righteousness prosperous. Tho' thy Beginning was small, yet thy latter End should greatly increase.

Zophar the Naamathite maintain'd, 'GOD doth all Things according to his Will; and no Reason is to be asked, or given, why he doth this or that. Therefore his Actions are not to be scann'd by our Apprehensions of Wisdom or Equity; our Understandings are too dark and limited to comprehend the deep Mysteries of GOD, whose Right and Prerogative it is, to act so, only because he wills to act so. This he means, when he says to Job: But Oh that GOD would speak, and open his Lips against thee; and that he would shew thee the Secrets of Wisdom, that they are double to that which is. Know therefore, that GOD exacteth of thee less than thine Iniquity deserves. Canst thou by searching find out GOD? Canst thou find out the Almighty unto Perfection?

What makes the greatest Part of GOD's Speech to Job, is, the Description of the
Leviathan, which is a fictitious Allegorical Creature, one wherein is supposed to be an Assemblage of all the Powers and Properties of all Creatures, either four-footed Beasts, Fishes, or Fowls of the Air; and all the dispersed Powers of Corporeal Beings, are consider'd in a very magnificent Manner under one Character. And the Scope and Intent of this Figure is to inform our Minds, that we can no ways comprehend how all Beings are renew'd in their successive Generations in this World; nor after what Manner the Natural Faculties which we observe in Creatures, are in them, or begin to be. Since therefore GOD's ordering these lower Creatures, His Providence over the mute Creation is perfectly incomprehensible to our Understandings, and we know only that GOD acts after an infinite superior Manner, and His ordering and disposing Providence is much above any thing we may call a regulating and providential Care among ourselves. Here therefore we must stop, and believe (as Elihu speaks) His Eyes are upon the Ways of Man, and He seeth all his Goings. There is no Darkness, nor Shadow of Death, where the Workers of Iniquity may hide themselves. But, that His Providence is wonderfully different from any thing which may bear that Name among us, His Care over His Creatures is not the same as ours over our Affairs and Things; nor can they be
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be comprehended under one Definition, as
some vainly imagine. They have nothing
in common but a Word, a Name. For as
His Ways of Acting and Operations are in-
finitely different from ours, or as all Works
of Art are different from the Productions
of Nature; such also is the Disproportion
and Difference between GOD’s Regulation,
Rule, and Providence, over all Natural
Beings, and our Ordering, Governing,
and Care over our little Artificial Affairs.

The Scope therefore of the whole
Book of Job was, to establish this as an
Article firmly to be belief’d, That we
might learn from the visible Powers of Na-
ture, and that exalted Manner in which
they act, to avoid the Error of thinking,
that the Dominion, Regulation, and Pro-
vidence of GOD, is the same as the
Government, Regulation, and Providence
of Man in their Concerns. And were Man
only firmly persuaded of this Principle,
nothing in the present Condition of Things
would seem so hard and unaccountable, as
to make him entertain Notions of GOD
unbecoming His Majesty, or foolishly
doubt, whether GOD knew this Secret,
or took Care of such a seeming Irregularity;
but would rather be wrapt up in ardent
Love and Admiration of the Majesty of
Heaven, and say as Job did, after a tho-
rough Consideration of this Matter, Where-
fore
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fore I abhor myself, and repent in Dust and Ashes.

The fifth Objection of the Sadducees is, That the Resurrection is impossible.

Who can presume to set Bounds to infinite Power, and say, Omnipotence can go thus far, and no farther? Whatever doth not involve in itself a manifest Contradiction, is always to be look'd on as possible: And tho' the Miracle of a Resurrection be very arduous and difficult, if we cannot point out, and lay our Finger on something as manifest a Contradiction, as that a Thing should be and not be at the same time, that there may be a Square, whose Diagonal and Side are equal, or a solid Angle equal to four plain right ones, we ought to assent to the Truth of it. Let us then consider wherein the Impossibility of a Resurrection consists according to the Sadducees, and where is the invincible Difficulty they point at. I shall confine myself to speak here of two only, but in which their whole Strength lies. The first is Physical, and proceeding from the Constitution of Things; and the other Legal, or drawn from Circumstances in the Law of Moses. The first Difficulty which is common with the Sadducees, and all that dispute against the Resurrection of the same Body, is, that our Bodies are plainly here in a continual Flux, and lastly after Death, when all the Particles are scatter'd thro' the general Mass of Matter, some unite again with
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with every Kind of Animals and Things, and by such a second Incorporation may become Man's proper Food, and again unite to another humane Body, and become Part of it. 'Is it not then (say they) impossible for these Parts to be raised in the Resurrection, with these several Bodies? which notwithstanding must be, if the same Body be raised.

This is the Objection put in the strongest Light. But it would be very easy to invent Theories enough, of the Resurrection of the same Body, perfectly freed from these Difficulties, nay enough hath been already said by modern Philosophers. Supposing Loevenhœch's Opinion to be true, that every humane Body hath an original and immutable Stamina, which is only swelled up, and filled by a Quantity of extraneous Fluids and fleshy Substance, and the Blood, the Flesh, and all the grosser Parts, be only considered as Cloathing to the finer Stamina, which only are the real humane Body. It is plain then, a Nation of Cannibals could not occasion any Perplexity or Confusion in a Resurrection, since the true original Stamina would always continue the same, excepting only their having different Distentions, at different Ages and Times, and tho' after Death a humane Body, that is the true Stamina, should be eat, it would only act like some other extraneous Food, and fill up the the other Stamina, but never become a Part of
of the first. Or, supposing Leibnitz be in the Right, as to his eternal Principle of Individuation in the Body. Or the Notion of our Athenagoras be exact, and there be a peculiar Food appropriated for every Creature, and whatever is different from that, is constantly separated from the Body by some Secretion, and never so joins as to become one with it. Any of these Hypotheses will fully answer all Difficulties of this Kind. And yet Loevenhoech's Opinion deserves, perhaps, a better Name, and seems establish'd on certain and demonstrative Experiments, and is confirmed by plain Instances in other Cases, from all Vegetables, which contain in their Seed complete organized Trees in Miniature. The Notion of the Jews, concerning the Bone Luz, was the same in Substance, as the Opinion of the Moderns about the Stamina, and very nearly resembled the eternal Atome of Leibnitz. The Jews, in like manner, believed the dead Body would spring up from this incorruptible Bone, and acquiesced in this Solution to the Difficulty, as finding it in their admired Book of Zobar.

There is a farther Objection drawn from that Precept in the Law of Moses, whereby the younger Brothers were obliged to marry the elder's Wife, upon his Decease without having any Children. This is frequently to be met with in Rabbinical Books; but I shall choose to state it as found in the holy Gospel, because it must be owned, the Jews
Concerning the Resurrection. Jews have not made any tolerable Answer to it. Thus in St. Matt. xxii. ver. 23. The same Day came to Him (our blessed Saviour) the Sadducees, which say there is no Resurrection, and asked Him, saying, Master, Moses said, if a Man die, having no Children, his Brother shall marry his Wife, and raise up Seed unto his Brother. Now there were with us seven Brethren, and the first, when he had married a Wife, deceased, and having no Issue, left his Wife unto his Brother: Likewise the second also, and the third, unto the seventh: And last of all the Woman died also. Therefore, in the Resurrection, Whose Wife shall she be, of the seven? For they all had her. And this Objection is of more force than generally conceived, because it was the popular Notion of the Jews, that they should rise from the Dead, to take Possession of an earthly Canaan, and consequently to a full Enjoyment of carnal Pleasures; in which State, as hath been observed before, they should marry and beget Children: And upon admitting this as a true Principle, which was generally admitted by the Pharisees, it was utterly impossible to adjust the Marriages in another Life. The Rabbins have labour'd indeed to reconcile these two Notions, but were not able. Our blessed Saviour hath given a full Solution. Jesus answered and said unto them, ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures, nor the Power of GOD: For in the Resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in H.4 Mar-
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Marriage; but are as the Angels of God in Heaven. And when the Multitude heard this, they were astonisht at His Doctrine.

I have now gone through what I propos'd to say concerning the Jewish Notion of the Resurrection, proved their Belief of it from their most ancient and authentick Rabbinical Books, their Misna and Zohar, from the concurrent Testimony of their Doctors of the greatest Note: I have given their final Causes of the Resurrection, and shewed that they believed, that the same Body and all Mankind would be raised. I have stated the Objections of the Sadducees, and collected the Answers of the Jewish Doctors only to them, which will be a Taste of Rabbinical Reasoning. I have omitted several curious Points of Jewish Learning concerning this Doctrine, and noble Hints of our great Pocock, and other famous Doctors of the Jews, as conceiving they would be improper for such an English Treatise. I have been wholly silent concerning some very considerable Topicks; which are an immediate Sequel of the present Subject; as, the Millennium, or temporal Reign of the Messiah upon Earth, the second Resurrection, or Translation to Heaven, and Consummation of all Things; because I would not deviate from my Subject.

A
What was the Subject of S. Paul's famous Sermon in the Areopagus at Athens, Jesus and a Resurrection, are the two Points here discussed on by the great Athenian Philosopher, and Christian, Athenagoras. The Honour of the First he defends in his Apology, and the Truth and Certainty of the Second he proves in his Discourse on that Head. The Importance of the Matter, and great Character of the Author, are such as will deservedly engage our deepest Attention: Each of them seem mutually to advance and set off the
the other: The Philosopher's extensive Genius, and large Compass of Learning, enable him to speak of his Subject with a due Lustre and Magnificence of Thought; and such great and elevated Topicks called for the whole Philosopher to exert himself. Antiquity hath been guilty of the Ingratitude of leaving us no Account of this Champion of our Faith, insomuch that his very Name had been lost, were it not secured by his own Writings.

Our Author, * as appears from his Works, by which alone we can form any Character of him, was of a magnificent and enterprising Spirit, discussing the highest Points of Philosophy, and defending the capital Articles of Religion. A rich Vein of Thought flows through all his Compositions, and he is plainly very far from endeavouring to say all that can be said on the Subject he handles. He seems to have had a warm and clear Imagination, which made him conceive Things fully; and a great Sagacity and Judgment, which enabled him to make a fine Arrangement of his Notions, and determine with great Accuracy and Exactness. His Style is strong and manly, and his Ex-

* Athenagoras, nobilis Philosphus Athenienfis, non minus Christiana, quam Gentilium Theologia, ac Scientiæ celebris, claruit circa A. n. CLXXVII. Altum de eo silentium est apud Eulæium & Hieronymum, nec ex veteribus quinquam ejus meminit, præter Methodium Patarnensem, Cav. Hist. Literar. p. 49.
pressions bold and raised. The Style, indeed, and Expression, of all the Greek Philosophers, differs very much from that of their other Authors, and Athenagoras seems above most others to have chiefly affected the Sublime in his Expression, but to have been abrupt in his Style or Manner.

The learned Peter Nannius justly observes a Difficulty in translating him, upon this Account: † And farther likewise, because he reasons not only in Philosophical Matters and Questions, but also in the highest Mysteries of Christianity; so that whoever engages with him, will not have only to do with a most able Philosopher, but also with a most learned and skilful Divine; and that too in a very arduous Point, the Doctrine of the Resurrection of the Dead, on which Point, as on a Hinge, the Whole of Christianity turns. ” His Discourse on the Resurrection he calls also, * a Golden Treatise, and valuable above all Jewels; in which all the

† Nobis prater ea incommóda, id quogue molefiæ sít, quod hic nofer Athenagoras non in Philosophicis Rebus sed in altissimis Christianitatis Mystériis philosophetur: Ut qui eum aggregiátur, non minus cum peritissímo Theologo, quam prudentissímo Philosoopho negotium habeat, idque in re gravíssimá, nímimn desíctorum Corporum Resurrectionem, de qua cardo ac summa totius Christianæ Religionis pendet.

* In Libello verē Aureo, & super omnia gemmarum pretia aësimando ------- relutantur omnia quae Resurrectionemambiguum fácint, afferuntur ea quæ incredulis homínibus, veline nolint, Resurrectionis fidem intelligunt. Non enim hic Athenagoras nofer verisimilibus agit, quæ prontitém credendi, non necessitatem habeant: Sed omnia demonstrationibus communict,
'Objections which pretend to invalidate the
Truth of that Doctrine, are confuted, and
such convincing Proofs are brought for it,
that the most incredulous, notwithstanding
all Prejudices, will be forced to believe it:
For our Author Athenagoras uses not only
such Arguments as make the Doctrine pro-
able, and which lead us into an Inclination
to assent to it; but proves every thing by
such strict Demonstration, as to leave the
stubborn and stiff-necked Gentile World no-
thing to reply.” Our famous Bishop Pearson
hath moreover given us a signal Approbation
of our Author and his Judgment, in the
Choice of his Arguments, to prove the Re-
surrection: For in his admirable Book on
the Creed, in the Article of the Resurrection,
that great and excellent Prelate makes several
large Quotations from him, and through the
whole falls entirely into his Way of Reason-
ing, and gives himself the same Proofs for
it, as Athenagoras had done before him.

Some Differences, but of very little Con-
sequence, have arose concerning the Time
when this famous Apology was made to the
Roman Emperors, M. Aurelius Antoninus,
and M. Aurelius Commodus; and whether it

omnia inexpugnabilibus rationibus instruit; ut nihil habeat
cervicofa Gentilitas, quod opponere possit. Accipe igitur, eru-
ditiflime & religiosissime Praeful, (Antonius à Gravella Epis-
copus Atrebatensis) eum Libellum, qui de base ac fundamento
rotius Christianitatis feliictissime disceptat. Apud Justin. Mart.
was really spoken before, or delivered to them; or was only a Defence of the Christians drawn up in Form of an Apology, as spoken before the Emperors. Our learned Dodwell, in his Dissertations on S. Cyprian, places this Apology in the Year 178; and Bayle, in his great Critical Dictionary, offers some Reasons, and Instances, in like Cases, where Apologies said to have been spoken before Kings, had nothing but the Form of such. But this Controversy seems to have nothing material. Our Author, it is certain, flourished and wrote this Apology about the Middle of the second Century. It is very full with Quotations and Allusions to Passages in the most celebrated Greek Authors, Philosophers, Historians, and Poets, wherein he shews a great Reading and good Judgment in the Application of what he read. The great Antiquity of some Matters of Theology and Philosophy which he treats of, may perhaps occasion some Parts of his Reasoning to appear to us, at this Distance, dark and confused: As a curious Piece of Statuary, or Architecture, by being placed at too great a Distance from us, most of the laboured Beauties, and finer Strokes of Art, are lost to our Sight. Therefore, in order to form a just Notion of our Author's Reasoning, and to see clearly the Force and Perspicuity of his Style, it is necessary to inform ourselves of the State of Things some Thou-
Thousands of Years past, and take a View of the Theology and prevailing Opinions of those Times. Athenagoras defends Christianity against the Pagan World, and therefore doth he force the Strong-Holds of Heathenism, concerning which we ought to have some Notices, or otherwise many of the Beauties of this Piece must be sunk to a modern Eye.

The Pagan Folly is driven off the Stage of the Western World; and, therefore, to one who doth not look back into past Ages, abundance of his Arguments will appear obsolete and antiquated; though, in the Time they were wrote, they were exceeding proper and useful. We shall find him, in his Apology, taking the Pagan Scheme of Theology in pieces; and considering it in every Light it can be placed in, both according to the Vulgar Opinion, or the Philosophical Account, and still proving it utterly absurd and ridiculous. The Reader will bear with his pursuing Paganism through every Shape it could assume; for though the Success of the Gospel hath happily made his Arguments unnecessary, they will still continue to be curious, and highly deserving the Consideration of such as shall enquire what was said at so signal a Juncture. Here they will observe, how the Christian exalts and raises the Philosopher; how humane Learning in the Christian's Mouth, is like Arrows
Arrows in the Hand of a Giant. Let them consider Athenagoras disputing with the Sophists of Athens; they will compare him to Moses working Miracles among the Magicians of Egypt. The Sophists make the Appearances of Arguments, but Athenagoras confutes and demonstrates; as the Magicians by their Sorceries made the Resemblances of Serpents, but Moses the true one, which devour'd the others.

Yet from those Places in our Author, which seem of not such immediate Concern to us, and are the more intricate, thus much may be concluded to his Advantage, That he was a great Scholar, learned in all the Wisdom of the Greeks, as Moses is celebrated to have been in that of the Egyptians. Narrow Views and short Apprehensions of Things, always betray the Mind into Error and Confusion; but Athenagoras will appear to have had such an extensive and enlarged View of his Subject, as makes him always speak with a great Superiority of Argument to his Adversaries. This learned Apology will take away the Reproach cast on the Fathers and Primitive Heroes of our Faith, that they were all Men betrayed into a Scheme, through Ignorance and Weakness. Though had they all been, indeed, illiterate, it could be no Matter of Scandal to the Doctrine, but the contrary; since, inasmuch as the Propagators of it were confessedly na-
ked, and destitute of all humane Means, they must, most certainly, have been supported by a Divine, and by a Supernatural Assistance, to bring about so great a Work. But, however, the Case is not so; GOD hath not left Himself without Witnesses of any Kind: And some of the ancient Fathers were Masters of such humane Learning, as makes it impossible to imagine, they should suffer themselves to be carried away by a gross Impostum. All were not called to follow our Lord and Master from mending their Nets or the Receipt of Custom; S. Paul was called from the Feet of Gamaliel, and Athenagoras from the Schools of Athens.

And farther, when this Charge of Ignorance is made against the Fathers, it is generally urged after a very unfair Manner: Some few Particularities of the Times and Age in which they wrote, or a Disagreement in some Points from the modern Philosophy, are amassed together as sufficient Instances of it. But sure, notwithstanding they may differ from the Systems of the Moderns in their Philosophical Notions, they may have been great Philosophers, and very learned in their Generations, and in the Literature of the Times, which is all they could humanely be supposed to have. The ingenious and learned Lactantius hath been often triumphed over, for asserting that there
there were no *Antipodes*, though an Opinion in his Time not received by the generality of Scholars. There are the same Revolutions in the Learned World, as in the Civil; and every Party of Notions and Opinions have *their Day*, and by Turns rise and fall. The Old Philosophy hath filled the Mouths of all Men, the Modern doth now. *Aristotle* hath had his Thousand Commentators; and substantial Forms have been admired. But now a new System is advanced, new Principles and new Theories are invented: Yet it is not to be doubted, but these will also sink and vanish, and a new Face of Things appear in the learned World. The busy and active Spirit of Man will never be becalmed.

*Diruit, adificat, mutat quadrata rotundis.*

The present Moderns think, they have thrown the past Ages at a vast Distance in Science and Learning; and I question not, but the future Moderns, some few Centuries hence, will, with the same Modesty, think the present Generation no wiser, than those now think their Forefathers were. Since then there apparently is such a Vicissitude and Change in Schemes of Philosophy, why should it be Matter of such Scandal to the *Fathers*, not to have been of Opinions which were not broached till a Thousand
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And Years after them? Besides, it is to be observed, that the first Confessors of our Faith came out of all Sects and Nations to embrace it; and hence, for the most part, still retained their former indifferent Notions and Opinions; and therefore, in Discourses on Points of Religion, have occasionally spoken of some Matters of Philosophy and Learning with a Tincture of that particular Sect they formerly espoused. Nor can I see any Detriment thereby accruing to Religion, since the Fundamental Doctrines are still preserved entire. Nay, I rather think, that something of a Parallel to this may be brought from Holy Scripture, to justify it. The Holy Scriptures (as the Jews Phrase is) speak in the Language of Men, and what is more, in the particular Idiom of the Times and Persons who do speak: The Prophets have different Styles, according to their different Education, and Ways of Life. There we see the humble Phrase of the poor Shepherd Amos, and the pompous Eloquence of the Princely Isaiah, the clear and concise Way of Speaking used by the Royal Preacher in his Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, and the calm Sublime of Moses’s Style agreeable to his meek and noble Spirit.

There are several very curious Points of Learning concerning the ancient Theology, both Greek and Egyptian, handled in this Apology, and which highly deserve farther Elu-
Elucidations; but, in an English Translation, I conceive it will not be to proper to do it: I shall, therefore, confine my Remarks to these three Points, concerning the most holy and undivided Trinity, and concerning Prophecy or Inspiration, and concerning a Plastick Nature, or Energetick Life of Things. The Antiquity of this Primitive Father, as living in the middle of the second Century, made it of great Consequence to observe what he had spoken concerning the Trinity: The late Sect of new Prophets gave occasion to the second Remark on Prophecy; and Athenagoras's Manner of Reasoning in his Discourse on the Resurrection, which always supposes a Plastick or Vegetative Power in Body distinct from the Rational Soul, made it necessary to say something of the Opinions of some old Philosophers on that Head.

I shall collect the Passages in the following Apology, which relate to the first Point, the Doctrine of the most Holy Trinity; and lay them together before the Reader's Eye, that he may himself see what was the Primitive Faith. "It is abundantly plain, faith be, that we do not deny the Existence of a GOD, we who maintain there is one uncreated, eternal, invisible GOD, not subject to Passions, not to be circumscribed in Place, not capa-

---

I 2 "hended
hended in the Mind and Spirit, endued
with incomprehensible Glory, Beauty,
Power, and Majesty; who made All
Things by His Logos, disposed them
in this beautiful Harmony, and continu-
ally sustained them. We believe too in
the Son of GOD —— the Son of GOD
is the Word of the Father, in Power, and
Energy; by Him and through Him were
All Things created; for the Father and
the Son are One. The Father is in the
Son, and the Son is in the Father, by the
Unity and Power of the Holy Ghost.
For the Son of GOD is the Wisdom and
Word of GOD. —— He is the First-Born
of the Father, but not as ever beginning
to exist, (for from the Beginning, GOD
being an Eternal Mind, must have had
from all Eternity the Word in Himself)
and as the Wisdom and Power, He ex-
erted Himself in All Things; all Matter
was subject to Him by Formation, and
the Elements blended together, and mix-
ed by His Operation. —— And as for the
Holy Spirit, which speaks in the Pro-
phets, we assert Him to proceed from
GOD, and return to GOD, as a Beam
proceeds from the Sun, and is reflected
back again. —— We acknowledge GOD
the Father, and GOD the Son, and the
Holy Ghost; and we confess their Power
in Unity and Distinction. We study only
“to know GOD, and His coessential Word;
“to know what is the Unity of the Son
“with the Father, and the Communion of
“the Father with the Son; what the Holy
“Ghost; what the Unity of these Three;
“what the Distinction of them who are
“One, the Father, the Son, and the Holy
“Ghost. — We acknowledge GOD, and
“the Son, His WORD, and the Holy
“Ghost; One as to their Power, (or one
“Power) even the Father, the Son, and the
“Spirit. The Son to be the Mind, the
“Word, the Wisdom of the Father, and
“the Spirit to proceed as Light doth
“from Fire.”

* Athenagoras, in Legatione pro Christianis, communione Naturae atque Effentiae qua inter Patrem & Filium intercedit, apertissime agnostice: Nam quis sit Filius ille
Dei, quem Christiani venerantur, Ethicos Philosophs explicaturus, ait: „Ael’ 
executis in Θεὸς λόγων τοι
Pateas, εν Ιδέας καὶ ἐκορυφείας, μεθεν αὐτῷ καὶ οὕτω, 
σωματικῶς εὐγενεῖος, εώς ὦν τοι 
Pateas καὶ ὦν Οὐρανός τέ 
το ὦν ὦν Πατε ἡ καὶ Παλαίσ 
ὁ ἡ καὶ ἡ καὶ οὕτως 
τριάς

The three persons of the Godhead, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, are distinct yet one, as to their power, even the Father, the Son, and the Spirit. The Son to be the Mind, the Word, the Wisdom of the Father, and the Spirit, to proceed as Light doth from Fire.

* Athenagoras, in Legatione pro Christianis, communione Naturae atque Effentiae qua inter Patrem & Filium intercedit, apertissime agnostice: Nam quis sit Filius ille Dei, quem Christiani venerantur, Ethicos Philosophs explicaturus, ait: „Ael’ ἐκ το Θεὸς λόγων τοι
Pateas, εν Ιδέας καὶ ἐκορυφείας, μεθεν αὐτῷ καὶ οὕτω, σωματικῶς εὐγενείος, εώς ὦν τοι τοι τοι τοι τοι τοι 
Pateas καὶ τοι Οὐρανός τέ το ὦν ὦν Πατε ἡ καὶ Παλαίσ ἡ 
ὁ ἡ καὶ οὕτως 
τριάς

The three persons of the Godhead, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, are distinct yet one, as to their power, even the Father, the Son, and the Spirit. The Son to be the Mind, the Word, the Wisdom of the Father, and the Spirit, to proceed as Light doth from Fire.
Illegible text due to image distortion.
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Athenagorás, after having given us an excellent Proof of the Unity of GOD, from Reason and Philosophy, appeals to the sure Word of Prophecy as a more certain and incontestable Evidence. And thus describes the Prophets, Οἱ κατ’ ἐνεχασμένους, ἐκτὸς τῶν ἐν αὐτοῖς λογίσμων, κατατάξατοι αὐτοῖς τὸ Θεῖον Πνεύματος, ἀναγγέλτο εἰςφωνηθεν, who in Extasies, or Raptures, without the Assistance of their own Reasonings, being moved by the Holy Spirit, spoke such Things as were operated in them. Or which amounts to the same, who in Extasies delivered such Notions as were inspired into them by the Divine Spirit. The Word of Prophecy is the highest Demonstration of the Truth of our holy Religion; and as being such, great Care is to be used, lest as this was the Instrument of establishing Christianity, so the Pretence to it should be an Engine of subverting it. There are two vulgar Errors concerning Prophecy, which I would animadvert upon: The first, That the Prophets were ignorant of all they spoke during their being under the Influence of the Holy Spirit; and the second, That all Things seen or done in Prophetick Vision were external, and apprehended by the Eye, or any other corporeal Sense. And I would the rather animadvert on these, because they have not only spread in Books, and by a traditional Ignorance of the Vulgar, but have of late Years furnished us with a Sect
of new Prophets, false Pretenders to that holy Gift; and many have been carried away even by that dull and senseless Imposture. But what Convulsions might they not have occasioned in a Government, had there happen'd to have been at that Time a Coincidence of any extraordinary, tho' natural Phænomenon? All that the Commonalty gaped for, was τι κανόν, something new and out of the way; and it would have been strained into a full Attestation of the Veracity of their Mission, had there been any thing new, tho' a natural Appearance of the Elementary World.

PROPHECY is always described in the Holy Scripture, in such Terms, as speak it not to have been any humane Attainment, such as a Man, by any Exercise of his own natural Faculties, could ever arrive at. Holy Men spake of old (says our Gospel) as they were moved by the Holy Spirit of God. As Athenagoras says, ἐκτὸς τῶν ἐν ἄυτοῖς λογίσμων, being rapt out of their own Reasonings and Conceptions; but never are described as such mere Machines, as were utterly void of all Consciousness of what the Holy Ghost spake by them, but the contrary, as being perfectly conscious of, and knowing every kind of Revelation which was communicated to them. While they were under the Influence of the blessed Spirit, they felt a rapturous Exaltation and Enlightenment of their Intellect.
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tellect and Phantasy, and were conscious; some superior Nature actuated and moved their Minds by a divine Impulse, and which did in a supernatural Manner communicate to them such Truths, as no humane Study or Learning could attain to the Knowledge of.

The Hebrew Word מוש ו answers exactly to the English Word Influence, which metaphorically hinted at the Operation of the Holy Spirit upon the Mind. It is impossible to find in any Language, or invent any Word which should express the true Manner by which the blessed Spirit, or any spiritual Nature, affects any thing; and the most refined Metaphor, when considered thoroughly, will appear plainly a gross Type of the Manner in which an abstracted Nature must act; since it is equally impossible to have a full and adequate Idea of the Manner of a Spirit’s Acting, as of its Essence. But this Term Influence, the famous Maimonides uses, in defining of Prophecy, as thus; Prophecy is an Influence descending from the highest GOD, and affecting the Intellect and Imagination of the Prophet. And thus the Jews in general; Prophecy is an Influence proceeding from the Creator upon a Prophet, by the Mediation of an Angel of the lowest Order. Both which Definitions leave no room to suspect it being any humane Attainment, but certainly a supernatural Communication of some Truth from
from the Fountain of all Wisdom, GOD.
And those Terms in the last Definition, by
the Mediation or Intervention of an Angel of
the lowest Order, according to the Way of
Speaking used by the Jews, import, that
the natural Ideas and Images in the Memory
and Mind, were by the Agency of a superi-
or spiritual Being, excited; and after such a
Manner combined, as was requisite to give
the Prophet an Apprehension of the Revela-
tion which GOD was then pleased to make
to him. It was the general Opinion of the
Jews, that all Powers in Nature which ex-
ceeded the Effects of mere Mechanism, were
the Operations of Angels acting, according
to the immediate Order and Command of
GOD. And therefore, for the exciting and
combining those Images which were requi-
site for making a Discovery of GOD’s Will
to the Prophets, an Angel of the lowest
Rank, that is, to speak like a Cabbalist and a
Platonist, a Spirit more immersed in Matter,
drowsy, and less awaken’d, and therefore
of nearer Affinity to a humane Mind as now
joined to the Body, was ordered to act upon
the Soul, and excite and make a proper Af-
semblage and Combination of the Images
or Ideas in the Mind: Which when the In-
tellecf perceives, and such a strange Tide of
Light flowing in upon it, strong Images of
Things which it neither now receives by the
Ministry of the Senses, nor doth any way
combine
combine, but finds wholly ready adjusted, without any Discurus, or Operation of itself; the Soul is ravished, is rapt up in Exstasy, and the Tongue and Voice perform their Secondary Offices, and utters forth her present Apprehensions. The Intellet apprehends the Revelations discovered to it, after a Manner like that by which we apprehend the Actions of Men on our reading a History, or Poem. We find the Ideas proper for the representing such Actions excited in the Mind, and by Words express our own internal Ideas to others. And the Prophet is equally conscious of what is revealed to him, during his being under the Influence of the Holy Spirit, and which he speaks; as one who reads a Poem or History to another, is of the Descriptions or Actions contained in them. In this, therefore, and only this Sense, are the Prophets said to be meer Instruments, by which the Holy Spirit declares His Will to Mankind: As one who speaks another's Oration, is the Instrument only thro' which the Author communicates his Thoughts to an Assembly, inasmuch as he had no part in Composing it, but barely delivers it by his Voice.

Maimonides takes Notice of it as a vulgar Opinion, that nothing more was requisite to any Man's being a Prophet, upon supposing it was the good Pleasure of GOD to choose him, than that he should be
be of a devout and religious Disposition of Mind: Which is indeed true, if we give it only this Elucidation; that there are several Degrees of Prophecy, and perhaps every honest Mind may be capable of the lower; yet there are higher Degrees, Raptures to the third Heaven, which require great natural Abilities of Mind. Several Faculties of the Mind, and those in great Perfection, are highly requisite for the receiving some certain Communications of the Holy Spirit, as a great Strength and Clearness of Imagination in order to receive Visions: If that therefore be naturally weak and imperfect, or through any Casualty vitiated, the Person will be, during his continuing such, incapable of receiving such Visions as Ezekiel or Daniel had communicated to them: Not but GOD may correct that Imperfection and Weakness, and exalt and fortify the feeblest Imagination above the most strong natural one. As there are great Instances in the Apostles who received such Variety of Gifts, and in much greater Measure than the old Jewish Prophets, in the Day of Pentecost, when the Holy Spirit descended upon them in a publick and solemn Manner. And forasmuch as this imaginative Power, proportionally to its Strength, paints all Objects in stronger and more vivid, or in weaker and fainter Colours, and is more perfect in Youth than in declining Age, therefore Visions which
which require a great Strength of Imagination in the Person who sees them, are always in the Holy Scripture appropriated to young Men. Thus the Prophet Joel says, "Your young Men shall see Visions." The learned Dodwell, in his Dissertations on S. Cyprian, takes Notice of this, as what had not been before remarked by the Christians. The great Maimonides before him was of the same Opinion, and collected it from the same Text in the Prophet Joel. Thus speaks our learned * Dodwell: "But concerning Visions, I must by the way make a Re-

* De visionibus tamen id obiter animadvertendum, nec scio an ab aliis animadversum, J uvenum illas suiffe proprias, id e celeberrimo illo Joelis loco colligo, Prophetabunt Filii & Filiae vestrae: senes vestri somnia somniabunt, & Juvenes vestri visiones videbunt. Plane senibus ita somnia aptantur, ut Juvenibus visiones. Vehemens nimirum illa humorum agitatio non erat nisi in aetatis vigore toleranda; Maximus enim imminebat in visionibus a viis terror, quem etiamnum tantum experiantur qui rem habent cum phantasmaticibus, ut macies illos & pallor occupet, senilique in vitiolissimam corporis habitudinem conjiciat.

Ita fì quidem habuit in Gentium Prophetis, ut Tripodem invitissima accelleris apud Lucanum Pythia, & nonnullae fuerint ipsa agitationis violentia extincta. Ita enim Lucanus:

--- Nam fuga Deus sub pectore venis,
    Numinis aut Panna eff mors immatura recepti
    Aur Presium; quippe stimulo fluabique furoris
    Compages humana labat, pulsiisque Deorum
    Concussit fragiles animas ---

Et Valerius Maximus in Delphico Oraculo: Unde ut certae confultentibus petuntur sortes, ita nimius Divini Spiritus haustus reddentibus pestifer fuit. Longe quidem violentior mark,
mark, which I think hath been omitted by others, and which I gather from this celebrated Text in Joel: And your Sons and your Daughters shall prophesy; your old Men shall dream Dreams, and your young Men shall see Visions. Here Dreams are plainly appropriated to old Men, as Visions are to young Men: And for this Reason, because that vehement Agitation of the Humours of the Body, and rapid Motion of the Spirits, could not be borne, but in the full Vigour of Youth. For Visions excited a great Terror from Sights, such as when only felt once, by them who see a Spirit, yet are seized with a Trembling and Paleness.
and fall into a Leanness, and dangerous ill
Habit of Health.

What is farther observable in Visions, is,
that the Actions said to be done by the Pro-
phets, are not to be conceived to have been
really and externally exhibited, but only
mentally, and in the Prophetick Vision.
This was Maimonides's Opinion; and his
whole Account of this Matter I shall here
give the Reader. ' As it often happens in a
Dream for a Man to seem to take a far
Journey into this or that Country, to mar-
ry a Wife there, to live there some time,
to have a Son by her, to give him such or
such a Name, and he to prove dutiful or
undutiful: So are we to understand seve-
ral Things in the Parables of the Prophets;
and all they are said to do or see, is to be
conceived only as done in the Vision of
Prophecy. Whatever those Parables men-
tion, as Actions done by the Prophets, or
of the Space and Length of Time between
one Action and another, or of going from
one Place to another, all this is to be con-
ceived as only exhibited to the Mind in
the Prophetick Vision, and not as true,
real, and external Actions, tho' some of
them are described with the same Exact-
ness, as if they were indeed tranfacted.
For since, in the Beginning, the whole was
declared to be a Prophetick Vision, there
was no need to repeat at the relating every
Part,
Part, or Incident, that it was done in Vision of Prophecy. As when once the Prophet had said, The Lord said unto me, there was no farther Explication necessary that it was in Vision, or in Dream. But the Vulgar have entertained a Notion, that all those Actions, Goings from one Place to another, Questions, and Answers, were really performed by the outward Senses, and not only mentally, and in the Prophetic Vision: Therefore I have proposed to myself to explain this Matter, and give some Instances wherein it is impossible for any Man of Sense to doubt but that they were meer visionary Apprehensions, and not external Actions; and touch on some other Examples, which will suffice to shew what Judgment ought to be made of all the rest.

An Instance, which is manifest, and beyond all possible Doubt, we have in those Words of Ezekiel. Ezek. viii. 1. I sat in my House, and the Elders of Judah sat before me, &c. iii. 23. Then the Spirit took me up between the Earth and the Heaven, and brought me in the Visions of GOD to Jerusalem. And then I arose, and went into the Plain. As that also happened only in the Vision of Prophecy, which is said of Abraham. Gen. xv. 5. And he brought him forth, and said. As also that spoken of Ezekiel, and set me down in the midst of a Valley,
Valley, which was full of Bones. And in the Vision, in which he was carried to Jerusalem, we find this Passage: And he brought me to the Door of the Court; and when I looked, behold a Hole in the Wall. Then said he unto me, Son of Man, dig now in the Wall; and when I had digged in the Wall, behold a Door. All this must only be mental and visionary, and not external.

And like to this is the following: Ezek. iv. 4. Lie thou also upon thy left Side, and lay the Iniquity of the House of Israel upon it. And lower; Take thou also unto thee Wheat, and Barley, and Beans, and the rest. And in the next Chapter we read, And thou Son of Man, take thee a sharp Knife, take thee a Barber's Razor, and cause it to pass upon thy Head, and upon thy Beard. All these Actions must be conceived only as internal Transportations, and especially the last of Shaving himself, because that Action is contrary and repugnant to an express Command in the Law: For Ezekiel was then Priest, and therefore bound by the Law not to shave some Parts of his Head and Beard. Thus also is that in Isaiah to be understood; Like as My Servant Isaiah hath walked naked and bare-foot three Years. People of small Sagacity take all these Things in a very wrong Sense, and imagine the Prophet every where relates what was commanded him to do, and
and which he actually did. Thus the Prophet says, He was commanded to dig in the Wall, and he did dig, when it is plain he was all the time in Babylon. Thus we read concerning Abraham: The Word of the Lord came unto Abraham in a Vision; and in the same Vision, He brought him forth abroad, and said, look now toward Heaven, and tell the Stars, if thou be able to number them. As it is here plain and evident, that in the Vision of Prophecy he seemed to be brought out from the Place where he was to see the Heaven, and after that was commanded to number the Stars: In this Manner are we to interpret that Command to Jeremiah: Take the Girdle which thou hast got, which is upon thy Loins, and arise, go to Euphrates, and hide it there in a Hole of the Rock. His Obedience to this Command, the hiding the Girdle, and fetching it again a long while after, is meerly visionary; neither did Jeremiah ever go out of the Land of Israel to Babylon, or ever see Euphrates. So too that of Hosea; Go take unto thee a Wife of Whoredoms, and Children of Whoredoms. So he went and took Gomer, the Daughter of Diblaim. All this was transacted only in Vision. And so in general of all Passages in the Prophets of the like Kind, where any one is said to go to hear, to see, or do such and such Things, tho' all the mi-
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nute Circumstances of Time, Place, and Persons, be exactly recited, the whole is still to be considered as meerly visionary, and in no kind real and external.

Athenagoras, in his Treatise on the Resurrection, makes use of this Argument to prove the Body must necessarily be raised. 'GOD (faith he) will most assuredly punish the Wicked, and reward the Vertuous; but in order to this He must raise the Body, insomuch as it would be extremely unjust, either to punish or reward the separate Soul for what was performed jointly with the Body, and in both which Actions that had so considerable a Share.' He farther enlarges very much on this Head, and shews, that neither any Vertue or Vice, as Justice, Temperance, Continence, or the Contraries, can be conceived in a Soul distinct from a Body; and shews, the Law was given to Man, that is, Soul and Body both, as composing one Animal; and therefore the Punishment or Reward of Obedience, or Disobedience, ought to be given to Man, that is, Soul and Body both joined together. It is plain, from the whole Scope of his Argument, that he reasons according to his Platonick Notions, (for he was a Platonist) and attributes a vital Energy, a Platonic Power to the Body; for it was the Opinion of Plato, that there was a low kind of sluggish Life in all Matter, and which depended on a great
great Mundane Soul. Concerning this Vegetative or Plastick Nature, thus much shall be said to illustrate the Argument of Athenagoras for the Resurrection of the Body.

The Plastick Nature (which was the third Point I design'd to remark upon) was, by the Platonists, held to be ἵ μερος ῥυχᾶς, ἵ μη ἄνευ ρυχᾶς, Part of a Soul, or not without a Soul; that is, either some lower Power, or Part of some intellectual conscious Soul, or an inferior distinct Life, though subordinate and dependent on some higher Soul. It is described to be a Vitality, or internal Energy in Things, void of all Thought or Consciousness, yet, notwithstanding, acting for Ends, and in an orderly and artificial Manner. Simplicius describes this Plastick Nature thus: 'The Spermatick Reason, or Plastick Nature, is no pure Mind, or perfect Intellect, nor any kind of pure Soul; but something which depends upon it, being, as it were, an Effulgency or Eradiation, from both together, Mind and Soul, or Soul affected according to Mind, generating the same as a lower Kind of Life.

The learned Dr. Cudworth argues very excellently, thus, to prove the Vegetative Soul or Plastick Power must be incorporeal: Moreover, in the Efformation of the Bodies of Animals, it is one and the self-same thing which directs the Whole: That which contrives and
and frames the Eye, cannot be a distinct thing from that which frames the Ear; nor that which makes the Hand from that which makes the Foot: The same thing which delineates the Veins, must also form the Arteries; and that which fabricates the Nerves, must also project the Muscles and Joints: It must be the same thing that designs and organizes the Heart and Brain with such Communications betwixt them; one and the self-same thing must needs have in it the entire Idea and the complete Model or Platform of the whole Organick Body. For the several Parts of Matter distant from one another, acting alone by themselves without any common Directrix, being not able to center together, or communicate with each other, could never possibly conspire to make up one such uniform and orderly System, or Compages, as the Body of every Animal is. The same is to be said likewise, concerning the Plastick Nature of the whole corporeal Universe, in which ἀπαντά πέτεται, all things are ordered together conspiringly into one. It must be one and the same thing which formeth the Whole, or else it could not have fallen into such an uniform Order and Harmony. Now that which is one and the same acting upon several distant Parts of Matter, cannot be corporeal.

All Matter must either be allowed to be endued with this Plastick Power, or GOD supposed continually to exert Himself in a
miraculous Manner, and form every Plant, Herb, Mineral, or Animal Body, inasmuch as no verbal Command can be conceived sufficient for the Production of Things, without some efficient Cause. And after that insolvable Phenomenon of the Load-Stone, what Power seems too great to be lodged in Matter? And if, as Mr. Lock seems to assert, that Matter may be even capable of being endowed with a Power of Thinking; sure then, there cannot be much difficulty to conceive it endowed with the lowest kind of Life, an internal Energy? What seems most hard to be apprehended, is, that it should act methodically, and for Ends, but yet, not electively, or consciently. Comparisons, and Instances of Actions, done after this manner confessedly, will illustrate this Point, better than any Rationals, or Account how they are performed. The learned Cudworth uses this Similitude, to shew how it acts for Ends, but not electively. Nature may as well act regularly and artificially, without any Knowledge or Consciousness of its own, as Forms of Letters, compounded together, may print coherent Philosophick Sense, though they understand nothing at all; and it may act also for the sake of those Ends, that are not intended by itself, but some higher Being. But this may be shew'd more evidently, from several Actions done by Men, as Writing, which is performed regu-
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regularly, but not electively; or playing on a Musical Instrument, or Dancing; in all which Actions, neither every Stroke in Writing, nor Motion of the Hand in playing on an Instrument, nor Gesture of the Body in dancing, is at that immediate time considered attentively; but after a Habit in each of these, being once acquired, they are frequently all performed regularly and artificially, and yet without Consciousness or Election.

The Atheistick, old Atomick Philosophers, being extremely solicitous left they should admit any Principles which might seem to approach towards an incorporeal Nature, and a GOD, denied there was any Vegetative Soul or Plastic Nature in Things, as distinct and separable from such material Subjects as they were said to be in: But Matter had in itself essentially a spermatick Form or Reason, which, according to different fortuitous Mechanisms, did exert itself in those several Powers as were attributed to a distinct vegetative Soul. Even Aristotle himself, who hath not so explicitly asserted the Immortality of the Soul as his great Master Plato had done before him, doth also fall into the Notion of all vegetative Life being merely corporeal, contrary to Plato's famous Aphorism, Πᾶσα ῥυθμία άθανάτος, every Soul is immortal. The great Argument used by Plato, for proving the Immortality

K 4
and Immateriality of the Soul of Man, is the Præ-existence of it: And Aristotle, in order to prove the Corporeity and Mortality of all sensitive Souls, argues thus against their Præ-existence. * 'It is manifest from hence, that all Souls cannot praæ-exist; because those Principles (or Souls) whose Actions are merely corporeal, cannot be conceived to exist without the Body, as the Power of walking without the Feet: It is, therefore, impossible that these sensitive Souls should come into the Body from without, since they can neither come alone by themselves, naked, and stripped of all Body, as being inseparable from it, neither can they come into it with a Body, that is, the Seed.

And farther, that they might give a total Overthrow to that Notion of a Deity, desperately resolv'd to maintain this Proposition; Ratio nunquam esse possit, nisi in Hominis figura: That nothing but a humane Shape could be capable of Reason and Understanding. The Atheists were presst'd on every side, by all the Philosophers, even by several of the Atomical, especially the Stoicks, who maintained, that there was an incorpo-

* "Οτι μ' ἐκ διόν τε πᾶσα περιπάτεχε, φανέρων δι' ἐν τοιῇ τοῖς, ὅσων γὰρ ἐκ τῶν ἀρχῶν ἐνεργεῖσα σωματικά, Νῦν ὅτι περιτας ἐνευ σώματος καταλαμβάνων νατόν, ὅσοι μὲν ἐναν τὸν πόδαν. Ὅτε ὥσπερ ἐνειστέων εἰσαγαγόν, ὅτε ἐν εὐαγγελίῳ καθ' ὅν τε ἡ λαξαίται ὤννας.
real Power or Matter diffused through all Things; Omnia uno divino & continuato Spiritu contineri; That all Things were contained by one and the same Divine Spirit. And that in the whole System, there was a Power superiour to any in one Part of it; Ut nulla pars Corporis nostrri est, quæ non sit minor quam nosmet ipsi sumus, sic Mundum Universum pluris esse necesse est quam Partem aliquam universt; As there is no Part of our Body which is not inferior in Perfection to ourselves, so the whole Universe must of necessity be more perfect than any of the Parts thereof. And this last Assertion seemed a great Advance toward the maintaining the Existence of a GOD: The Atheists, therefore, in order to get out of all possible Danger of any Deity, boldly asserted, That neither the whole corporeal System, nor any Part of it, as Moon, Stars, Sun, was animated, or had Reason, or Sense, and that because all Qualities and Properties of concreted Bodies, which have some Semblance of Reason, were the Result of such a peculiar Contexture of their Atomes; and especially, that Understanding and Sensation arose only from such an Organization of Parts as humane Bodies have; that Head, Heart, Nerves, Bones, soft Flesh, Blood, and Brains, were absolutely requisite for the Production of Sensation and Reason: And therefore, because the whole World apparently had not these
these Requisites of Feet, Eyes, and Ears, it was utterly incapacitated for Sense, or Understanding.

But all the ancient Theists, or such as maintained the Existence of a GOD, especially the Platonists, and the Stoicks, have asserted, there was a Plastick or Vegetative Soul diffused through the whole Mass of Matter. Empedocles thought all Creatures did partake of Life from the great Mundane Soul, as they do of Heat from that which is in the Universe. The Stoicks maintained, that GOD did pervade the Universe; and by different Operations animate different Systems of Matter. Which Notion the * Latin Poet thus expresses in a very magnificent Manner.

---

*Sensus jungitur omnis Visceribus, Nervis, Venis, quacunque videmus, Mollia mortali consistere corpore creta.

Depositum videtur ubi esse & crescere possit Seorsim anima atq; animus; tanto magis insciandum Totum posse extra corpus Formamque Animalem Putribus in glebis terrarum, aut Solis in Igni, Aut in aqua durare, aut altis Aetheris oris;
Haud igitur constant Divino pradita sensu, Quandoquidem nequeunt vitalia esse animata.

†Principio, Cælum ac Terram, Campisque liquentes,
Lucentemque Globum Luna, Titaniaque Astra,
Spiritus intus alit, totusque infusa per Artus
Mens agitat Molem, & magno se corpore miscer;
Inde Hominum, Pecudum, Genus, Viteq; Volantum.
Or, as the Author of the Treatise de Mundo expresses it; Ἀρχαῖος μὲν ἐν τὶς λόγοις, καὶ πάντως έπὶ τοῖς αὐθάρωτοις, ὡς ἐν θεῷ τὰ πάντα, καὶ διὰ θεόν ήλια συνέχεια άδεια ἃ φύσις ἀντὶ καθ' έμαυτίνα αὐτάρχης εξωμέλεια τῆς ἐν τέτω σωτηρίας. It is an ancient Opinion, or Tradition, that hath been conveyed down to all Men from their Progenitors, that all things are from GOD, and consist by Him; and that no Nature is sufficient to preserve itself, if left alone, and devoid of the Divine Assistance and Influence.

Plato is celebrated for maintaining, there is but one supreme GOD, and that the World is animated, by an incorporeal Spirit diffused through it. Plutarch observed this, and thus expresses this Matter in his Platonick Questions: Why doth Plato call the supreme GOD Father, and Maker of all Things? Is He (as Homer calls Him) of created Gods and Men the Father, and of Brutes, and of Things which have no Soul, the Maker? —— Or, is there any Difference between a Father and a Maker, or between Procreation and Making? For as what is procreated is also made, but not on the contrary, so he that procreated did also make: For, the Procreation of an Animal is the Making of it. Now the Work of a Maker, as of a Builder, a Weaver, a Musical Instrument-Maker, or a Statuary, doth altogether differ from its Author:
But the Principle and Power of the Procreator is implanted in the Progeny, and contains His Nature, the Progeny being a Piece pulled off the Procreator: Since therefore, that the World is neither like a Piece of Potter’s Work, nor Joiner’s Work, but that there is a great Share of Life and Divinity in it, which GOD from Himself communicated to, and mixed with Matter, GOD may as well be called the Father of the World, it having Life in it, as the Maker of it.

Xenophon, in his first Book of Memoirs, introduces Socrates, thus persuading Aristodemus, that that Mind and Understanding which is in Man, was derived from some Mind and Understanding in the Universe, as well as that Earth and Water which is in Man, is taken from the Earth and Water of the Universe. * Do you think, that you only have Wisdom in yourself, and that there is none any where else in the whole World without you? Tho’ you know that you have but a Small Part in your Body of that vast Quantity of Earth, which is without you, and but...
A little of that Water and Fire, and so of every other thing that your Body is compounded of, in respect of that great Mass and Magazine of them which is in the World; is Mind and Understanding therefore the thing, which, you fancy, you alone have, some way or other, luckily got, and snatched unto yourself, while there is no such thing any where in the World without you?

Let it suffice to have hinted thus much concerning the ancient and almost general Notion of all Philosophers, of a Plastic or Vegetative Nature of Things. Agreeably to this Opinion, our Athenagoras supposes the Body to have in itself a low Life, a Tendency to some Actions; and therefore argues, that it is necessary that the Body also should rise, since it was not only an Instrument, but in some sort an Agent, in all good or evil Actions; and it would therefore be unjust, either to punish or reward the Soul only for what was done by it, in and with the Body.
To the Emperors M. Aurelius Antoninus, and M. Aurelius Commodus, of Armenia and Sarmatia, Conquerors, and what is more, Philosophers.

The Nations composing the Empire under your Dominion, Most Mighty Princes, are severally govern'd by different Laws and Customs: None of them are restrained by any Decree
Decree or Fear of Punishment, from the free Exercise of such Rites and Ceremonies, tho’ apparently ridiculous, as have obtained in their several Countries. Thus the Inhabitants of Troy worship Hector, and Helena Adrastaia: The Lacedemonians adore Jupiter, Agamemnon, and Philonoe the Daughter of Tyndarus. The Athenians sacrifice to Neptune Erechtheus; nay, Offices and Mysteries are appointed at Athens to Agraulos and Pandrosos, tho’ supposed to have been guilty of Impiety in opening the Box: And to be short, in all Nations under your Dominion, every one is permitted freely to make use of any Form of Worship they please. The

* Apollodorus, mentioning this Story, calls her, as our Author, Agraulos, but Ovid, Aglauros. The Impiety which Agraulos and Pandrosos, Daughters of Cecrops King of Athens, are said to have been guilty of, was Breach of Promise, and Disobedience to the Gods’ Minerva, who put the Infant Erechtheus into a Box, and gave it to these Daughters, commanding them not to look into it; but they, or as Ovid says, one of them, Agraulos, opened the Box, and saw the Infant. Thus the Story is in Ovid:

Pallas Erechtheum, prolem sine matre creatam,
Clauserat Aegae texta de vimine CifA;
Virginibusque tribus gemino de Cecrope natis
Hanc Legem dederat, lua ne secreta viderent.

—— Commissa duæ sine fraude tuentur,
Pandrofos atque Hersea; timidas vocat una Sorores
Agraulos; nodosique manu diducit, at intus
Infantiumque vident, apporrectumque Draconem.

Ovid. Metam. Lib. 2.

Egyp-
Egyptians have been so licentious this way; as to deify even Cats, Dogs, Adders, Serpents, and Crocodiles. And this both you, Mighty Princes, and their own National Laws allow; because as it is impious, and by the Laws of several Countries capital, to deny the Existence of a GOD, so is it necessary to permit every one to worship such as he at least thinks to be Gods, that they may be kept from running into Wickedness by a Sense of Divine Justice.

We cannot therefore but hope, that you, being free from the vulgar Prejudice, will...
not condemn us meerly for the sake of a Name; for Names meerly as such deserve not Hatred; but Villanies, both that and Punishment. Every particular Person in your vast Dominions, admires and partakes of the Benefits of your Clemency and easy Government: All Cities and Communities enjoy their peculiar Privileges, and the whole Body of the Empire is now blessed with the Happiness of a lasting Peace. We only, who are called Christians, seem excluded the common Blessings of your Reign. You permit us, though void of all Offence, (as shall be presently shew'd) and paying the greatest Honour and Adoration to the Divine Being, and the firmest Loyalty to your Persons and Government, to be persecuted, to be plundered, to be legally murdered, and for no other Reason, than because we wear a peculiar Name, because we are called Christians.

We do therefore here humbly represent our Case to your Majesties, and hope to make it appear, from what shall follow, that we suffer these Things contrary to all manner of Justice and Equity; and therefore intreat your Protection, that we may no more lie at the Mercy of every vile Informer. Our Persecutors do not content themselves with Fining us, with Deprivations of our Estates and Fortunes, or with putting any Mark of popular Infamy and Disgrace on us;
the greatest Damages of this Kind we could patiently bear: We have learned to despise these Things, though they be so much the Admiration of the Vulgar. The Mildness of our Law teaches us, not only to forbear returning Blows when we are beaten, or prosecuting in Law those who injure and rob us, but even to turn the other Cheek to him who hath smitten us on the one Side, and to give him our Coat who hath taken away our Cloak: No, our Adversaries Malice goes farther, and attacks our very Lives. They charge us with heavy and false Crimes, such as none but they themselves could commit, and such as we were never guilty of, even so much as in Thought. If any one can convict us of any such Fact, great or small, we are willing to suffer the most rigorous Severity, nay, we sue for it. But if we are guilty of nothing but a Name, (for as yet no Christian hath suffered anything from a legal Conviction, but only from the ill-grounded Censure of the Vulgar.) If our Persecutors can prove nothing on us but a Word, it will become you, most Mighty, most Merciful, and most Wise Princes, to protect us by your Laws: That whereas every Person in particular, and all Communities in general, reap the Benefits of your gracious Government, we too may enjoy our Share of the common Happiness, and may bless you for a Deliverance from the Tyran-
for the Christian Religion.

Nor doth it become your Imperial Justice, since in Judicial Proceedings against others, no one is punished before legal Proofs of Facts, that a mere Name should be of more Force against us, than the strongest Evidence in other Cases. The Judges examine not what any of us may have committed, they enquire only into our Name, as if our Name were a capital Fact. But a Name, merely considered as such, is neither good nor bad, and can only admit of such a Denomination, as it implies a good or ill Action. This you know perfectly well, as being acquainted with all Parts of Learning and Philosophy. Therefore they who stand at your Judgment-Seat, even for capital Crimes, have a Confidence with respect to this; they know Examination will be made into their Lives and Actions, and that mere Names, and false Imputations, will be of no Moment against them with you. Both they who are acquitted, and they who are condemned, have the same fair Tryal. This general Favour, which is allowed every one, we request; and that we too may be no more prosecuted or punished, only because we are called Christians. For what Crime can there be in a Word? But let us be proceeded against for Facts, and according as they are proved, or not, let us be acquitted, or condemned. No one as a Christian is wicked; if he be, he only dissembls the Profession.
We observe the Philosophers are thus tried: No one is sentenced, or cleared, for his Sentiments, or Opinions, without any Facts being proved against him. And if any one be convicted, he is punished; but Philosophy is charged with no Guilt. The Person who acts illegally, he is guilty, but the Profession is blameless: And if the Person disprove the Accusations, he is cleared. Such an equitable Proceeding as this, we desire. Let our Lives be examined, and let our Names be no more thought Crimes. But before I begin my Apology, I beg a fair impartial Hearing from you, Mighty Princes; and that you will not suffer yourselves to be prejudiced against us by any Byafs from popular Fame. I intreat you, as you are Lovers of Learning and Truth, to give your Attention, and then neither will you pronounce a wrong Sentence through any Misunderstanding of our Case, nor shall we be any more persecuted, being sufficiently cleared from all popular Scandal.

Common Report charges us with three Crimes: Atheism, Feasting on humane Flesh, and Incest. And if this Charge be true, we desire no Mercy. Spare no Age or Sex, drag us to Tortures, extirpate so profligate a Crew, with their Wives and Children. If it is almost possible to imagine there can be a Sect of Men so abandon'd to all manner of Wick-edness, and guilty of what the very Brutes are
are void of. The Beasts devour not those of the same Species with themselves, restrained by mere stupid Instinct: They use not such licentious Coitions, but only in order to Propagation, and that in a certain Season of the Year. They too shew often a Sense of kind Usage, and a Love for their Benefactors. But should there be found a Man so much more than brutish, what Severity, what Punishment, doth he not deserve? But we hope to make it appear, that these are only random Bolts of Malice and Detraction, and which have no sure Evidence: For even the natural Law of Reason shews Vice and Vertue to be Opposites, and therefore how much more doth the Revealed Will of GOD declare their Contrariety? And your mighty Selves will thence be Witnesses, that we cannot be guilty of any thing like this, even in Thought. Make a strict Examination into our Lives, search into our Tenets and Notions, into our Obedience and Loyalty to your Family and Government, do this with the same Impartiality with regard to us and our Adversaries, and we shall come off Conquerors; we are ready to lay down even our Lives for the Sake of the Truth.

I shall answer to these Articles in Order; and first of the Charge of Atheism, which is brought against us. The Athenians formerly, to their immortal Honour, con-

L 3 condemned
demned Diagoras for this Crime: He not only divulged the sacred Orphic Rites, and the Elusinian Mysteries, but took the Statue of Hercules, and contemnuously burnt it to boil his Rape-Seed; nay, utterly deny'd the Existence of a GOD, or Divine Nature. But we distinguish GOD from any thing material, we affirm Him to be a Being perfectly different from Matter; and in Consequence of this, believe Him to have Attributes entirely incompatible with Matter.

We believe GOD to be a Being Self-existent and Eternal, but Matter we own to have been created, and to be corruptible; and therefore are very far from the great Impiety of Atheism. Could we be guilty of Notions, such as those of Diagoras, when we cannot but see such convincing Proofs of a Divine Nature, and of Religion, in that standing Miracle the World; its Order and Proportion, its Beauty and Magnificence, the Figure and Disposition of all its Parts: Could we be blind to so much Light, and deaf to the Voice of all Nature, we should be deservedly accused and persecuted. But since we, on all Occasions, declare the Existence of One GOD, the Maker of All Things, and who is Himself uncreated, and created All Things by His Word, it is evident we maintain no such impious Tenets, and are unjustly accused and persecuted. Your own Poets and Philosophers were never
never charged with Atheism for believing a GOD. Euripides declares his Doubt of those being Gods which the Vulgar held to be such, in these Verses:

Were there a Jove which rul'd in yonder Sky,
This Man had not been wretched——

And a GOD which is only to be spiritually conceived, he owns in the following Verses:

View those wide Fields of Light, that Airy Space
Which in its Bosom doth this Earth embrace.
Call this great Jove, this GOD——

He knew not of the Existence of any of those Gods the Vulgar talked of; he saw nothing of a particular Jupiter, but the Name; and thought the Name belonged to nothing really existent in Nature: But arrived to the Knowledge of the one Supreme GOD from a Contemplation of His Works, from the wonderful Phenomena of Heaven. The Author of these Works, the Governor of these Second Causes, he believed to be GOD: And of this Opinion Sophocles seems to be.

In Truth there's but one GOD who did create
The Heav'n and Earth——

L 4 Each
Each of these great Men discover'd the Being of a GOD from the Beauty of the Universe, declared His Unity, and pointed out the Seat of His Habitation, Heaven. Philolaus too declares all Things live and have their being in GOD; and at the same time asserts His Unity and Superiority to Matter. Lyfis, and another Philosopher, have hinted at the Unity of GOD. The one thought GOD was an ineffable Number, the other the Excess, by which the greatest Number exceeds the next. And if the greatest Number be the Denary, or, according to the Pythagoreans, the *Tetrad*, which contains in it all Arithmetical and Harmonical Pro-

* How GOD is a Tetrad, you will clearly find in the sacred Discourse ascribed to Pythagoras, wherein GOD is the Number of Numbers. For if all things subsist by His eternal Counsel, it is manifest that Number, in every Species of Beings, depends upon their Causes; the first Number is there, and from thence derived it either: The determined Limit of Number is the Decad; for he who would reckon farther, must return to 1, 2, 3, and number a second Decad; in like manner, a third, to make up 30, and so on, till having numbered the tenth Decad, he comes to 100. Again, he reckons from a Hundred in the same manner, and so may proceed to Infinite by Revolution of the Decad. Now the Tetrad is the Power of the Decad; before we arrive at the Perfection of the Decad, we find a united Perfection in the Tetrad, the Decad being made up by Addition of 1, 2, 3, 4. Moreover, the Tetrad is an Arithmetical Mean between One and Seven, equally exceeding and exceeded in Number. It wants 3 of 7, and exceeds 1 by 3. The Monad, as being the Mother of Numbers, contains all their Powers within itself. The Hebdomad, as being Motherly, and a Virgin, possesseth the second Place in Dignity; for it is not made up of any Number within the Decad, as 4 is of twice 2, 8 of twice 4, or 9 of thrice 3, and 10 of twice 5, portions,
portions, and the next to this be Nine; 
GOD is a Monad or Unity, for an Unite is 
the Excess of the greatest Number above 
the next letter.

I shall not here enter into a long 
Account of the Philosophers Notions of 
GOD; I know you are not more raised 
above Mankind in Point of Power and Digni-
ty, than in the Degree of your Knowledge and Learning; of such universal Abilities, that the Professors in each Science come short of you, even in their own 
peculiar Province. I only instanced in these Philosophers, to shew that we are not so very 
singular in our Notions, and are not the 
only Persons who have maintained the Uni-
ty of GOD. Thus too says Plato: It is 
difficult to find out the Creator and Father of 
the Universe; and when found out, impossible 
to be divulged to the Vulgar. Meaning here-
by the Uncreated and One GOD; for o-
ther Bodies, as the Sun, the Moon, and the 
Stars, he knew were called Gods, but those 
he knew were created. Thus therefore he 
introduces the Supreme GOD speaking to

Neither doth it make up any Number within the Decad, as 2 
makes 4, 3 makes 6, 5 makes 10. But the Tetrad lying be-
tween the Unbegotten Monad, and the Motherless Hebdomad, 
comprehends all Powers of the productive and produced Numbers; 
for this of all Numbers under 10, is made up of a certain Num-
ber, and makes a certain Number; the Duad doubled makes 2 
Tetrad, and the Tetrad doubled makes 8. Heroc. in Aurea 
the Inferiour Demons. Gods of Gods, all the Things I have made and created, are eternal of My Will and Pleasure, and not by any Prerogative inherent in their own Nature; for whatever is compounded, may be again dissolved. If the great Plato is not impious in declaring that one uncreated GOD was Author of All Things, neither are we to be called Atheists for believing and maintaining that there is but one GOD, who by His Word created All Things, and by His Spirit guides and governs the Universe. Aristotle and his Followers maintained there was but one GOD, though they grossly conceived Him to be a Compound Being, consisting of Parts, as Body and Soul. They thought the Heavens and Planetary Bodies were His Body, and a Power which caused the Motions of those Bodies, continuing itself always immovable, they imagined to be His Soul. The Stoicks too, though they give many Appellations to the Divine Nature, according to the Diversities of Corporeal Beings thro' all which the Deity was diffused, yet did in effect maintain there was but one GOD. If GOD be a Vital + Plastick Fire, using a

+ Laertius, in his Life of Zeno the great Stoick, gives this Account of this Notion: Τὸν Ἰχθυμον Σπυρ νυν ζενοναι εις ενον αυτη μετα Μίνχους. Τυ τον, καθαριζον το σως το Λυσις. ἄλλα υπὲρ αυτην εν αυτην μελλον, ου εν ειτὸν, ων με βε εις κεκαρπηται. ας δια τον αυτον ενετερων ας η εν ειτον. ως ς τον αυτον, ος τε επιμονή ετω σφι certain
certain regular Method and Art in forming all Things, and containing in Himself all Seminal Powers by which all Things were made, according to a fatal Determination, and His Spirit be diffused through the
whole World. According to them there is but one Divine Nature, which in the Fire, or Æther, is called Jupiter, in the Air Juno, and so on in every Part of Matter, from the Diversity of Operations assuming different Appellations.

* The Argumentation of our Author, against paying Divine Honours and Worship to many, but one only, is excellent, and convincing, even upon supposition of the Stoical Scheme. For it was essential to the Doctrine of the Stoicks, and perfectly unavoidable from their Principles, that all those worshipped as Gods by them, must perish, must be, as it were, dissolved, and melted down in the general Confutation, and no other Deity possibly remain safe and unburst, but their Zeus, or fiery Principle. Thus Plutarch, in his Defeat of Oracles, writing of the Mortality of Daemons:

* We know the Stoicks maintain this Opinion, not only concerning Daemons, but also the Gods themselves, that they are Mortal. For though they own such a Multitude of Gods, yet do they acknowledge only one of them Eternal and Incorruptible; affirming, concerning all the rest, That as they were made in Time, so they shall be again corrupted and destroyed. And Seneca compares the Life of a Wise Man in Solitude, to that of Jupiter, in one of these confutations, when Jupiter remains alone, and all the other Gods are perished: Qualis futura est vita sapientis, sine amicis relinquatur, in custodiem confutorum, aut in deserto litudus ejus? Qualis est Jovis cum Resoluto Mundo & Dis in unum confusis, paulisper celante Natura acquiescet: fi Cognitionibus sui traditius?

* If you ask, what would be the Life of a Wise Man in a Prison, or Desert? I answer; The same with that of Jupiter: When the World being dissolved, and the Gods all confounded into one, and the Course of Nature ceasing, he rests in himself, conversing with his own Thoughts. And agreeably to this Notion, is that ironical Lamentation of Jupiter, for being left all alone in a Confutation: Ταλας έτωτα ἢ Νεκρόθω, ἢ Αθηνα, ἡ Ἀστάλλα, ἡ Ολας, ἡ Ἀκρόπολι, ἡ Τίνη, η Συγγευμ. Arr. 1. iii. 13. 'Alas! I am now left all alone; I have neither Juno, nor Minerva, nor Apollo to with me; neither Brother, nor Son, nor Nephew, nor Kinsman, to keep me company.
for the Christian Religion.

Since therefore all Sects have asserted the Unity of the Divine Nature, when they consider’d the first Principles of all Things; and we assert only, that the Creator of the Universe is the one only God, how come they to be indulged the Liberty of Writing and Speaking whatever they please of God, while we are by a Law debarred from declaring that we are justly convinced by the best Reasons, and do firmly believe there is but one God? The Poets and Philosophers proceeding after a similar Manner, as in other Things, tho’ probably moved by a Divine Impulse to think on that Subject, vainly endeavoured to search out to Perfection, God, who is incomprehensible, by the Force of their own natural Reason, and therefore deservedly failed, because they sought not for the Knowledge of God from God Himself, but from their own Imaginations. Hence proceeds that Diversity of Opinions among them concerning God, Matter, and Form, and the World. But we have Prophets for Vouchers of our Faith, Men who spake as they were moved by the Divine Spirit concerning God, and the Things of God. And here we dare appeal to your Majesties, who are endued with a more intimate Knowledge of, and Piety towards, the Divine Nature, whether it be reasonable to disbelieve the Holy Spirit of God speaking through the Mouths of the Prophets as meer Instruments,
ments, and at the same time to place an entire Credit in the Inventions and Notions of Men.

But that there is but one God, the Maker of all Things, you may thus conceive, and thereby have a good Rationale of our Faith. If there were at first two or more Gods, they must have existed either together in one and the same Place, or each separately by himself: Now they could not exist in the same Place, they being of the same Nature both, and equal and commensurate to each other; for if they could, then must two Commensurates of the same Kind exist in one and the same Place. Things indeed created, and uncreated, do not necessarily exclude each other from Place, as being unequal, and incommensurate to each other, and also of a different Kind. If then they were equal and commensurate to each other, they could not have existed in, and both filled the same Place: But Things created, and uncreated may, as being unequal and incommensurate; the Created after some Exemplar or Pattern, the Uncreated after none. But if as the Hand, the Eye, the Foot, constitute one Body, are the Complement of Parts, and all together compose one Being, and God be imagined to be after this Manner one, as made up of several integral Parts, it follows God is corruptible and perishable: For Man, as being subject to
Division, and a Separation of Parts, is consequently a Creature, and corruptible. But GOD must be uncreated, impassible, and not to be divided, and therefore cannot consist of Parts. But on the other hand, if these Gods existed each separately, that GOD which made the Universe was immediately above the Things created, and comprehended within Himself all the Things He formed and regulated; where then can the other God be? For if the Universe be spherical, and the whole System be filled with Orbs, and the Builder of the World be above His Works, and governs them all by His Providence; what Place can there be for any other God, or Gods? Not in this World, because it is the Place of another; nor above it, for the GOD of this World is above, and comprehends within Himself all His Works. If then He is not either in or above this World, (for the Whole of it is filled by its Creator) where is He? Is he above this in some other Mundal System? which if it be granted, concerns not us at all, since He is not over us, because He governs not this World; nor can His Power be Divine, which is bounded by all this visible Universe. But farther, He cannot be in or over another World, for the Creator of ours fills all conceivable Space, governs all imaginable Beings: Therefore he cannot exist, for there is no Place wherein he should exist; and with-
without being in some Place, it is impossible he should be at all. But supposing he should be some where, what would he do? the Universe belongs to another: He must be imagined to be some where beyond the Creator of this World, since he cannot be over this, nor within it. But where is that Place where this imaginary Being can exist extrinsically to the Uncreated GOD? GOD and His Power must fill all Space, and leave no Void for another's Existence: Nor can that other God be conceiv'd to exercise a Providence and Care, because he made nothing to take Care of. It is evident then, that any other imagined God can neither do any thing, nor exist any where, and therefore there was from Eternity but one GOD only, namely, the Creator of the Universe.

But did we build our Belief on such Speculations as these, were such as these the only Proofs of our Religion, it might justly be looked on as a humane Scheme; but we have the Word of Prophecy to secure our Faith, and strengthen our Reason. I believe your Majesties, who are such great Lovers and Patrons of Learning, and learned Men, not to be unacquainted with the Writings of Moses, Isaiah, and Jeremiah, and of the other Prophets, who, in Extasies, delivered such Notions as were inspired into them by the Holy Spirit, who used them (to make a low Comparison) as a Musician doth
doth a Pipe; to communicate his Will to Mankind. And what do they say? I am the Lord, and there is none else; there is no GOD besides Me. There is none besides Me; I am the Lord, and there is none else; Isa. xlv. 5, 6. And again, I, even I am He: Before Me, there was no GOD formed, neither shall there be after Me; Isa. xliii. 10. And again, See now that I, even I am He, and there is no God with Me: --- For I lift up My Hand to Heaven, and say, I live for ever; Deut. xxxii. 39, 40. And of His Greatness; Thus saith the Lord, The Heaven is My Throne, and the Earth is My Footstool: Where is the House that you build unto Me? And, where is the Place of My Rest? Isa. lxvi. 1. I shall instance in no more Passages, but leave the whole Books to your own Perusal and Consideration, that you may yourselves search into the Prophecies, and, from your own personal Knowledge, vindicate us from all malicious Cavils and Censure.

It is abundantly plain then, that we do not deny the Existence of a GOD: We who maintain, there is one uncreated, eternal, invisible GOD, not subject to Passions, not to be circumferibed in Place, not capable of Divisibility, only to be comprehended in the Mind, and Spirit, and endued with incomprehensible Glory, Beauty, Power, and Majesty; by whom all Things were made
made thro' His Word, were disposed in this beautiful Harmony, and are continually sustained. We believe too in the Son of God; let not this be a Subject of Ridicule, because we mention a Son of God: We have not the same Notions of God, the Father, or the Son, as your absurd Poets and Mythologists have, who make their Gods as foolish and as wicked as themselves. The Son of God is the Word of the Father, in Power and Energy: By Him and thro' Him were all Things created: For the Father and the Son are One: The Father is in the Son, and the Son is in the Father, by the Unity and Power of the Holy Ghost. For the Son of God is the Wisdom and Word of God. If you desire a farther Explanation of the Meaning of Son in this Point, I will endeavour to give you a brief one: He is the First-born of the Father, but not as ever beginning to exist; for from the Beginning, God being an eternal Mind, must have had, from all Eternity, the Word in Himself; and as the Wisdom and Power, He exerted Himself in all things: All Matter was subject to Him by Formation, and the Elements blended together, and mixed by His Operation. The Prophetical Spirit too confirms this: The Lord possessed Me in the Beginning of His Way, before His Works of Old: I was set up from Everlasting, from the
the Beginning, or ever the Earth was. And as for the Holy Spirit, who speaks to us in the Prophets, we assert Him to proceed from GOD, and returning to GOD, as a Beam proceeds from the Sun, and is reflected back again. Who then can but wonder, to hear us charg’d of Atheism, who declare, there is GOD the Father, and GOD the Son, and the Holy Ghost; who acknowledge their Power in Unity and Distinction!

Nor do we here end our Belief of spiritual Natures; for we believe, there is a great Multitude of Angels, and ministering Spirits, whom the Divine Architect, and Creator of the World, hath distributed into several Ranks and Orders, and appointed to serve about the Elements, the Heaven, and the Earth, to regulate the Affairs and Economy of the World. Your Majesties will bear with my being thus particular in the Account of our Faith and Religion: We do it to obviate the vulgar Censure, and prevent your Majesties being carried away by popular Mistake; that you may learn from our own Tenets and Notions, which were not invented by Men, but delivered and taught us by GOD, how wide we are from being, as we are misrepresented, Atheists. And, what are our Rules, and Dogmas? Even these: I say unto you, Love your Enemies, bless them that curse you, pray for
for them that persecute you: --- That ye may be the Children of your Father which is in Heaven; for He maketh His Sun to rise on the Evil, and on the Good, and sendeth Rain on the Just, and on the Unjust, Matth. v. 44, 45. Seeing then I make my Apology before Emperors, who are Philosophers, let me challenge any of the Tribe of Sophisters, who yet pretend to give their Readers such Information and Happiness from these Studies, to shew such a mild Disposition of Soul, a Heart so clear’d from Rancour and Malice, as to return even their Enemies Love for Hatred, to bless those who unjustly revile them; nay, to pray for those who attempt their very Lives: Do not they always act the contrary part? Do they not persecute any that injure them, after the most revengeful manner? Do they not always study a severe Retaliation? Nay, do they not professedly teach an Art of Words, and not a Rule of Actions? But among us, you find unletter’d Men, ordinary Mechanicks, and even Women; tho’ they cannot by Words, defend or advantage our Religion, yet adorn it, and set it off, by bright Examples in their Actions; they study not the Fineness of Composition, but practise the Solidity of Vertue: When struck, they strike not again; they prosecute not those who rob them; they are charitable to such as stand in need of their Assistance;
for the Christian Religion.

Assistance; and, in a Word, love their Neighbours (that is, all Men) as themselves. And can we be imagined, to exercise such an Innocence and Purity of Life, if we did not believe there was a GOD who presided over Mankind? No certainly; but being thoroughly convinced, that we shall one Day give an Account of our Lives and Actions to the great Creator of us, and all the World, we choose such a gentle, meek, and generally despised Method of Life; assuring ourselves, that we can suffer no Evil from our Persecutors, no, tho' it were the Loss of our very Lives, which can be of any Value or Consideration, when compared to that exceeding great Reward which GOD will give us hereafter.

Plato tells us, Minos and Rhadamanthus will judge the wicked, and punish them according to their Deserts: But, whether there were ever such Persons as Minos and Rhadamanthus, or no, this is certain, neither they, nor their Fathers, shall escape the Judgment of GOD. Shall they who say, Let us eat, and drink; for to morrow we die; and by Death, mean a Futurity of deep Sleep, a State of eternal Insensibility; shall they (I say) be thought Religious, and to have any Regard for GOD? But we who despise the present, for the sake of a future Life, and heavenly Enjoyments, and study only to know GOD, and his coessential Word: What is the Unity
ty of the Son with the Father, and the Communion of the Father with the Son: What the Holy Ghost: What is the Unity of these Three: What the Distinction of them who are One, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost: We who maintain, that the Life and Happiness which succeeds this, is greater than can be expressed, which is prepared for those who keep themselves unpolluted from all Wickedness: We who have such a general Benevolence for all Mankind, as not only to love those who love us, but our most bitter Enemies; (For our Blessed Saviour faith, If you love those who love you, and lend to those who lend to you, what Reward have you?) Shall we (I say) who receive such a holy Dispensation, and lead such a Life, that we may escape a Condemnation to come, be accused of, be condemned for the great Impiety of Atheism? These few Arguments, out of a great many, that I may not be too prolix, I presume to offer to your gracious Consideration; by which Specimen, you may be able to judge of the Goodness of the rest. But most of those who are so violent in accusing us, are Persons of the grossest Stupidity: Without Learning, without good Sense, who know nothing of Philosophy, nothing of Theology, place all Piety in outward Sacrifices and Ceremonies; these are they who accuse us of Atheism, who them- selves
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selves can tell no Difference between GOD and a Cloud; and for no other reason, than because we do not worship those as Gods, which the generality of Cities and States fondly believe to be such.

Be pleased, Great Sirs, to consider each Branch of this Charge against us: And first, of our not Sacrificing. Sure, the Great Father and Creator of the Universe wants not the Blood of Sacrifices, nor the Nidours and Steams of Victims, nor the sweet Scents and Perfumes of Incense; forasmuch as He is Perfection itself, He can want no Scents, can need nothing without Himself. The greatest Sacrifice we can give Him, is to study to know Him, who stretched out and compassed the Heavens, who fixed the Earth as a Center, who gathered the Waters together into the Seas, who divided the Light from the Darkness, who beautify'd the Skies with Stars, who commanded the Earth to bring forth every green Herb, who made all the Beasts, and, last of all, formed Man: When we thus contemplate Him as the Creator, the Preserver and Governor of all Things, and endued with infinite Wisdom and Power, and lift up holy Hands to Him, what need is there of any other Sacrifice? Why must we offer Holocaupts, since GOD wants them not? We must offer an unbloody Sacrifice, a reasonable Service; and this GOD requires.
The next thing they accuse us of, is our not praying to Statues, or honouring such as Gods, which the Countries and States about us do. But are they, who accuse us of Atheism, agreed among themselves, which Gods are to be worshipped? or, do they worship all? The Athenians have erected Statues to Celeus, and Metanira, as to Gods. The Lacedemonians have appointed Feasts and Sacrifices to Menelaus; the Trojans, on the contrary, who will not so much as hear of his Name, but as an Enemy, worship Hector. The Chians have erected Divine Statues to Aristaus, think him both Apollo and Jupiter; the Tafians to Theagenses, who committed a Murder at the Olympick Games; the Samians to Lysander, notwithstanding so many Murders and Villanies committed by him: Alemon and Hesiod to Medea; the Cilicians to Niobe, and the Sicilians to Philip the Son of Bontacides; the Amathusians to Onesilaus, and the Carthaginians to Amilcar. But the Day would end, before I could reckon up all the Variety of their Deities: Since, therefore, they differ so much among themselves about their Gods, why should they be angry with us for not conforming ourselves to them? How ridiculous is the Behaviour of the Egyptians in their Ceremonies? How absurdly do they lament, and beat their Breasts in their Temples, for their Idols, as if deceased, and after wor-
ship them as alive, and also as Gods? But nothing of this Kind can be thought strange, with regard to the Egyptians, who deify even Brutes; and when they die, bury them in their Temples, have themselves for them, and order Publick Facts. If therefore we are Atheists, because we differ from them in our Worship, the whole World must be so too; for no other Nations adore the same Gods as they do.

But supposing they were agreed in a Uniformity of Worship; because the generality of Mankind cannot distinguish between GOD and Matter, and what an infinite Disparity and Difference there is between them, and therefore pray to material Images and Statues: Shall we (I say) who make a vast Difference between Matter and Spirit, the World and GOD, between what is created and what is uncreated, what is Existence itself and a perfect Non-Entity, between what is the Object of the Understanding, and what is only of the Senses, and give each its due Properties and Attributes? Shall we (I say) come, and fall down, and worship dead Statues and Images? If GOD and Matter were one Thing, were only different Names of the same Essence, we should be impious in not worshipping as Gods, Stones and Wood, Gold and Silver: But if there be an infinite Difference between them, as between the Art of the Artist,
Artift, and the gros Materials he works on, why are we arraign'd? As the Clay is to the Potter, so is all Matter subject to the Will and Operation of GOD. As the Clay can form itself into no Vessel without the Skill and Hand of the Potter, so Matter, without being disposed by GOD, can, of itself, assume no Distinction, or Figure, or Ornament. As none are so stupid as to prefer the Work before the Artift, but if it hath any thing wonderful, attribute it not to the Matter, but give all the Praise of the Beauty and Usefulness of the Vessels to the Artift: Thus too, with respect to GOD and Matter; the Disposition and Order of the material World, speaks the Praise of the Almighty Architect, GOD, and not of Matter: And, if we should esteem every distinct Mechanism of Matter, as the Elementary Bodies, or Creatures, to be GOD, it would be plain we knew not the true GOD, inasmuch as we did equal, corruptible, and dissoluble Compounds, and mixt Bodies, to the one eternal and immutable GOD. It must be confessed, that the World is beautiful; and for its Magnitude, for its spherical Figure, and for the Disposition of all its Parts, most excellent, and wonderful: The Ranging of the Stars in the Zodiack, and the Fixation of the North-Pole, are of no small Service to Mankind. But we ought not to worship this great and beautiful System, or any
any Part of it, but their Creator. As the Subjects of your Empire, when they have any Petition or Suit to your Majesties, neglect not to make their humble Application to you, the Lords and Governors of the Affairs they are then concerned in. They turn not themselves from you, to view and consider the Magnificence of your Palace; the Royal Dome they may with another Regard behold, and admire the Nobleness of the Structure, but must not thereby be distracted from paying all Honour and Obedience to your own Persons. Tho', among many others, there is this Difference in the Comparison; All Princes build their Palaces, in some measure, for their own Use and Conveniency; but GOD created the World, not for His own Use, as wanting Nothing. For GOD is every thing to Himself, is Light inaccessible, is a perfect World, is the Spirit, and the Power, and the Reason of All Things. If we consider the World as a perfect Instrument, moved in just Time and Harmony, I worship not the Instrument, but He that guides and directs it, and is the prime Cause of its Musick and Harmony. Thus they, who dispose of the Rewards in the publick Games, use not to crown the Harps, and neglect the Persons who play'd on them. If then the World be, as Plato imagines, the Art of GOD, I adore the Artist out of an Admiration of its Beauty:
Beauty: Or if, as the Peripatetick think, it be Substance and Body, we neglect not to worship its Spirit, the first Mover, G O D; we fall not down to the poor and helplesse Elements, nor absurdly adore corruptible Matter, with an immortal Spirit: Or, if the Power and Spirit of GOD be conceived to animate all the Parts of the Universe, we adore not those Emanations of the Divinity, but GOD Himself, the Fountain and Author of them. Plato seems to approve this. The System of Matter, which we call Heaven and Earth, hath had many Excellencies given it by the Creator; but, notwithstanding, these are no more than corporeal, and therefore necessarily subject to Change and Dissolution. If then I admire the Beauty and Contrivance of the Elements, yet worship them not as GOD, as knowing they are in their own Nature corruptible; how much less shall I adore as Gods, Statues and Images, which, I perfectly know, Men, like myself, have made?

May it please now your Majesties to consider well this Point: It is necessary for me, in making an Apology, to examine thorowly into this Matter, and shew, that the very Names of these Gods are Modern, and that these Statues were made as yesterday almost. You yourselves are converfant in all, and especially in ancient Authors, and therefore will, on a little Recollection, inform your-
elves, better than I can do, of the Truths thereof. I shall therefore only hint, that some Men, as Orpheus, Homer, and Hesiod, were Contemporary with, or but a very little later than those by you called Gods. This Herodotus testifies. *Hesiod and Homer, I am of Opinion, were not above Five hundred Years more ancient than myself. They first fram’d a certain Theogony for the Greeks, gave Names to their several Divinities, distributed their Honours and Arts, and described their Sex, and very outward Form.* But Pictures and Images were not invented till many Years after this. Painting and Sculpture are not so much as named till the Times of Saurias of Samos, Crato the Scyconian, Cleanthes of Corinth, and Core. Drawing was invented by Saurias of Samos, upon accidentally etching out a Horse from his Shadow in the Sun. Crato, who invented Painting, first made a colour’d Picture of a Man on a whited Board. Making of Wax Images was invented by Core, who being in Love, drew her Lover’s Picture on a Wall as he lay by asleep; and her Father extremely delighted with the Exactness of the Likeness, and happening to be a Joiner by Profession, cut out the Features, and filled them with Wax. This was the Original of that Art, and the Archetype is still preserved at Corinth. Daedalus and Theodorus the Miletian, long after this, found out Statuary. Of
Of so modern a Date are the Statues of all the Gods, that we can name the very Persons that made them. Endyus, the Scholar of Daedalus, made the fam’d Statue of Diana of Ephesus, and that of Minerva Athena, or rather Athela, as their Mysticks choose to call her. Pythian Apollo is the Work of Theodorus and Telecles; Delius and Artemis are made by Idectatus. Angelion and Smilis made Juno in Argos and Samos; and Phidias, the other famous Statues. Praxiteles carved the Statue of Venus the Lady in Cnidos; Phidias that of Æsculapius in Epidaurus; and to conclude, there was not any Statue which was not made by some Man or other. If then these are Gods, how is it they were made by the Hands of Men? how is it they did not exist from the Beginning? how come they to be later than the above-mentioned Authors of them? how came they to stand in need of Men, and their Art, that they might exist. They are but Earth, Wood, and Stone, curiously wrought. But this I know is granted by some who readily allow that they are in themselves but meer Images, but will have them to be Representatives of the Gods; and thence argue, that all Worship paid to them, all Supplication offer’d before them, is ultimately referr’d to the represented Gods; and that there is no other Way by which we can approach the Divine Natures, forasmuch as the real Sight of the
the Gods is terrible, and not to be borne. And to confirm this, we are told some Stories of Miracles wrought by these Images. Let this Matter then be thorouly examin'd into by you, Mighty Princes; and since this Apology was not undertaken by us so much to expose them, as to clear ourselves of the Censure cast upon us, permit us to argue for the Truth, and to give an Account of our Faith. For in you we see some Resemblance of the Heavenly Kingdom, inasmuch as you the Father and Son jointly govern this whole Empire, which is given you by GOD. Since as the Heart of Princes, so their Power, is in the Hand of GOD, according to the Prophetick Spirit, even so are all Things subject to GOD and His Son the undivided

**WORD.**

Now with respect to these Gods before spoken of, be pleased farther to observe, they are allowed not to have been from Eternity, but were every one of them born in the same Manner as we are. This they all agree to; thus Homer sings:

**Ocean and Tethys, Parents of the Gods.**

Orpheus, who first invented Names for them, and gave us their Genealogy, and the History of their Actions, is thought to have deliver'd us the truest Theology; and from him Homer took many Things, especially such as related
related to the Gods; even he too makes Oceanus, or Water, to be the Origin of them all.

Old Ocean, Origin of all the Gods.

For according to him all Things sprung from Water; and first Ilus was born, and by both was generated the first Animal Draco, which had the Head of a Lyon, and in the Middle the Face of a certain God, called Heracles, or Cronos. This Heracles, or Cronos, produced an Egg of wonderful Magnitude, which being made pregnant by Incubation, was by some Violence broke; and the two Parts being separated, the uppermost constituted the Heavens, and the lowermost the Earth. And now Terra, or the Earth, began to be a Goddess; and Heaven and Earth, or Cælus and Terra, begat Daughters, Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos; and Sons with a hundred Hands each, as Cotta, Briareus, and Gyges, and the Cyclopes, named Brontis, Sterops, and Argos, which Cælus bound in Chains and flung down to Tartarus, he having foreseen that he should be dethroned by his Sons; and Terra being upon this Account angry, produced the Titans.

Then Mother Earth produc'd Celestial Youths, Call'd Titans, from the fierce Revenge they took On Starry Cælus.

This
This is according to those ancient Poets, the Beginning and Original of their Gods, and of all Things else. But if they did begin to be, as their own Theologues confess, then they did not always exist; for a Thing must be either self-existent, and therefore eternal; or generated, and therefore corruptible: Your own Philosophers agree to this. Thus Plato: We must distinguish between these two, what is Self-existent and Ungenerated, and what is Generated, and therefore not Self-existent. He speaks here of Intelligible and sensible Existencies; those which always have existed, he calls the Intelligible and the Ungenerated; and those which have not so existed, the Sensible, as both beginning to be, and subject to cease from being. And much after the same Opinion do the Stoicks speak, when they say, All Things shall be destroyed by Fire, and the World have a new Beginning. But if there be, as they assert, these two Principles, the one Operative, and a first Mover, as Form; the other Passive, and Moved, as Matter; it is plain the World cannot subsist for ever, as being thus made. How then can these Gods live for ever, who are not self-existent, but originated? Or wherein can the Gods be thought superiour to Matter, who derive their Natures from a first Matter, which they called Water? Nay farther, neither do they even think Water itself to have been the first and supreme Origin.
gin of all Things: And yet what can be composed of simple and homogeneous Elements? (Matter necessarily requires an Artist, and an Artist Matter.) Or how could the Forms of Things exist, without Matter or Artist? But what can be more absurd, than to make Water more ancient than the Gods? forasmuch as the efficient Cause must necessarily have been before the Thing effected. Hence their Theology is full of Absurdity, inasmuch as it teaches their Gods had a Beginning, nay, were originated of Water.

Having now proved, that whatever is generated, or made, is capable of Dissolution, I shall proceed to instance in some other Absurdities of their Scheme, with relation to the Forms and Figures they so monstrously bestow on their Gods. Heracles is deliver'd by them to have been in the Form of a twisting Serpent: The Titans are described with a Hundred Hands each; and Jupiter's Daughter, by his Mother Rhea, or Ceres, to have two Eyes in the usual Places, and two others above them in her Forehead, with a Bird's Beak on the hinder part of her Neck, and Horns on her Head: And Rhea affrighted at so monstrous a Birth, is said to have fled away, refusing to give it Suck; and therefore their Mysticks (forfooth) call her Lady Athela, that is, not suckled, but more generally Persephone; not that Minerva, or Athena,
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Athena, which was called Glaucopis from her Blue Eyes. And after this they proceed to give us a long Gallimawfry of Absurdities, as if they thought it a clear and rational Account of the Actions of their Gods. Saturn castrated his Father, flung him headlong out of his own Chariot, and ravenously devour'd his own Children. His Son put his Father in Chains, drove him from Heaven, as Cælus had done his Sons before, and made War after this with the Titans for his Empire. He endeavoured to ravish his Mother Rhea, and upon her refusing to yield, and changing herself thereupon into a Female Serpent, he changed himself into a Serpent too, and had carnal Knowledge of her, wreathing about her in a Herculean Fold; the Memorial of which Affair is preserved in the Symbolical Serpents wreathed about each other in the Caduceus of Mercury: And not content with this, he proceeded to ravish his own Daughter Persephone, and had by her a Son called Dionysius. It was indeed necessary for me to say thus much of their fabulous Theology; and now, pray, what Religion, yea, what common Decency is there in these Histories? or what is there that should induce any one to believe Cronos, or Jupiter, or Persephone, and the rest, to have been Gods and Goddesses? Shall I urge against their Forms; who of any common Sense can even believe, that
that Serpents were begotten by Gods, as Orpheus tells us?

Phanes produc'd a strange and monstrous Birth;  
A Dragon's fiery Form, yet silken Hair.  
Fell from her Head, which shew'd a lovely Face;  
The other Parts all Serpents were. ----

What Man of ordinary Sense can away with these senseless Tales; can worship Phanes or Calus, for a God, yea, the eldest God, for he was the very First-Born of the Egg; or can imagine he had any Shape or Similitude of a Serpent? or that his Son Jupiter devoured Metis, to secure the Possession of his Kingdom?

Since these called Gods are guilty of more Brutalities than the very Beasts, can we be so stupid as to think them real Gods? when it is clear, that the Divine Nature, or a GOD, must be distinct, and perfectly different from all Terrestrial or Material Substance. And can we be blamed for not Praying to such as are confessedly begotten like to Brutes, and whose Shapes are the most absurd Compositions of whatever is either terrible or ridiculous? Nay more, it would be something tolerable, were these Divinities only Flesh and Blood, or had only Animal Passions and Desires; for then it would be somewhat possible to bear with so ridiculous a System as this, tho' we know very
very well the Divine Nature cannot be subject to Anger, or Desire, or Sensuality; but we will bear yet with this, let them only behave with some Decency, let them not be so peevish and quarrellsome; let not Minerva shew herself

*Wrathful at Jove, fell Anger burns her Heart.*

*Let not Juno be seen in such a Rage;*

*Juno could not contain her Rage, but spoke.*

*Let not Jupiter be lost in Sorrow:*

*Alas, I see the Man I love, pursued
Round Troy's fain'd Walls, and Grief eats up my Heart.*

Now, I say, Men who suffer themselves to be extravagantly hurried away by Passions, as Rage, or Grief, are of weak and rude Minds; but for the Father Himself of Gods and Men to weep and pine for his Son;

*Alas Sarpedon, most belov'd of Men,
Must fall by bold Patroclus's Spear.*

And though he be thus much concerned for him, he cannot save him:

*Sarpedon is Jove's Son, but Jove can't save
His much-lov'd Son.*
Can we think the Admirers of such Fables as these, Lovers of the Deity? or rather are they not stark Atheists? since can there be any thing more ridiculous imposed on the Understanding of Man?

But if I am to bear with Gods for being Flesh and Blood, pray let them keep out of Harms way, let them not get wounded, as Venus was in her Body by Diomede;

Tydeus's great Son gave me this grievous Wound;

or in her Heart by Mars, as her Husband Vulcan complains:

Me her lame Husband, Venus doth despise,
For the young Mars hath smit her Heart.—

Nay; Mars had

His sprightly Body pierc'd by Diomede.

How! the God of Battle, the Champion of the Heavens, the Assister of Jupiter against the Titans, is he baffled by a Diomede?

With madding Mind he burns in Arms like Mars,

Away with Stuff like this, thou blind Homer; GOD cannot act madly, But it seems your
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your Poets carry the Matter farther, make him a Destroyer, and a Murderer;

Destroying, murdering Mars.

Nay, an Adulterer, and caught in the Fact.

They went to Bed, the subtile unseen Chains
By Vulcan forg’d did soon inclose their Limbs,
And held them fast. ----

And how many of such impious Absurdities do they heap and cast into their Accounts of the Gods? Cælus is castrated, Cronos is chain’d and flung down to Tartarus, the Titans rebel, Styx is killed in the Battle. From the last Instance then, the Gods are shew’d not to be immortal: They are in Love with one another, and also with Men and Women.

Aenæas, whom the Golden Venus bore,
Got by Anchisês in th’ Idæan Groves.

Are not the Gods here declared subject to all the Passions of Men? But if they were indeed Gods, they could not be touched with Concupiscence? or if GOD did take our Flesh on Him, would He be a Slave to such Affections?

Goddess nor Woman never in my Breast
Kindled before so fierce a Flame of Love.

N 4 I lov’d
Whoever it be that is thus disposed, must be no more than mere Man, a generated and mortal Creature, without any Attributes or Form of GOD.

But let us observe farther, these Gods find it now and then for their Conveniency, to hire themselves out to Mortals:

Hail Palace of Admetus, where once I, Altho' a God, fate at a menial Board,

And feed Cattle:

For here I came, and fed his lowing Herds, And kept this House,

Certainly Admetus was a Man superiour to his Godship. O Prophet! O wise Forefeer of the Calamities of others, but ignorant of thy own! How couldst thou not prophesy that thou shouldst kill the Boy, the dear Boy?

I thought Apollo always spoke the Truth, Divine, and true, foreseeing Things to come.
May we not think that Æschylus abuses Apollo, as calling him a false Prophet, and supposing him caught in a Lye?

The Subject of your Hymns this feast'd God, He 'twas that kill'd my Son.

But this (it may be said) is the Dress the Poets have given to your Theology; and the thing may be quite different when taken in an abstracted and philosophical Sense: Well, let us now consider it then in the best Light which it can be put in by you, and as Empedocles says:

Let Jove be Fire, Juno the Air, Pluto the Earth, Nestis the genial Stream.

I grant then they did mean this; let Jupiter be Fire, and Juno the Air, Pluto the Earth, and Nestis Water; still Fire, Water, Earth, and Air, are but the Elements; therefore none of them can be GOD, not Jupiter, nor Juno, nor Pluto, nor Nestis; for all these Elements owe their Original to Matter, which is perfectly distinct from GOD.

Fire, Water, Earth, and the mild fleeting Air, With Harmony ----

Without Harmony these Elements could not con-
consist, but would be dissipated by Discord; how then can they be called Gods? According to Empedocles, Harmony alone is the leading Principle, and to which all Elementary Compounds are subject. Then the first leading Principle is the Lord over them. If then you make the commanding and governing Principle of the same Power, you give the same Honour to corruptible and changeable Matter, as to the uncreated, eternal, and unchangeable GOD.

Or, let Jupiter be, according to the Stoicks, fiery Essence, Juno the airy, and Neptune the watry; which Etymologists may, perhaps, shew from the Words: Or, let another Interpretation be given to them. Some make the Air an Hermaphrodite, both Male and Female, and call it Jupiter; others Opportunity, and is therefore alone said to have escaped the Teeth of Time, or Cronos. Tho', with the Stoicks, you may argue thus; If you think the one GOD above to be Eternal and Uncreated, but according to the Variations of Matter thro' all which His Spirit is diffused, He assumes different Appellations, such Systems of Matter will make, as it were, the Body of GOD: And farther, since these Elements are subject to a general Conflagration, as they believe all these Combinations or Systems of Matter will be utterly destroy-
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ed, and there will, consequently, remain only the Spirit, which is GOD. Who then can call those Elements Gods, which, upon the sole Account of their being Material, are subject to Variation? But as to the Fable of Cronos, hinted at above, whether is meant by it Time, and by Rhea the Earth, and She be said to conceive by Time, or Cronos, and bring forth; and, therefore, be styled the Mother of all Things, and He be said to beget and devour them: Let the Madness of Cronos be understood of the Changes and different Seasons of the Year, which destroy both animate and inanimate Things. By Chains, and Tartarus, let there be understood the Revolution, and fixed Course of the Year. Whether then by Cronos is meant Time, or any Season, 'tis plainly subject to Changes: Or, if Darkness is meant thereby, or Frigidity, or Moisture, all these are alterable: But, the Divine Nature is unalterable, immovable, and unchangable; and, therefore, neither Cronos, nor any Image of Him, can be GOD. And as concerning Jupiter, whether He be the Air, the Male of which is called Jupiter, and the Female Juno, (and therefore styled Sister and Wife) it is changeable; or, if by Him is meant any Season, it also is changeable: But GOD never varies; therefore, that is not GOD.

But
Athenagoras’s Apology

But I am too prolix on this Head, and trouble your Majesties with these Philosophical Interpretations, which you have a much greater Knowledge of. Why should I mention Minerva, which they interpret Wisdom, diffused through All Things? Or Isis, by which is understood natural Time, in which all Things are born, and through which they exist: Or Osiris, who was killed by his Brother Typho, and whom his Mother sought for, and found his Limbs, and buried them; and whose Tomb is to this Day in being, and is called by his Name: For, while Men wander among the Systems and Compounds of Matter, they deviate from the true GOD, who is comprehensible by the Mind only; and thence they deify the Elements, and Parts of them, by different Names. Thus Osiris killed, is interpreted the sowed Seed, and * Isis gathering his Limbs the reaping

* Notwithstanding what is here said, and in most Authors, concerning the Multitude of Gods worshipped by the Egyptians, some very considerable Men, both of the Ancients and Moderns, have thought, the more Intelligent among them believed, there was one GOD only; and this very Story of Isis and Osiris hath been itself urged as a Proof. The whole Thing is thus, in the learned Cudworth: ‘Our second Observation is this. That the Egyptian Theology, adhering one incorporeal Deity, that is, All Things; as it is evident, that it could not admit a Multitude of self-existent and independent Deities, so did the seeming Polytheism of these Egyptians proceed also, in great measure, from the Principle of theirs, not rightly understood; they being led Corn;
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Corn; and then, the solemn εὐφημαμεν, we have found him, is the Joy of Harvest: The Fruit of the Vine they call Bacchus, and the Vine itself Semele, and the Thunder the Heat of the Sun. And thus they go on

thereby, in a certain Sense, ἔστοιχεν, to personate and deify the several Parts of the World, and Things of Nature, bestowing the Names of Gods and Goddesses upon them: Not that they thereby worshipped the inanimate Parts of the World as such, much less Things not substantial, but mere Accidents, for so many real distinct personal Deities; but because, conceiving that God was All Things, ought to be worshipped in all Things, (such, especially, as were more beneficial to Mankind;) they did, according to that Asclepian and Trismegistick Doctrine beforementioned, call God by the Name of every thing, or every thing by the Name of God. And that the wiser of them very well understood, that it was really one and the same simple Deity that was thus worshipped amongst them by piece-meal, in the several Parts of the World, and Things of Nature, and under different Names and Notions, and with different Ceremonies, is thus declared by Plutarch: Ἐλληνικὴν ἐς Ἁιεῖν, χῦ ὁ Τυφών πολέμιον τῷ Θεῷ, χῦ δὲ ἀναίθαν χῦ ἀπαθῶς τελευτηκὼς, χῦ Θεοποιόν ἕκαστι τινί ἠρνὶται, ὅτι ἡ Θεὸς σωζὴν ἐκ σωτηρίου, χῦ Ἀθάνασις τοῖς ἐκλύμασις ἔθεσαν. Ἰθα is a Greek Word, which signifies Knowledge; and Typhon is the Enemy to this Goddess, who being puffed up by Ignorance and Error, doth disfigure and distemper the holy Doctrine, (of the simple Deity;) which Ἰθα collects together again, and makes up into one, and thus delivers it to those who are initiated into her sacred Mysteries, in order to Deification. In which Words, Plutarch intimates, That the Egyptian Fable of Osiris being mangled and cut in pieces by Typhon, did allegorically signify the Discreption and Distraction of the simple Deity, by reason of the Weakness and Ignorance of vulgar Minds, (not able to comprehend it altogether at once) into several Names, and partial Notions, which yet true Knowledge and Understanding, that is, Ἰθα makes up whole again, and unites into one. Cud. Intel. Syft. p. 414.

with
with their odd Interpretations, but still cannot find Salvo's for a Number of Absurdities; and while they strain some of these Stories into a mystick Sense, they put the remaining into a more glaring, ridiculous Light.

For, let Jupiter be supposed to be the Air, Juno the Earth, and so forth; what Relation hath Europa and a Bull, a Swan and Leda, to the Earth, or Air? What can his foul Adulteries mean, which can concern Earth, or Air? The true Fact is, All the Philosophers had but narrow and gross Apprehensions of the Greatness and Majesty of GOD; they were unable to raise their Minds, by any divine Sympathy or Devotion, to the heavenly Things; but sunk into the Mire of Matter, and deify'd that in several Forms and Systems: And with just the same Folly, as if any one should honour the Ship he failed in, or any Part of it, as the Pilot. Tho' a Ship, however well rigged, if wanting a Pilot, is yet a good Emblem of the Imperfection of the Elements, which, without a GOD, would be of no Use, tho' ordered as we see them: For as the Ship without a Pilot cannot fail, neither can the Elements move without a GOD.

It may be demanded here, by your Majesties, by what Means can the Idols perform some very extraordinary Actions, if they
they were not the Statues and Representatives of true Gods? since it is absurd to think, fixed and inanimate Images can do any thing of themselves, and without some Mover? In answer to this Objection, we grant, First, That there have been in several Countries and Cities, some surprizing Things done in the Name, and as it really by these Statues. But we think not this sufficient to oblige us to believe them Gods; whether some Persons may have suffered any Calamity, or gained any Profit through their Means. That I may prove this, I shall strictly examine, in what Sense Statues can be conceived to do any thing, and what those Beings are who assume their Names, and perform all the Actions attributed to them. In order then to shew, who those are, who personate these Idols, and do some strange Feats, and to prove they are not Gods, it will be proper to have recourse to the general Notions of your own Philosophers. And, First, Thales divides superior Beings into three Orders, or Ranks, GOD, Dæmons, and Genii; GOD he conceives to be the Mind of the World, Dæmons he thinks spiritual Beings, and Genii the separate Souls of Men, good ones of good Men, and bad of bad Men. Plato too makes three Orders of superior Beings; the uncreated GOD, the Planets and fixed Stars created for the Orna-
Ornament of the Heavens, and the Demons: Concerning which Demons, he declines giving any Opinion of his own, and advises rather to acquiesce in what had been already delivered by other Writers. 'But to speak of the other Demons, and to conceive their Generation, is a Matter above my Abilities, we must believe what is already declared: And as being the Off-spring of the Gods, according as they assure us, they themselves must have known best their own Original: For we ought not to disbelieve the Accounts the Sons of the Gods give concerning themselves, though they do not prove them to us by necessary Demonstration. And since they declare, they speak of Matters peculiar to themselves, we should obey the Law of our Country, and believe them. Therefore, agreeable to what they have said, I shall give this Account of the Generation of the Gods. Oceanus and Tethys were begot by Calus and Terra; Phorcis, Saturn, and Rhea, by them: And Jupiter, and Juno, and a great many others, which we every day hear styled their Brothers and Sisters, were begot by Saturn and Rhea. And from these are descended a great many other Divinities.' But could the great Plato, who had a Notion of the eternal Mind, GOD, only comprehensible spiritually, who gives Him His distinguishing Attributes, perfect Existence,
Existence, Unity, Goodness, and Truth; that He is King over All Things; that All Things were made according to His good Pleasure; that He is the Cause of all Things, is second in second Causes; and third in third Causes: Could it be above His Understanding, to discover the Truth concerning Gods said to be begotten of sensible Bodies, the Heaven, and the Earth? No; this must not be understood so of Plato; but after this manner, he knew it was impossible, that Gods should beget, or be begotten, because whatever hath a Beginning shall also have an End: But he knew too, it was still more impossible to undeceive the generality even of these Absurdities, which they had sucked in, and for this Reason faith, 'It is above his Abilites to inform them, after what manner those Demons were generated:' And this is plain, from these Words of his. 'The great Ruler in Heaven driving his winged Chariot, goes before, ordering and presiding over All Things; a Host of Gods and Demons follow him.' This cannot be applied to Jupiter, Son of Saturn. For hereby the great Creator of the World is meant, as Plato clearly enough expresses himself; but he wanting a more proper
per Name, gives him the common Appellative of Jupiter, as the Word which expressed the highest Notion of the Vulgar. He used it as a Name not proper and peculiar to God, but as one just hinting thereby His Nature; and since it was impossible to describe God according to His Greatness to the Vulgar, he aggrandizes the common Phrase as much as possible, gives it the Epithets Great and Ruler, that he might distinguish the heavenly from the earthly, the uncreated from the created, from one not only younger than his Parents Calus and Terra, but even than Mortals, the Cretans, who hid the helpless God from being eat up by his Father.

I need not enlarge before your Majesties, who have an universal Knowledge in these Matters; nor examine any farther into the Philosophers and Poets Opinions and Notions: Who, whether or no they did acknowledge one God, yet did apparently always speak of these as of Demons, or as of Matter variously modified, or as of Men once in being. And such Notions as these we justly reject, who distinguish between God and Matter, and their different Essences, as we acknowledge God, and the Son His Logos, with the Holy Ghost, one as to their Power,
for the Christian Religion.

Power, (or one Power) even the Father, the Son, and the Spirit; the Son to be the Mind, the Word the Wisdom of the Father, and the Spirit to proceed as Light doth from Fire: So we confess, there are other Powers in and conversant about Matter opposed to GOD; not that there is any contrary Principle to GOD, as the Notion of Empedocles was of Discord and Harmony. But there is opposed to the Goodness of GOD, which is an inseparable Property of His Nature, a certain Spirit conversant about Matter, yet made by GOD as the other Spirits or Angels were, and entrusted with the Management of Matter, and of its Forms. For Angels were for this End created, that they might preside over, and govern Things made and put in order by GOD. For tho' GOD Himself doth exercise an universal and general Providence over all His Creatures, yet the Charge of Particulars is committed to Angels set over them; and as Men were endued with Free-Will, and the Power of choosing Good or Ill; so, in like manner, was the Condition of the Angels. For you would neither reward the Good, nor punish the Bad, if Vertue and Vice were not equally in their Power, and some behaved themselves faithfully, and others unfaithfully,
fully, in their Charges. Some of the Angels, by a right Use of their Liberty, continued such as they were created by GOD, and in due Obedience to His Commands: Others, on the contrary, acted unbecoming their State and Office; particularly, the presiding Angel over Matter, and its Forms, with some others, who were placed over Things in this lower Atmosphere, (we speak nothing as of ourselves, but only relate what our Books have declared) fell into Concupiscence, and the Love of Women, and became subject to the Flesh; and the presiding Spirit grew negligent and wicked in the Administration of the Charge committed to Him. And these, who thus fell in Love with Women, begat the Giants so called. Here be not surprized, if your own Poetical History hath something like this; ‘Divine and Heavenly Wisdom is as much different from the Earthly and Worldly as the Reflexion of Truth is from Truth itself: For even the President over Matter

Speaks often Lyes, which bear the Form of Truth.

These
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These Angels, therefore, falling from their first State and Heaven, not being able to raise themselves again to Heaven, as also the Souls of the Giants,

* Plato says very near the same thing, in his Phædo; but we find a full Record of this Notion in Hierocles, and is by him attributed to Empedocles and Pythagoras, as well as to Plato: 

"Kατέθετο κύριος κοσμήων καὶ κυρίων θεῶν οὐκ ἔστι οὐκ ἐστὶν ὁ Πυθαγόρας,

φυγὼς ἡμέτερος, ἅ' Ἀλκιτών Νέκερω, μαυρομόρῳ Πετώνω.

Ανεξή καὶ τις ἐρχών εἰναι εὐλαμβάνει.

Εἰς τοι ἐκπέσοντες,

Αὐτὸς λειμματίζει τε ἀπὸ θανάτου ἐλοκοτροφίας τὴν καταστροφήν.

"H ὡς ἡμέτερος ἢ ἐφευρίσκεις ἀνθρώποι, ἔνα ἐπεξεργάζεται ἐν ἑαυτῷ τῇ ὁμολογίᾳ τὴς ἀρχής, ὁς ἔχειν ὑπερτύπωσις ἀνθρώπων ἀνθρώπων, ὡς ἐκείνη ἀνθρώπων. Μὲν τὸν παραπληγότα τὴν χώραν τῆς ἀλήθείας, ὡς ἔχειν ἀνθρώπων τῇ ἀρχῇ τῆς ἀλήθείας. Μὲν αὐτὸς λειμματίζει τε ἀπὸ τῆς καταστροφῆς τῆς ἀλήθείας, ἀνακαλύπτει τῇ ἀλήθείᾳ τῆς ἀληθείας.

Decline these earthly Things, and wretched State, Where Murder, Wrath, and Troops of Mischiefs reign.

into which Place they who fall, wander up and down through the Field of Ate and Darkness: But the Desire of him that flies from this Field of Ate, carries him on towards the Field of Truth; which the Soul at first relinquishing, and loosing its Wings, fell downward into this earthly Body, deprived of its happy Life.

O 3 wander
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wander up and down the Earth, and ex-
cite Motions agreeable to their Constitu-
tions, or the Lusts they once pursued, and especially the Prince of Matter, as appears from the Events of Things, opposes and thwarts the Goodness of GOD;

When I consider, Doubt perplexes my Breast
If GOD or Fortune guides the Life of Man,
For Ills unmerited the Good oppress,
And unforeseen Success the Villain crowns.

The unequal Distribution of Adversity and Prosperity makes Euripides doubt, to what he should attribute the Regulation of humane Affairs: Upon consideration of which, one might say,

When we see these Things, how can I think
There is a GOD, or follow Rules. ----

And hence, Aristotle too hastily concludes,
That all sublunary Things were not go-
verned by Providence. This is a Mistake; for the Divine Providence extends itself equally over the Affairs of this World.

Whether it will or no, the teeming Earth
Produces Grass to feed my lowing Herds.

THE
The Generals are regulated according to Merit, by certain universal Laws, so that nothing is fortuitous, but the Particulars being comprehended under those universal Laws, may thereby be involved in a general Good or Evil springing from them. Yet upon account of the Disturbances of such Laws, and Irregularities from them occasioned by the Operation and Energy of Evil Spirits, and particularly of Satan their Prince, who tempt from within and without, as particular Persons, so also whole Nations, after sundry Manners, according to the stated Laws of Matter, and their respective Dispositions to the Heavenly Bodies: Some Persons of Name have imagined the World to have been created without any Design or Order, and to have been first made, and still govern'd by what they call Chance.

But these observe not how every part of the Elementary World, and whatever regards the Frame and Constitution of the whole Universe, is in perfect Order, being immediately taken Care of by Divine Providence, and therefore nothing can break that Regularity in which it was at first created. Thus, for instance, Mankind hath one constant and univocal Manner of Generation; keeps a certain Shape
Shape and Contexture of Limbs, and hath a general and much-alike Term and Period of Life. Notwithstanding which, according to his own Particularity of Disposition and Temperament, and according to the Operation or Temptation of the malignant presiding Spirit, and evil Angels his Associates, he is in some Cases differently moved and acted. Those of them then, who incline and tempt Men to the Worship of Idols, are such of the above-mentioned evil Spirits, as are delighted in the Blood of Sacrifices, and are imagined to lick it up. But those of your Gods which are held in such Admiration by the Vulgar, and whose Names the Statues bear, what are they, or what their Worshippers? Some command the Privy-Parts to be cut off, as those who minister to Rhea; others cut and wound their Bodies, as the Worshippers of Diana; nay more, Diana, surnamed Taurica, commands Strangers to be sacrificed to her. I forbear here mentioning those who are so moderate as only to cut and slash themselves with Knives, or to whip themselves; as also the Rabble of these petty Deities: But GOD sure doth not command us to act after this unnatural Manner.
But when a Daemon aims to bring a Plague On Man, he first infatuates the Mind.

But GOD is perfectly good, and therefore is eternally beneficent.

But moreover, those malevolent Beings which operate after this Manner; and they to whom the Statues are inscribed, are perfectly different. Proofs of this may be taken from Troas and Parium; the one of those hath the Statue of my Contemporary one Neryllinus, the other, those of Alexander and Proteus. Alexander's Tomb and Statue are yet in the Forum; and the Statues of Neryllinus are the frequent Ornaments of the City, if they may be called Ornaments to a City. The first of these is imagined to cure Diseases, and to give Responses, and the Inhabitants of Troas very devoutly sacrifice to it, and, on solemn Occasions, gild it over with Gold, and crown it with Chaplets; The Statue of Proteus is said to have the Gift of Prophecy, who, as you know very well, threw himself into the Fire at the Olympicks. But to the Statue of Alexander, as to a beneficent and kind God, there are publick Feasts and Sacrifices instituted: Of whom the Poet;
Unlucky, beauteous, mad with Women's Lust.

Which of them then is it, that performs what is attributed to the Statues? Neryllinus, or Proteus, or Alexander, or is it the Composition of the Matter? As to the Matter of these Statues that is Brass, and what can Brass do of itself? That may be made into any Figure, as in Herodotus the Statue of Amasis into a Metallic Mirror. Or what Good, I pray, can either Neryllinus, or Proteus, now do to the Sick? Yet even now the Statue of Neryllinus is believed to effect extraordinary Things, while he himself is alive, and at this time sick. Now what shall we assign for the Cause of such Extravagancies as these? Is it that some senseless and chimerical Motions and Reveries of the Mind concerning some Opinions, occasion them to form to themselves several Idols and Images, partly of Things really existent, partly the Creature of their own Imagination? The Soul is most subject to this, when affected with some Contagion from the Spirit presiding over Matter, and raises not itself up to Heaven, but is wholly immersed in Matter, being depressed to the Earth, and becoming
ing almost entirely Flesh and Blood, and no more a pure Spirit. These absurd and wild Motions of the Mind produce idolatrous Imaginations, especially if the Soul be of a soft and pliable Nature, be rude in wholesome Doctrines, be void of all speculative Notions of the Truth, and be without any Knowledge of the Father and Creator of the Universe; she then conceives false Apprehensions, and the Spirits which are conversant about Matter, and delight in the Blood and Nour of Sacrifices, as being Impostors and Deceivers of Mankind, make their Advantage of these irrational Motions of the Mind in the Vulgar, excite imaginative Apprehensions in them, as if occasioned by those Statues, whose Names they usurp. And whatever the Soul, as being naturally immortal, by an ordinary Process of Reasoning, knows, or by a natural Divination foresees, and accordingly regulates the present, the Honour and Renown of doing all this, those evil Spirits proudly arrogate to themselves.

Farther, it is necessary something should be here said concerning the Names of the Gods. Herodotus, in the Epistle of Alexander the Son of Philip, to his Mother, (who both had Conferences with the Priests themselves upon this Point, in Hel-
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Heliopolis, Memphis and Thebes) doth assure us, the Priests informed him they were mere Men. They proved to us, (says he) all they whose Images were there, were just such as they were represented, and different from the Gods: That before these who had been Men, and were Kings in Egypt, there were the Gods who lived with Men, and over whom there was acknowledged one to preside.” And Osiris, Son of Osiris, by the Greeks called Apollo, after he had destroyed Typhon, was the last who reigned in Egypt. By Osiris, is meant Bacchus in the Greek. Thus the last, and all the preceding Kings of Egypt, were Men: And from these were derived the Names of the Gods among the Greeks: Apollo was the Son of Bacchus and Isis, as Herodotus tells us. Apollo and Diana descended of Dionysus and Isis, and Latona was their Nurse, and their Deliverer. These more ancient Kings were their Gods.

And farther, partly out of Ignorance of the True GOD, and partly in Flattery to their Princes, they deify’d also their Queens. The Egyptians, in general, sacrifice Bulls and Calves, but Heifers and Cows it was held unlawful to sacrifice, for they were sacred to Isis, whose Image is Female, and horned like a Cow, as
Io is painted among the Greeks. And who should be believed in an Affair of this Nature sooner, than those who successively, from Father to Son, received with the Priestly Office this traditionary Account; and they whose Interest it would have been to have made their Idols as considerable as possible? can they be supposed to lye for this Side, and falsely declare they were once Men? Did Herodotus only assure us, the Egyptians had Traditions that some of their Gods had been Men, I should be unwilling to mention any thing more than their Names, and leave every one to determine as they please: But Hermes Tresmegistus, and Alexander, and many others, agree, that they were not from Eternity, as to leave no room for doubting but that they had been Kings, and were deify'd. Besides, that they were Men, the most learned of the Egyptians inform us, who generally worshipped the Heavens, the Sun, and the Moon, but believed all the others to have been Men, and the Temples their Tombs. Apollodorus shews this in his Book concerning the Gods. Herodotus too calls their Passions, or Deaths, Mysteries. In the City of Busiris, where, as I mentioned before, they keep a certain Festival to Isis, and after Sacrifice is per-
performed to the Deity, many Thousands of Men and Women are beaten, and after such an unseemly Manner, as it is not lawful for me to utter. If they were Gods, they must be immortal; if they were beaten, and those their Sufferings be the Mysteries commemorated, then they must have been Men. And thus again the same Herodotus. 'Behind the same Temple of Minerva at Sais, certain Sepulchres are built by the back Wall, for a Memorial of Things not to be named by me. Vaft Obelisks stand erected on the consecrated Ground near a Lake, of orbicular Form, lined with Stone, and, in my Opinion, equal to that of Delos, which from the Roundness of its Figure, is called Trocheides: In this Lake the Egyptians form the Ideas of their Nocturnal Passions, which they call Mysteries; but for the sake of Decency I shall not explain these Things. Nay, not only the Place where Osiris was buried, is shew'd, but also the very Mummy. And their Embalmers, when any Corps is brought them, shew those who bring them, Images of the Dead carved in Wood: Among others, they have one they esteem very highly, whose Name alone I dare not presume to speak. But all the Greek Poets make no Scruple of attri-
attributing any thing humane to their Gods. Thus of Hercules:

**Cruel, whom not the Fear of Pow’rs above,**  
**Nor Dread of Hospitable Jove, restrain’d**  
**From killing Iphitus.**

It is not to be admired if a Person of this Temper ran mad, and flung himself into the Fire, and was burnt. Thus Hesiod also speaks of **Æsculapius:**

**Him the great Sire of Men in furious Rage,**  
**Darting his Thunder from Olympus’ Top Destroy’d.**

Thus **Pindar** too:

**Even Wisdom is a Slave to powerful Gold.**  
**The golden Bribe work’d on his yielding Mind.**  
**But him for the Presumption Jove destroy’d,**  
**With ruddy Lightning, and the Thunder’s Stroke.**

But moreover, if they were Gods, they could not be covetous of Money.

**O Gold, thou chief Possession of Mankind,**  
**Exceeding all the Charities of Child,**  
**Or Mother.**

The
The Divine Nature must be above the Want or Desire of any thing: Neither could they die, had they been Gods. But they were Men, wicked Men, illiterate and covetous Men. Why should I here mention Caistor and Pollux, or Amphiræus, who but the other Day have been raised from the Condition of Men, to the Dignity of Gods? Or Ino, who after her Madness, and what she suffered in it, is now imagined to be a Goddess?

Whom trembling Mariners in Tempests call Lucotea;

And her Son

They worship by Palæmon’s sacred Name:

Thus the most profligate Men, and most hated by good Spirits, have acquired the Reputation of being Gods themselves. Semiramis, the Daughter of Dercetus, a lustful and bloody Woman, is worshipped under the Name of the Syrian Goddess. And upon account of Dercetus and Semiramis, the Syrians worship Pigeons, because she, according to Ctesias, was changed into a Pigeon. What Wonder is it then, if Princes, in the Pride and Power of Empire, are, through the Adulation of
of their Subjects, worshipped as Gods? This the Sybil, who is mentioned by Plato, confess'd:

'Twas now the tenth revolving Age of Man,
When Saturn, Titan, and Japetus reign'd,
Styl'd by succeeding Times, the noble Sons Of Ouranos and Gaia, and so styl'd,
Because the first of perish'd humane Race.

Some Men, again, were deified for their Strength of Body, as Hercules, and Perseus; and some for their Art, as Aesculapius: And Princes, either through Fear of their Severity, or Love of their Vertues, were worshipped by their Subjects. Thus Antinious, not long ago, by favouring your Ancestors, obtained, among his Subjects, the Esteem and Honours of a God; and Posterity, without any farther Examination, have admitted him as such.

The Cretes are always Lyars, they presume
To shew the Tomb of Jove; but great Jove lives.

Dost thou, Callimachus, believe his Birth; and yet doubt of his Death? Dost thou think to conceal the Truth, by talking thus
thus to the Ignorant? Canst thou look on the Cave, and acknowledge him to be born of Rhea, and view his Urn, and yet question his Decease? Art thou ignorant that the only GOD, without beginning of Existence, is the eternal One? Either, then, all the Accounts the Poets and Historians give us of the Gods, are false, and therefore all Worship of them, as delivered to us, is useless; or, if the Relations be true, of their Births, Amours, Murders, Thieveries, Castrations, and judicial Deaths, they are not now any more, they are deceased, they must have died because they were born. How is it possible to believe one, and doubt of the other? For, surely, the Poets give us the best Accounts they can of their Divinities: It is their Business to give everything the most graceful Turn, and cannot be thought to forge any thing to the Dishonour of them. I have thus proved, according to my Ability, though not equal to the Dignity of the Subject, that we are not Atheists, but believe the Creator of All Things, and His Word to be GOD.

Our Accusers farther charge us, with feasting on humane Flesh, and of Incests. All which is meerly invidious, and designed only to palliate their own malicious.
Prosecution, to terrify us from our Profession, or to inflame the States and Princes, and exasperate the Vulgar against us, by such an enormous Charge of Villanies. But both natural Reason and revealed Religion shew us, that Vertue and Vice are Contraries; and not only now, but of old too, have opposed each other: We are not, therefore, surprized with their persecuting us. Thus Phythagoras, with Three hundred more, were burnt: Democritus was banished from Ephesus; and Heraclitus, the Abderite, accused of Madness. Thus also the Athenians put Socrates to Death. But as their Vertue was not lessened by the Opinions of the Vulgar, so neither is the Integrity of our Lives blemished by the Accusations of our Enemies. Before GOD we are still innocent. I shall answer to these Accusations against us; though, I believe, you, Mighty Princes, are satisfied, that I have cleared our Religion by what is before said: And that the Men, who make GOD the Rule of all their Actions, and study to live unblameable, and void of Offence towards Him; those cannot be supposed guilty of the least criminal Thought. Had we no Hopes beyond the present Life, and these sensual Enjoyments, there might be a Probability we might follow
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the Dictates of Flesh and Blood, and be Lovers of Pleasure, and Lovers of Money. But we, who believe an omnipresent and omniscient Being observes our Thoughts and Actions, and that He is Light, and sees the hidden Things of our Hearts; we who believe, that after being delivered from this mortal Condition, we shall enjoy a happier, and eternal, heavenly Life hereafter: Living for ever with God; not subject to Passion, or Change; not like Flesh and Blood, tho' we shall have Bodies, but like pure heavenly Spirits. And the Truth of this we confess even at the Stake, and in the midst of Flames. For God hath not made Man like the brute Beasts, hath not formed him for a momentary Life, and then to perish, and be lost in Annihilation.

And seeing this is our Faith, it is absurd to suppose, we should study and endeavour to commit such unheard of Wickedness, and voluntarily expose ourselves to be punished by the great Judge: But it is no wonder our Accusers charge us with such things, since they impute the same even to their Gods, and call their Lusts Mysteries. But were they, in good earnest, so angry for Incests and promiscuous Commerces with Women, supposing the Fact true, what will they say to
to Jove, who had Children by his own Mother, and Daughter? nay, married his own Sister? Either they must hate and abominate him, or own these Accounts are all Forgeries and Lyes of Orpheus, inasmuch as they make Jupiter more bestial and execrable than Thyestes. For Thyestes lay but with his Daughter, and by the Advice of the Oracle, in order to preserve his Crown. But, certainly, no one thing can be more distant from another, than we are from being guilty of such Wickedness as this, and much less of openly professing it; since we are not allowed to look with the Eye of Concupiscence on a Woman. For, (says our great Lord and Master) Whoever looketh on a Woman to lust after her, hath committed Adultery already with her in his Heart. How can we be suspected of any Breach of Chastity, who dare not use our very Eyes, otherwise than God designed them, that is, to be Lights to our Bodies? Who think, that to look with Concupiscence, is to commit Adultery; nay, believe, we shall be judged for our very Thoughts. For we are not under a humane Dispensation and Law, where we might be wicked and concealed; but, as I declared from the Beginning, we have received our Law from God.
G O D: And we have a Law, which requires the most exact Justice with regard to ourselves, and from us to our Neighbours. Therefore, according to the Differences of Age, we esteem some as Brothers and Sisters, and others as Sons and Daughters. The Elder we honour as Fathers and Mothers; and esteem it one of the greatest Acts of our Religion, to preserve chaste and unpolluted the Bodies of those whom we call Brothers and Sisters, or by any Name of Kindred. Our Religion teaches us, (according to a certain Author of ours) 'If any one shall return a Kiss out of Concupiscence; and again, a Kiss is to be given with the greatest Caution, as a kind of religious Act; for if it be polluted but with the least impure Intention, it puts us in danger of the Loss of eternal Life.' Having, therefore, a sure Hope of everlasting Life, we despise the present sensual Pleasures and Enjoyments: And when we marry, according to the Laws of our Religion, it is only for Procreation. As the Farmer, after sowing his Ground, waits for the Harvest, and sows no more; so we make the Getting of Children the Measure of our Concupiscence. And among us, you will find many Men and Women, who continue all their Lives unmarried,
married, hoping to come to a nearer Union with GOD by that Means. Since we do think Virginity to be more acceptable to GOD, and do abstain from all impure Thoughts and Imaginations, how can we be supposed guilty of Actions which we dare not think of? Our Religion is not a Study of Words, but a Practice of Actions and Vertues. We, therefore, continue in the same Condition we are born in, or marry once only. For, a second Marriage is by us generally esteemed a specious Adultery. For, Whoever shall give his Wife a Bill of Divorcement, and shall marry another, commits Adultery, says our Lord; whereby He doth not permit a Man to divorce the Woman, whose Virginity he had, and to marry another. For he who deprives himself of his first Wife, nay, if she should die, and marries again, is a clandestine Adulterer. He transgresses the Decree of GOD; (for in the Beginning, GOD created one Man, and one Woman) and separates Flesh from Flesh, and dissolves the Union of the two Sexes. Seeing then that we are such, how come we to be charged with such Abominations? Do the Stews preach Chastity? Do they who keep, as it were, a Fair for all manner of Lewdness, who practise So-
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domy, who abuse the most beautiful Bodies, dishonouring that Beauty which is the Gift of G O D? (For the Beauty of Nothing in the Earth, ariseth from itself, but proceeds from the Will and Hand of G O D:) Do they accuse us of the Wickedness, which they are conscious of being guilty of themselves? and which they also impute to their Gods, as laudable Actions? Adulterers and Sodomites accuse us, who marry once only, or make * Eunuchs of ourselves, for the Kingdom of Heaven's sake. They who live like ravenous Fishes, which devour all that comes in their way, where the weaker always is the Prey of the stronger; these Men accuse us of a third Article, which is, viz.

* The famous Origen is remarkable for making himself an Eunuch, an Action (as Dr. Cave says) very much commended by some, and condemned by others: Concerning this, and the strict and severe Chastity of the Primitive Times, Dr. Cave speaks thus, in the Life of Origen: (2.9.) Justin Martyr tells us of a young Man of Alexandria, who to convince the Gentiles of the Falshood of that malicious Charge of Incontinency, and promiscuous Mixtures which they usually laid upon the Christians, presented a Petition to Felix the President of Alexandria, deiring his Leave that the Physicians might make him an Eunuch, which the President refused, as prohibited by the Laws of the Empire; as it was after by several Proviso's and Canons of the Church. This Fact, (of making himself an Eunuch) though
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The Eating of humane Flesh; per-
secuting us contrary to the Laws
made by you, and your Royal Ance-
tors, upon the most mature Considera-
tion; so that now your Proconsuls and
Deputies, in several Countries and Na-
tions, are not sufficient to hear and de-
termine the perpetual Informations a-
gainst us: Against us, I say, who, when
we are beaten, turn not away; and,
when we are reviled, must only bless:
Yet, do not these Men acquiesce, and
think themselves not injured, (though
strict Justice allows a Retaliation) but
with a strange kind of Impudence, pre-
tend to Merit, and urge, they are the
Sufferers? Is it not stark Madness, to
say we, according to such a Profession
as I have spoken of, can be Murderers?

Origen endeavoured to conceal from some of his Friends,
yes did it quickly break out; and Demetrius the Bishop,
who now admired it as an heroic Act of Temperance, and an
Instance of a great and daring Mind, did afterwards load
it with all its Aggravations, and bring it in as an inex-
cusable Charge against him. I add no more concerning this,
than that whatever Origen might do now in the Vigour
of his Youth, and through the Sprightliness of his devout
Zeal, yet in his more considerate and reduced Age he was of
another Mind, condemning such kind of Attempts, and fo-
berly enough expounding that Passage of our Saviour, which
before he had so fatally misunderstood." Dr. Cave in the
Life of Origen, p. 220.
For before we can eat any Man's Flesh, we must kill some Man. But as the former, so is the latter false. If any of them be asked, whether they have seen us commit any thing of this kind, none can be found so lost to all Sense of Modesty and Truth, as to affirm it. Some of us also have Servants, more or fewer, from whom it is impossible to conceal our Actions; none of them have seen us, none of them have, even though falsely, witnessed against us any such thing. How can we be charged with eating humane Flesh, who are unwilling to see a legal Execution? The Spectacles of the Theatre, the Games, the Combats of the Gladiators with one another, and with Beasts, such especially as are exhibited by you, are generally admired; but, we think, looking with Pleasure on such Slaughters of Men, is a Step towards Murder; and, therefore, abstain from all Sights of this kind. How then can we, who indulge not ourselves to see Slaughters, lest we should be polluted, commit Murder? How can we, who say Women, who cause Abortion by Medicines, are guilty of Murder, and shall answer for it before GOD, be imagined to kill and destroy perfect and grown-up Men and Women? Is it not inconsistent
inconsistent for the same Persons, to believe the Embryo in the Womb is an Animal, and the Object of GOD's Providence; and that to destroy it, is no less than Murder; and yet, when it is born, and apparently in a State of Life, to kill it? Or, who believe we ought never to expose our Children, as thinking, all Parents who do so, guilty of their Deaths, can be capable of murdering them, when we have brought them up? No, we act with more Consistency, and always in obedience to Reason, and to our Principles, and never contrary to them.

Again, who, that is persuaded of a future Resurrection, would make himself the Sepulchre of Bodies which will be raised? It is acting with strange Absurdity, to believe our Bodies will rise again, and to feed on them as if they would never be raised. To think the Earth shall give up her Dead, yet he who hath buried a humane Body in himself, shall not be obliged to restore it. It is much more probable and rational to suppose rather, that they who think they shall never give any Account of their Lives, good or bad, and that there will be no Resurrection of the Dead, but that the Soul perishes together with the Body, is, as it were, extinguished; they
they may be conceived to give themselves a Loose to all Wickedness: But that we, who believe GOD will bring every Action into Judgment, and that the Body will be punished for being subservient to the irregular Desires and Motions of the Soul, must be imagined to abstain from all Wickedness, if there is not an utter Inconsistency between our Thoughts and Actions. But it may seem to some a Subject of Ridicule, to assert the Resurrection of the Body: However that be, let it not be imputed to us as criminal, let it be only thought our Simplicity. If we do deceive ourselves by such a Notion, we injure no one: And yet, the Notion that the dead Bodies will be raised, is not so entirely new, but some old Philosophers have hinted at it: If I should give Instances of this, I should exceed the proposed Bounds of this Discourse. I shall, therefore, just touch upon this Point. Those Philosophers, who have wrote of Sensibles and Intelligibles, and their Natures, have declared, that the Intelligibles are more ancient than the Sensibles; though, by an inverted Order of Nature, we have first a Perception of Sensibles, and the Sensibles are derived from
from the + Intelligibles which are incorporeal. Therefore, according to both Pythagoras and Plato, it is in no fort impossible for these Bodies, after a Dissolution, to be again formed of the same Principles they were first made of. But let this Point of the Resurrection drop for this time.

May it please your Majesties, most learned, clement, and mild, most worthy of Empire, and greatest Lovers of Mankind, to give us your Royal Approbation, seeing I have cleared our Pro-

---

† The learned Dr. Cudworth, in his Intellectual System, gives this Account of these Intelligibles and Sensibles, p. 728.
- If there be eternal Truths, which were never made, and could not but be, then must the Rationes Rerum, the simple Reasons of Things also, or their intelligible Natures and Essences, out of which those Truths are compounded, be of Necessity eternal likewise. For how can this be an eternal Truth, that the Diameter of a Square is incommensurable with the Sides, if the Rationes, or Reasons, of a Square, Diameter, and Sides, or their intelligible Essences, were not themselves eternal? These are therefore called by Plato, not only το ταύτα και άταύτας έξωτα, Things which are always the same and unchangeable; but also τά μη γίνομενα, ἀλλ' ἐξ ἀρχής, Things which were never made, but always exist; and sometimes μητε γίνομενα, μητε ἄταυτας, Things that were neither made, nor can be destroyed; sometimes τά ἐξοντα κι' ἀμφιθετειεν, Things ingenerable, and incorruptible.
- Of which Cicero thus: Μητε Plato negat gigni sed sempere esse, & Ratione & Intelligentia contineri: These Things Plato affirmeth to have been never made, but always to be, and to be contained in Reason and Understanding. And though perhaps it may seem strange,
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' even Aristotle himself also, notwithstanding his so often
' Clashing with Plato's Ideas, here really agreeth in the main,
' that the Forms or Species, or the universal intelligible Ef-
' fences of Things, which are the proper and immediate Ob-
' jects of Science were eternal, and never made. Thus in his
' Metaphysics; οὐ ὃλοθροῖ ὃιοτοί, ἢ ὃς γὰρ, no
' Man ever makes the Form or Species of a Thing,
' nor was it ever generated; and again, τὰ σφαιρὰ σθ
' αὐτὰ ἡμέρᾳ, there is no Generation of the Essence of
' a Sphere." — And he sometimes calleth these Objects
' of Science, αἰνίνθρω στίς, or φύσις, an immutable Ef-
' fience, or Nature. Lastly, where he writeth against the
' Heracliticks, and those other Scepticks who deny'd all Cer-
' tainty of Science, he first discovers the Ground of their Error
' therein to have been this; ' That they suppos'd singular Bodies,
' or Sensibles existiing without, to be the only Things or Ob-
' jects of the Mind, or Knowledge;'' αἰτίαν ὅορος το-
' τοις ὁτι σέλ ὁμον ἢ ἀληθῶν ἐκστάσιν. τὰ ὅν ὑπερ
' ὑπελαεον γι' τὸ αἰσθήσια μόνον. ἐν ἡ τοις φυσιὶ ἡ ἡ
' σεωστὶ φυσις ἐνυπέρξα — ἔτι δὲ αἰσθάνον ὑπὲρια τοι-
' τῶν κινειδων ἢ ψυσιν, κατά τι μεταβάλλων. τὰ ὅν
' αἰσθενείων οὐκείσυ τὸ φανως πάxiμα μεταβάλλουν, ἐν
' ἐνεργείᾳ αἰσθῆσεν. The Original of these Mens Mistakes
' was this, because Truth is to be looked for in Things, and
' they conceived the only Things to be Sensibles, in which it is
' certain there is much of the indeterminate Nature. Where-
' fore they perceiving all the Nature of Sensibles to be move-
' able, or in perpetual Flux and Mutation, since nothing can
' possibily be verified, or constantly affirmed, concerning that
' which is not the same, but changeable, concluded that there
' could be no Truth at all, nor Certainty of Science, those
' Things which are the only Objects of it, never continuing
' the same. And then be subjoin'd, in Way of Opposition to
' this Sceptical Doctrine of theirs, and the formentioned Ground
' thereof, ἅξιον σομιν αὐτὸς ἡμελμενάς καὶ ἀλλὰ στίς
' ὁτι σέλ ὁμον, ἢ ἡ τοις φυσιὶς ἐνυπέρξα, ἢ τα ὑθεὶς, ἢ τα ὑς
' σις στὸ ἴκελαν. 'We would have these Men therefore to know
' that there is another Kind of Essence of Things besides that of
' Sensibles, to which belongeth neither Motion or Corruption,
' nor any Generation at all." By which Essences of Things
' that have no Generation nor Corruption, he could understand
' nothing else but those intelligible Natures, Species and Ideas,
' which are the standing and immutable Objects of Science.
feision from all Imputations, and proved, we are religious towards GOD, and inoffensive towards Men, and pure in our Souls. And, who can seem to have a fairer Claim to your Royal Favour than ourselves? We continually offer up Prayers to Almighty GOD for your Reign; that the Son may very late succeed the Father, as is most just; that your Dominions may be still enlarged; that all your Actions may succeed according to your Wishes, and we may live a quiet and peaceable Life under you, and shew always a ready Obedience to all your Commands.
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Concerning the

Resurrection of the Dead.

All the Opinions and Notions of Men concerning the Truth of such Subjects as the present, have had a Mixture of something erroneous, or false; not that it is a genuine Consequence, or any ways proceeds from the Nature of the Thing, but is rather occasioned by the Perverseness of some, who gratify a Passion in sowing Tares among the good Seed, in order to choak it. This appears very
very plain from the Writings of such as have employed themselves in Speculations of this kind, who differ both from their cotemporary, and the more ancient Authors who have handled those Points. The Confusion of their Notions concerning the Subject here to be treated on, is a great Instance of this. Men of such a Turn of Mind have left no Sort of Truth without some Touch of Sophistry; Nothing hath escaped their Disputing Humour; no, not even the Being, the Knowledge, and the Providence of a God, and the plain Consequences thereof; nay, not the very Reasons which make Religion manifest to the World. Some are so hardy, as openly to profess an Unbelief of such kind of Truths; and others give them just such a Turn and Colour, as suits with their own Humours and Inclinations.

It will therefore be proper for one who shall discourse on these Topicks to make use of two Methods; the one, to prove and demonstrate the Truth to such as are in a State of Infidelity; the other, to explain it to such as have, through Mistake, formed wrong Apprehensions concerning it, and who are of themselves of ingenuous Tempers and Dispositions of Mind. Therefore, in managing the Question now under Debate, what is proper must be observed with Accuracy, and our Reasoning adapted thereunto; left, if we should use but any one certain Method, the
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Discourse become of no Effect to the one or other of these two Sects.

Indeed, in the Order of Demonstration and Physical Consequence, the Arguments which prove any Truth are always antecedent to such as only explain it; yet, with regard to what is convenient, the other may frequently be requisite. But as the Farmer commits not his Seed to the Ground, before he hath cleared it of such Weeds and Brakes as would hinder andchoak the Growth of the Seed, nor the Physician give the Patient Restoratives, until he be cleansed of those ill Humours which occasioned the Indisposition; so neither can Truth be established, till Prejudices and false Notions are rooted out of the Mind, and the Person be endued with such an Impartiality as is necessary for the Reception of it. And conformably to this Rule I shall treat the present Question of the Resurrection; first establishing the Truth of the Doctrine, and afterwards explaining and enforcing it. For here too we are engaged with Infidels and Scepticks, who wholly, or for the most part, deny the Reality. Some of them act with such Absurdity, as to admit all the Premisses, and notwithstanding do not own the Consequences, though they confess they are not able to prove the contrary, nor give any tolerable Arguments for their Infidelity.
In Matters of Controversy it is therefore to be observed, whether the Unbelief proceeds from some Prejudice or ill-grounded Opinion formerly taken up; or is the Effect of Pretended Reason, and hath something of Argument to give the Gloss and Appearance of Truth. For to doubt where we can give no Reasons for so doing, is either a strange Blindness of the Understanding, or Perverseness and Prejudice of Temper.

They therefore who deny the Resurrection, or doubt of it, would not willingly be supposed to do it, upon account of some Notions they have formerly inconsiderately taken up, or in Complaisance to their own Lusts, or those of the dissolute Part of Mankind, but would be thought able to argue against the Truth of it. And in order to this, they must either assert Mankind to have been produced by no Designing Cause, (which Absurdity may with great Ease be expos'd) or they must prove it incredible, even upon admitting that there is a GOD, and He the Creator of all Things. And, that they may prove the latter of these, they must shew, That GOD wants either Power, or Will, to raise up the dead and dissolved Body, to reunite the dispersed Particles of it, and restore to Life the same Men: But if our Adversaries cannot do this, (which they most certainly never can) let them forbear their Atheistical Scoffs and Doubts, and impiously
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oufly to blaspheme GOD's Majesty and Power. Should they assert GOD wanted Power for effecting the Resurrection, it would hence appear false. The Want of Power may be distinguished into two Sorts: Ignorance of what is to be done, or Inability to perform it when known; for no Being can possibly be conceived to endeavour the Execution of such Things as he hath no Knowledge of: And He who knows what is to be done; and the Manner of performing such Actions, if that Being be wise, and understands his own Abilities, will not attempt what it is impossible for him to perform; but should he attempt it, he would be frustrated in the proposed End.

But GOD cannot be said to be ignorant of the Thing or Manner it ought to be perform'd by; not of the Thing, that is, the Nature of the Body to be raised, in the Whole, or its Parts; nor yet with what Elements the Particles of the Body by Dissolution and Death are mixed and united; tho' to humane Appearance, Things so broke and blended with the general Mafs of Matter seem entirely undistinguishable, and therefore not to be separated from them. For GOD, who before the Creation of any thing, by His Eternal Prescience, knew the Nature of the future Elements, of which all Bodies are originally composed, must certainly know the Nature of the Parts of those Ele-
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Elements; from which, according to His Pleasure, He took such as composed the humane Body; And must farther know where any of these Parts are scatter'd, by the Dissolution of that Frame of the Body in Death: For tho' in regard to our Worldly Affairs, and their Regulation, and with respect to humane Understanding, it is more difficult to foresee future Events and Contingencies; yet, in respect to the Majesty and Wisdom of GOD, 'tis equally easy and natural to have a Fore-knowledge of Things not yet existing, and to distinguish from other Matter the Parts of dissolved Bodies, wherefoever they be scatter'd.

Again, the Power of Producing Something out of Nothing at first, evinces GOD's Sufficiency for the Instauration and Resurrection of all Bodies. If GOD could form humane Body of Elements endued with a quite different Figure, nay, create those very Elements; how much more will He be able to raise again those Bodies, however dissolved, nay, wherefoever the Parts be separated from each other; whether these Parts be supposed to consist of meer Matter, as Atomes; or of Elements, as Air, Fire, Water; or lastly, of Seed? For it requires as great Power either to order and diversify with various Forms and Figures rude and shapeless Matter, or to unite the different Elements into one Composition, viz. humane Body; or lastly, to diver-
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diversify one simple, (but specified) Matter, that is, the Seed, into Bones, Nerves, Blood, and Spirits, and endue it with Sensation and Life; as to reunite the scatter'd Parts of the Body, to raise up the Dead, and change the Corruptible into Incorruption; or farther, to distinguish and separate the Parts of humane Body devoured and turned into Aliment, by whatsoever Number of Beasts, and again unite them in the same one Composition or System; nay, tho' they have passed thro' great Numbers of Beasts successively, or whether by natural Putrefaction they be again reduced to their first Principles.

And yet this is the main Objection which hath occasioned so gross a Mistake in Persons of considerable Reputation for Learning, who in this Point have, nevertheless, suffer'd themselves to be carried away with the Torrent of vulgar Error, and permitted their Reason to be confounded by the Noise and Din of popular Ignorance. Our Adversaries observe, and very truly, that many Bodies of Men shipwreck'd at Sea, or drowned in fresh Water, become a Prey to Fishes; many Bodies of Men slain in Battles, or by other unhappy Casualties, are devoured by Beasts and Birds, and the Limbs and Parts of such Bodies unite and incorporate with the Body of the Beast, and become a Part thereof; so as to seem impossible to be distingushed
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They distinguished or separated from the others. Nay, they push this objection still farther, and urge, that the bodies of such beasts are frequently eaten by men, and those parts of the beast which were composed of humane flesh, do now again incorporate, and become part of another humane body. And to give this objection the most formidable dress, romance and poetry is ransack'd for fabulous instances of such as have eaten their own children, in war, famine, or madness; or by some fearful deceit of their enemies, have had their bodies imposed on them for ordinary meats. Here Thrystes's tragical feast, and numbers of strange stories from all nations, Greeks and barbarians, are brought as instances: And from hence they conclude the impossibility of the resurrection, since it is manifestly impossible that the same members should be part of several bodies, and rise with them; and yet it is evident they have belonged to several; for either the first or last possessors of them must want these parts, must be deficient in their complement, and be imperfect.

But this objection will appear to be entirely founded on their ignorance of the power of God, and his regulation of the world; for he hath appropriated a peculiar food and nutriment to every species of creatures, and doth not permit any body, without distinction, to be incorporated with
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with any other; nor would the Almighty be perplexed with distinguishing and separating any Parts of different Natures, could they be joined together, who permits every Creature to exert and exercise such Abilities and Properties as it was at first endued with; yet still preserving the Sovereign Prerogative of suspending such Laws of Nature, or directing the Properties of His Creatures for the executing any of his Purposes.

Again, our Adversaries seem to be under a surprising Ignorance of the Nutriment and Nature of Creatures; they appear not to have so much Sagacity, as to distinguish, and observe, that all Food taken into the Body is not properly Nourishment, nor does become a Part of the Body; several Things, as soon as received into the Stomach, are thrown up, or otherwise discharged, so as not to admit of the first Concoction, or mix with the nutritive Juices; and the much greater Part, even of Things regularly digested, mix not with the Chyle, but pass presently into the Duodenum, and become excrementitious: But lastly, such Parts as do absolutely mix with the Blood, and are by that means carried thro' the whole Body, meet with such innumerable Secretions in almost infinite Glands, and are several Ways discharged in such abundance, that we experimentally find, that what is not some way or other thrown off, is extremely little, in
in Comparison of what is received. Besides, that which does mix with the Blood, frequently turns to Humour, or some excrementitious Tumor, according as the Body happens to abound, more or less, with Fluids. Since, therefore, the several Kinds of Animals are so different in their Natures, and Providence hath appropriated such Food and Nutriment for each, as is most convenient and agreeable to the Species, it follows, that their Nutriment must be as different as their Natures. Again, all Aliment received by Creatures passes three Concoctions before it mixes with the Blood, in the Pancreatrick Juice, in the Chyle, and in Sanguification, when it enters with the Blood into the Heart; in which Process, considering what great Secretions are made, it is highly probable, that all which is not adapted for the Aliment of the Creature, is separated and discharged; and therefore that only, which after having passed all the various Secretions and Filtrations of the Body, and continues still in it, ought to be considered as the Aliment of the Creature; and whatever was noxious and destructive to the Constitution, and was therefore discharged, all that Load of Sustenance taken into the Stomach for its Repletion, and the Sating of the Appetite, is not, strictly speaking, to be styled Nourishment. But should any thing of a different Nature be eaten by any Animal,
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Should it escape all these Tryals, and pass into the Mass of Blood, insinuate itself with the Parts, and unite to the Body; even then, if that Body be vigorous and strong, it will be expelled; but if it be too weak to effect this, such Aliment of so different a Nature, so improper for the Nourishment of that Species, will only breed Diseases in the Blood, taint and corrupt the Juices, poison even the wholesome, and so far from nourishing, that it will at last destroy the Animal. We have a convincing Argument for this in Poisons, where it is observable, that Pain, Danger, and Death are the Consequences of any, the most wholesome and salutary, Meats, when mixed with it: The Reason of which is, the Difference that there is between it and the Nature of such Things as are appropriated for the Nourishment of the Creature; for all Animals are preserved by what is proper for, and destroy'd by what is contrary to, their Natures. If therefore, when the natural Food and Aliment is corrupted with the Mixture of what is improper and heterogeneous, the whole Gross of that is not indifferently mixed with the Juices, and incorporated with the Limbs, but such only as, after many Concoctions and Secretions, appear to be similar and of a Kind with the Animal; it is very evident that nothing can be united to an Animal's Body, which is heterogeneous and different from the Nature
nature of its proper Food, but must be either discharged with the Excrements, or, if it mix with the Blood, generates only Diseases, either corrupting the Fluids, or preying on and devouring the Solids of the Body: Nay tho' this should be expelled by Physick or Diet, or conquer'd by an extraordinary Strength of Constitution, it will be, notwithstanding, injurious to the Body, as being unable to unite with and nourish it, upon Account of the Difference of its Nature.

But to conclude, supposing our Adversaries could make good their Objection, (which yet, for the above-mention'd Reasons, they will never be able to do) it would, after all their Pains, be exceeding frivolous, and not of the least Consequence to their Purpose. Be it allow'd, that any Man should be nourish'd with improper Aliment, (which it is absurd to suppose) yet, I say, granting these Impossibilities, with so little Reason do our Adversaries argue, it will in no wise affect the Resurrection of the Body, or prove that because a Man has eaten of a Fish that has prey'd upon a humane Body, therefore that Body should have more Limbs than Nature ordain'd for his Use; since no Number of Limbs eaten are changed and become entire Limbs, but only augment and dilate the former; nay farther, do not continue al-
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ways with the Body, or lastly, if they should remain, are of no Use in a future Life, whether they compose Part of the Blood, of the aqueous and bilious Juices or Spirits; for the Bodies, which before required Aliment, but are now raised in Glory and Incorruption, will not want Nutriment, and therefore not those Parts. Again, tho' we should grant such strange Food, after many Transmutations, should at last become very Flesh, yet does it not follow that such Flesh, made by eating humane Bodies, should become an integral Part; the most that can possibly be conceiv'd of it, being only that it should be joined to it, and not that it should become an entire Limb. But the most natural Flesh, with which the adventitious is incorporated, doth not always remain, but changes continually: Pains destroy it; Grief, Sorrows, and Care, waste it; Heats and Colds diversify the Humours of the Body, changing them into Flesh or Fat; infomuch that the Flesh, made by the most natural Food, continues not always the same: Since then Flesh, made by the most proper Aliment, undergoes such Variety of Changes, how much rather may we suppose the same of that made by improper Meats, which Nature always labours to expell and discharge? Sometimes increasing, and sometimes diminishing the Bulk, for Reasons above cited, and entirely expelling all extraneous
traneous Matter, that only excepted, which is in a peculiar Manner adapted for the Supporting of the Animal's Life; such as is formed of Aliment by Nature, prepared for assisting the Body in the Performance of the Functions of Animal Life. Whether therefore such Nutriment be presently discharged, or whether it be mixt with the Blood, our Adversaries can make no Advantage of the Objection.

They cannot prove that one humane Body becomes an integral Part of another; whether the Person be impos'd upon, and eat it as ordinary Meat, or by Famine, or Madness, pollute himself with such abominable Repasts. Unless we can believe that there are Beasts with a humane Face, or at least of a mixt and compound Nature; such as the extravagant Imaginations of Poets have created, as Centaurs and Harpyes, &c. But why should I be thus large in speaking of humane Bodies, which Providence hath apparently not allotted for Food to any Creature, much less to the same Species; but which, by the Sovereignty of its Nature, hath alone obtained the Honour of Burial: When the great Creator of all Things hath not appointed any Creature to be Food for those of its own Species, but every Being is nourish'd by others of a different Kind. But if our Adversaries can make it appear, that GOD hath
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hath appointed humane Flesh for Man's Food; the Consequence of this wild Notion is, that we may kill and eat one another, as we do Beasts; and the Mantainers of the Opinion must be conceiv'd to be extremely desirous of Feasting on the Bodies of their dearest Relations, in order to regale themselves with the most Exquisite Delicacies. But if this be abominable, if it be shocking to humane Nature, and impious to feast on humane Flesh; and if we have argued right, and all such Things as are not proper Food cannot be incorporated with the humane Body, it follows, no Parts of one can become Parts or Members of another humane Body, tho' in some extraordinary Calamity they may be eaten, and after the Method of ordinary Food digested. And tho' the Body suffer a Dissolution of its Parts, and the whole Compound be again resolved into its first Elementary Principles, by the Wisdom and Power of the great Creator of all Things, they shall be again summoned together, again united in the same Form and Site, so as to constitute the same Body, whether it hath been burnt by Fire, or putrify'd in Water, or devoured by wild Beasts, or whether some of its Members should be cut from the Body, and perished long before the rest, they will again unite together in the same Harmony of Parts, and complete the Resurrection of the same Body, however it hath been dif-
dispersed thro' the whole Masa of Matter.

It would be impertinent to enlarge farther on this Head, since all civilized Nations are entirely agreed upon this Part of the Question, and since the present Subject will furnish much nobler Topicks to argue upon. I shall desire by way of Preliminary to take no Notice of all Objections drawn from the Works of Nature and Art; which, thro' Age, or any Violence, being destroy'd, cannot possibly be afterwards repaired. From Comparisons like these, taken from Potters and Smiths, they are so stupid, as seriously to argue, that neither can GOD again renew a dead Body when its Parts are variously dispersed. Such incoherent Reasoning do they put up for Demonstration, such insipid Chicanry for Argument, and with as great Folly as Impiety, running a Parallel between Art and Nature, the Inability of Man, and the Omnipotence of GOD. What a notable Insult is this to the common Understanding of Man! But next to the Stupidity of making such Objections, would be that of giving them a formal Answer. Is it not much more reasonable to say, with Man indeed such an Action is impossible, but to GOD all Things are possible? Let the foregoing Arguments suffice, to shew the Resurrection is a Work possible to GOD, and an adequate Object of his Power; the ensuing Rea-
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Reasons shall demonstrate, that it is equally the Object of his Will.

For, whatever God wills not to do, he therefore wills not, either because it is unjust, or unbecoming His own Majesty. Again, it is unjust either with respect to the Person raised, or some one else; but nothing can be plainer, than that no Intellectual Beings can suffer any Injury by the dead Bodies being raised, their Essence still continuing, and no Loss or Dishonour thereby accruing to them: Nor can it be any Detriment to irrational or inanimate Creatures; for after the Resurrection, they will not exist again, and no Injury can be done to what exists not. But supposing they should exist, they would suffer no Injustice hereby; for if now, in the present State of Things, during their being enslaved to the Power of Man, and made subservient to all his Uses and Necessities, they are not injured; much less will they suffer Injustice, when Man is raised immortal, placed in a Condition far above the present indigent State of Life, wherein they will no more be obnoxious to Labour and Hardships: Were they therefore endued with the Powers of Reasoning and Speaking, would they blame or think irreverently of God, because they were made inferior to Man, and not admitted to be Partakers of the Resurrection, and the Immortality of the Sons of God; for Creatures

R
tures of such unequal Natures, as Man and Beast, require alike disproportionate Degrees of Happiness. Lastly, there is another Reason why Brutes cannot be said to suffer Injustice; that is, because they have no Sense of Justice or Renement of the contrary.

Further, neither can the Person raised any ways be said to be injured. For Man is compos'd of Body and Soul, and neither of them are injured; the Soul cannot be said to suffer Injustice, because it perseveres not in a separate Existence; for if, when it inhabited a Body corruptible and obnoxious to Pains and Diseases, it then was not unjustly treated, much less will the Soul be injured, when it hath appointed for its Seat of Residence a glorious and incorruptible Body: Neither can the Body be unjustly used; for if being corruptible, it was not unjust to unite it to an incorruptible Partner the Soul, it will not be unjust to unite both again, when both are incorruptible.

And lastly, it cannot be said to be unbecoming GOD's Majesty, to restore Bodies after Dissolution to their former Life and Symmetry; for since to make what is much inferior, to produce a Body mortal and subject to Pains, be not unbecoming GOD, it will be much less so, to renew again the deceased Body, and crown it with Immortality. Thus from the most certain Premisses, and their indubitable Consequences, we have demon-
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demonstrated the present Question in all its Parts, and evinced that the Resurrection of the Body is a Work suitable to the Majesty, possible to the Power, and free to the Will of GOD. From this direct Proof, the Falsity of the contrary Opinion appears, and the Absurdity of all Scepticks and Unbelievers. I may here urge, that the Parts of this Demonstration reciprocally prove each other: And we may equally say, that which is possible to GOD, GOD can will; and that which GOD can will, is possible to Him.

But as I before observed, since we must after different Methods argue for and concerning the Truth, and several Ways were to be insisted on according to particular Emergencies: That the present Discourse may be uniform in its Parts, and firmly establish the proposed Truth, I shall, from the same Premisses, or some of the same Kind, prove the Question consider'd in another Light. And these Arguments which follow, are in the Nature of the Thing superior to the foregoing; those were but Preliminaries, were but Guards, which clear the Way, and remove all Obstructions and Impediments from before the succeeding Truth. But tho' Reasoning concerning Truth be most necessary and useful for Mankind, and is chief both by Nature and Order of Method; by Nature, as being that
which gives a Knowledge of the Subject, and by Nature as that which must exist at the same Time with the Things reason’d upon; and lastly, in Point of Usefulness, as being that which procures Security to all that examine into and understand it: But all Disputation for the Truth of any Object is inferior in Nature and Dignity; it being less honourable to confute a false Notion, than to establish a true one. It is second in Order of Method, because it extirpates the bad Seed, which was not sow’d by the Enemy till after the good. Tho’ thus they stand in the Disposition of Nature, yet such Preliminary Discourses as only root out Infidelity, Scepticism, or false Notions, are very advantageously made use of. But to conclude this Distinction, both are designed for the same End, both advance Piety; that which establishes Truth, and that which detects Error. Yet they are different from each other; one is, upon all Occasions, necessary to all Believers, and such as have any Regard to their Souls, and the Salvation of them; the other, upon some Occasions and with regard to Persons and Circumstances, is more proper to be applied.

This being observed, I shall proceed to confirm the Truth of the Resurrection, by the following Reasons. First, from the End and Design of the Creation of the first Man and
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and all his Descendants: Secondly, from the Nature of Man, as being an Accountable and Religious Creature: And thirdly, from the Justice of God, which must be manifested in the Distribution of Rewards and Punishments.

The first Argument is drawn from the Design of the Creator in forming the first Man. Here we are to enquire, whether Man was made undesignedly and to no Intent, or whether he was made and appointed to certain particular Duties and Offices. Whether he was made to live and persevere in a State of Existence, or to be of Use to some other Creature more favoured by the divine Nature than himself. And here, from a Process of Reasoning generally used, in the more plain and ordinary Things of Life, by Men, we may conclude no Being acting with Prudence can possibly do any Thing with Thought, and yet to no End; and much less then can God, the Fountain of all Wisdom, be conceived to act with that Absurdity. Again, the Motives He can possibly act upon must be some of these; either He created Man for his own Advantage, or that of some more beloved Creature, or out of a Desire of communicating His Happiness to the Being created. A familiar Comparison taken from common Life will put the Matter in a clear Light. A Man builds a House, and for his own proper Use: He builds
too Stables for Horses, or Oxen, or such Beasts as are of Use to him: These Stables are not made for his own immediate Use, though the final Cause be his Advantage; the Proximate is the Security of those Beasts. He begets too Children, and not for his own Profit or the Advantage of others, but solely for their own Sakes, that they may live after him; and by this means doth as it were repair the Breaches of Mortality, and create a sort of Immortality for himself, in that of his Descendants. Upon these Motives it is, Men act thus. To apply the Comparison. GOD could not create Man inconsiderately, and without designing him to any End and Purpose, upon Account of His infinite Wisdom. Neither did He create him for any private Emolument, and to supply His own Necessities, since GOD cannot want any Thing: Neither did He lastly create Man for the Service of any of his other Works or Creatures. For no Being, endued with Free-will and of a higher Nature, can be thought to be form'd for the Use and Service of a Creature of an inferior Condition, but entirely for its own Happiness. Nor can any other Reason than this, of his own Happiness, be assigned for Man's Creation; since whatever is immortal, is naturally above all Wants and Necessities, and independent of Men, for the supporting its Nature: Again, Man is Lord of the Animal and Vegetable World,
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World, all the Creatures are made Subject to him; they all serve Man, for whom they were created, and make not use of Man as their Property. It is absurd and unnatural for the Lordly and Sovereign Nature of Man to be made Subject to Creatures of an inferior Rank, and the rational Being enslav'd to the irrational Brute, which by its own Nature is incapable of making a true Use of Power and Dominion.

If then Man was not created undesignedly, and to no End and Purpose; nor for any private Emolument of the great Creator of all Things, or that of any other Creature; it follows evidently, that GOD's Goodness and Desire of communicating His own Happiness, must be the only Motive for His Creation of Man. And here, if we push our Enquiry more closely, and ask for the more immediate and proximate Cause of Man's Creation, it is, that he should live, but not a Momentary Life, now born, and presently lost again in Original Non-existence. So small a Portion of Being GOD may have allotted for Birds and Reptiles: But to Man, who was created in His own Image, to whom He gave Reason, and an unlimited Capacity, GOD hath given too an Eternity of Existence; That having arrived here to a Knowledge of the Creator, and according to humane Imperfection imitated His Holiness and Wisdom, they might enjoy an Eternity in the
the Exercise of those Vertues they practised in their mortal and corruptible Bodies. Those Things which are created for the Use of others, upon the ceasing of the first, the latter cease also; since GOD cannot be thought to give Existence to any Thing in vain, and to no End or Purpose. But if the Existence of any Creature was the ultimate End of his Creation, such Creature must necessarily exist for ever, since the Reason which prevails for its Existence once, continues to prevail always. Since therefore it follows from the very End of His Creation, that Man must exist always, it follows also clearly, that in the infinite Circle of Duration such Creature must undergo, and that securely, all Circumstances and Changes its Nature will admit of; in the endless Space of Eternity he must exert every proper Function in acting or suffering: The Soul persevering to exist, upon the Account of the Unchangeableness of its Nature, in an uniform Condition, and suitably to the Design of its Creation, governing and regulating the Passions and Affections of the Body, and examining, with an exact Scrutiny of Reason, whatever offers itself as an Object of the Understanding, and making a just Estimate thereupon; the Body to continue to be affected with natural Objects, and to receive such Changes and Alterations as are proper for it: And among other Transmutations of Age, Form,
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Form, Magnitude, to admit also of a Resurrection, which is also a Species of Change, and the last it shall endure, and such as alters it into a better. And of these future Changes we are equally certain, as of those already passed; and considering this our Nature, content ourselves with the present necessitous and perishing Life, as suitable to the State of this World, and certainly assure ourselves of an everlasting Life hereafter, agreeable to a more exalted State of Immortality: And this we believe, not persuaded by Artifices of Wit, or by cunningly devised Fables, but induced by the highest and most forcible Arguments a priori, even from the very End and Design of the Creator in the Formation of Man, as making him of an immortal Soul and corruptible Body, and enduing him with Reason, and the Principle of preserving and improving such Faculties as are of Advantage to Life, and perceptive of his own rational Nature. Nor can infinite Wisdom be charged with such Folly, as to create so glorious a Creature as Man, to have pour'd out such Excellencies on him as deserve to be the Exercise and Practice of an Immortality, and yet not give him the Basis of all these Blessings, Life; but allot a Creature so beautify'd, so trifling and inconsiderable a Portion of Existence. If then GOD created Man for the Enjoyment of a rational Life, and for the Contemplation of His
His Magnificence, Wisdom, and Power in all
the Works of the Creation, his Existence
must last as long as there is Matter of Won-
der and Admiration in the Universe. Thus
the End of Man's Creation proves Existence
forward, and that, the Resurrection, since
without the latter the former is impossible.

It appears therefore, from what hath been
urged from the End of Man's Creation, and
the Design of GOD, that there must be
a Resurrection of the Dead. Having there-
fore examined into the Reason why Man was
brought on the Stage of Life, we are next to
consider the Nature of Man, and then the last
Judgment, or Allotment of Rewards and
Punishments which GOD will make to His
Creatures, according to their Actions; and,
to conclude all, the End of Living.

Having sufficiently discoursed on the
foregoing Topicks, I proceed to argue from
the Nature of Man; our Notions concerning
which must be drawn either from the esta-
blisht Dogma's and Tenets of the Schools,or
other more obvious and general Opinions of
Mankind: A Demonstration which is not
raised on any particular Philosophical Sect,
the Scheme of a Party, but built on the more
universal Notions and Apprehensions of all
Mankind, is the most convincing, and with
greatest Safety to be depended on. Upon
such common and natural Ideas, the Frame of
Demonstration must be raised. The Meth-
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The method of doing this is, either by giving such hints as awaken our simple and innate ideas, or by shewing the certain connexion between some other tenets and such simple ideas. Order and perspicuity are on this occasion highly necessary to put in a fair light such notions as are the certain deductions of our simple ideas, without joining together, or separating what nature hath not done before us.

Whoever, therefore, doth in earnest desire to inform himself of the truth of the present question, the resurrection of the dead, must weigh exactly the sum and collective force of all the arguments offer'd to support the proposition, and what particular part of the demonstration each argument maintains; which is first, second, or last in the chain of demonstration. Let him then thus methodize the arguments, and they will amount to a convincing proof. First the end of man's creation, that is, the reason or motive on which God created him; then the nature of man. These two propositions, when joined together, will not be so easy to be understood, tho' they mutually conspire to establish the present doctrine. From these reasons, as from arguments drawn from the nature of the thing, the resurrection is clearly proved. Again, the resurrection may be demonstrated from the wisdom and justice of God, both of which must
must appear in a just Distribution of Rewards and Punishments, according to the Actions of Men, that their End may be correspondent to their Lives. I find several have insisted only on a third Way of proving the Resurrection, from the Necessity of the Wicked being punished; but this Argument doth not prove but a Part of the Proposition, because all that are affirmed to rise will not be punished. If the Resurrection was only for the Punishment of the Wicked, the Wicked would only rise; the Holy and Religious, and all such as have done many noble and pious Actions, and such as died in their Infancy, would be excluded from a Share in the Resurrection. Thus I conceive this Argument proves not the Resurrection; but have chose rather to use the above-mentioned Proof from the Design of the Creator, and the Nature of Man.

Tho' what hath been already advanced on the foregoing Argument, be enough to establish the Certainty of the Resurrection, as being what necessarily follows a Dissolution; yet, in Condescension to such as shall not be able to go thro' with the rest by themselves, I shall proceed to draw the Argument out in its full Length, and prove the Resurrection from the Nature of Man, which will both increase our Knowledge, and raise our Faith in this Point.
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If the Nature of Man be compounded of a mortal Body and an immortal Soul united, and God gave not humane Life either to the Soul or Body as two separate Things, and without relation to each other, but to Man, that is to these two joined together; it is absolutely requisite that these two integral Parts, Soul and Body, with which Men were born, and lived, should again, after a Dissolution, be joined together, for the receiving a due Recompence of their Actions. Since one and the same Animal is made of these two Parts, endued with the Faculties of Reason and Sense, and with both these Parts joined, the Man performs all Actions, which therefore all should have one common End and Result, that the Origin, Nature, and Life of Man, his Actions and Sufferings might conspire in one End. Since all Actions of the Animal are the common Result of the Faculties and Passions of Mind and Body jointly acting, it is highly reasonable they should jointly have one common End or Assignment for them. And this will perfectly be done, if the same Animal be raised in the same Form; for the same Animal being raised, constitutes, and makes the Resurrection properly the End and Result of both their joint Operations: But the same Animal will be raised, if the same Parts be again restored in the same Form, such a vital Union of all the separated Parts con-
constituting the Identity of the Animal: For the Resurrection of the same Man necessarily involves in it the Resurrection of the same Body; and it is impossible to conceive the first without the latter. Again, if Understanding and Reason were given Man not only for the Contemplation of sensible corporeal Objects, but also of Spiritual Natures, and the glorious Attributes of GOD, His Goodness, Justice, Wisdom; it follows necessarily, as long as those Attributes, as long as the Cause, so long will the Effect, the Powers of admiring and contemplating these, remain. But it is impossible they should remain, unless that Nature, which was the proper Substratum or Subject of these Properties, continue. But the accountable and rational Creature, is Man, not a Soul subsisting by itself; Man therefore composed of Body and Soul must exist for ever: But this is impossible, if there be no Resurrection of the Dead; but as the Premisses are indubitable, so the Consequence must be certain.

Besides, if the Natural Man remain not, in vain hath the Soul been made obnoxious to the Necessities, Wants, and Concupiscence of the Body; and the Body hath in vain borne the Command and Restraint of the Soul in the Pursuit of its own Pleasures: In vain were those glorious and exalted Attributes of humane Mind given Man, Invention, Understanding, all social Vertues,
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tues, and their Practice; in vain was the Institution and Promulgation of all Laws. To conclude all, in vain was all that hath been done great and beautiful by Man: Nay, the very Creation and Nature of Man was mere Vanity, absurdly and to no End framed. But if GOD cannot be charged with Folly, if all his Gifts and Graces were not vainly bestowed, then must the Body be of the same lasting Duration as the Soul, that the same Identical Animal may exist. Let it not here seem harsh, that Life, which is interrupted by Death, is styled Duration: For the Word Duration admits of various Significations, and the Manner of the Duration of Things is as different as the Nature of Things themselves: Such a Sameness of Duration, as Beings incorruptible and immortal enjoy, is not to be expected in Things of a lower Rank: The Duration of a Being perfectly Spiritual, an Uniformity of Existence, without any Change or Variation to be looked for in Man. Man is a Compound Creature, and hath an Invariableness of Duration with respect to his Soul, but with regard to his Body doth by changing gain his Immortality. This is the Rationale of the Resurrection, on which great Crises of Time having the Eye of Faith fixed, we bear contentedly the Thoughts of a Dissolution, as the natural Consequence of an indigent and corruptible Life, and hope for a glorious and
and never-ending Duration hereafter. Thus keeping a Mean, the Path of Wisdom, we neither liken our Death to that of Brutes, to be without Hope; nor do we vainly equal it with the unchangeable Duration of Beings naturally immortal.

Nor let us yet think it strange, that Man's Duration seems not to be in the most perfect Manner, but admitting Variations; nor let any, thro' Weakness, deny the Resurrection, because the Separation of Soul and Body, and entire Dissolution of the Parts of the Body, seem to break the Continuity of Existence. When we sleep, we are in a State of Insensibility, the Faculties of the Mind, the Senses of the Body, not exerting themselves; nay, some Men have Periodical Times of Sleeping, and much longer than is usual, yet we still reckon the whole Time one Life: For this Reason is it, that Sleep is called the Brother of Death, not as by such Expression there is declar'd any natural Generation, as if they both were derived from the same Father; but intimated a very close moral Relation and Similitude, inasmuch as many of the same Things are common both to the Dead and Sleeping: Both are in a State of Insensibility, ignorant of all Transactions about them, nay generally not so much as having a Consciousness of their own Existence. If then we call this humane Life a continued Life, which is so full of Breaks from our very Birth to our Graves,
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Graves, so should we neither scruple to allow Life, after a Dissolution, the same continued Existence, tho' it seems interrupted by the Separation of Soul and Body. For the Nature of Man, by the first Institution of the Creator, was made subject to a Multitude of Changes and Variations, with Breaks and Pauses of Sleep and Death, not to mention the lesser Variations from Age, where all Things appear in such a constant Flux, that the first scarce shew themselves, when others press forward on them.

Who could believe, unless convinced by manifest Experiment and Fact, that there could be such Powers in the simple and similar Seed, that such Diversities of Form and Bulk should be concealed, that Bones, Nerves, Muscles, Bowels, and other Staminal Parts, should only want an Evolution, and a Distention, with other Matter, to unfold themselves in such Beauty and Magnificence? And yet nothing of this appears to the Eye in the Seed. Nor do abundance of Things appear in Infants which shew themselves in Youth, nor in Youth which are manifest in Manhood, nor in Manhood, which discover themselves in old Age. Some Variations come on us insensibly, others grow more gradually, and are exposed to our Perception: Yet every one that is not blinded thro' extreme Ignorance or Prejudice, can make a proper Judgment on these Points.
The Seed is first to be properly disposed, that expands itself into Members and a Body; Youth bestows on it Stature, Manhood a full Distention and Thickness; then follows an easy Declension, till, in extreme old Age, the ruinous Pile of humane Body sinks, and is dissolved. Yet in this Process the Seed discovers no Likeness of a Body at first, nor doth Life shew any Signs of Death, when all the integral Parts shall be disjoined, and dissolved again into their first Elementary Principles; but Time and Experience unravels this whole Process, and forces us to confess the Reality of what shew'd no Appearance that it would be such.

Thus Reason, by just Deductions, and illustrated by similar Experiments, establishes the Truth of the Resurrection. Others argue from the Nature of Mankind, who all are the Descendants of one common Parent, created by GOD; and this perhaps is too less liable to Objections, than the former reasoning from Experience. Others draw sufficient Arguments for their Faith from the End and Design of GOD's creating Man, and His Providential Care over others: But the accountable Nature, and Actions of Man, and the Design of GOD in forming Man, ought to be jointly considered, in order to prove the Resurrection.

There is too another Argument from the Justice of GOD, which hath its Force from
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from the immutable and independent Nature of Good and Evil; upon which Account GOD will most assuredly reward, or punish, good or evil Actions.

Having therefore now dispatch'd all the Arguments of the first Rank, the Design of GOD's creating Man, and the End and Nature of Man, I proceed to lay down the Arguments of the second Order, such as are drawn from the Necessity of Rewards and Punishments, which must be distributed according to the Deserts or Demerits of Men, as the End necessarily consequential to such pious or wicked Actions. That I may proceed methodically, I begin with shewing the Reason of a future Judgment, and from undeniable Postulatums deduce my Proposition to be proved. First, they who believe the Existence of a GOD, and His Creation of Man, must also grant, that all Things are governed and ordered by his Wisdom and Justice, if they will talk consequentially, and agreeably to their own allowed Premisses. They allow then, that all Visible and Invisible Things are under the Providence of GOD; that nothing secret or open, great or little, is destitute of His Regard; all created Nature must rely upon His Providential Care, and particularly every Being is more immediately dependent on Him for such Things as that Being was naturally formed and designed for.

shall
I shall not here enter into a Philosophical Dispute concerning the Neccessaries of every Creature, nor make any pompous Display of them. Man, about whom we now discourse, is, unquestionably, as subject to Hunger, neccessitous of Food; as Mortal, wanting a Succession of Children; and as rational, liable to a Judgment to come, where he is accountable for all his Actions. Again, as Man stands in need of Food and Descendants, upon Account of his compound Nature, so is he also accountable for the same Reason, as consisting of Body and Soul; to him as such a future Judgment pertains; he is the Person to be rewarded, or punished, for his good or evil Actions. If by a righteous Sentence the Punishment is laid on the true Actor; for the Soul separately cannot be punished for Sins committed in Conjunction with the Body, since the Soul separate and distinct from the Body could not be affected with sensual Pleasures, with Concupiscence, or Luxury, and the like: Nor can the Body be properly punished alone, as being, when consider'd alone, a Subject incapable of Law or Justice: But Man, composed of these two united, is properly to receive the End and Sentence for such Actions. But this due Recompence for his Actions he receives not in this Life; the strict Rule of Retribution is not observed here. How many doth Experience point out to us,
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who have lived in Infidelity and Wickedness all their Days, without receiving any Stroke of Correction for such an impious Life? And how many Heroick Saints have been always in a Storm of Adversity, have been the Mark of Malice and Detraction, nay, have suffer'd all bodily Pains and Misery? Neither can Rewards and Punishments be properly adjusted after Death, without the Existence of the Body: For without the Body, there is not the whole Compositum, Man. The Body is dissolved, and all its Parts are scatter'd thro' the whole Mass of Matter; there remains nothing which retains the same Shape, or Form, or Quality, or Conscioufness of what was once performed jointly with it. It is evident therefore, that in the Apostle's Phrase; This Corruptible must put on Incorruption, that the enliven'd Dead arising may receive the Recompence of Things done in their Body, whether they be good, or whether they be evil.

With such as allow of a Providence, and admit such Premisses as we assumed, nor, thro' any Mistake, fall from such just Principles, the foregoing Arguments will be fully convincing; and especially, if the Reasoning here delivered in a close and demonstrative Method be heighten'd by a beautiful Turn. But with such Persons so deep in Scepticism, as to call in Question all Principles, a different Method must be used;
and to shew their Absurdity, we must fall in with their doubting Humour, and propose such Queries as these to them: Whether any Superior Being takes any Notice of the Life of Man, good or evil? Whether the Grave, and perpetual Oblivion, obliterates all the Actions of Men? Or whether the Creator of this beautiful Frame doth preside over and govern it? Whether He always observes, and will one Day judge all Men? But if no Cognizance is taken of Men's Actions, they are upon a Level with the Brutes; nay, many of them are much more miserable, as confining themselves to the Practice of Vertue, Justice, Piety, under all Discouragements. And the Life of Brutes being void of these Obligations and Duties, comparatively, is exceedingly happy. The Practice of Vertue, according to the Notion of a Sceptick, must be Stupidity; the Threats of a future Judgment highly ridiculous; sensual Pleasure must be Man's chief Good, and the known Maxim of that profligate Crew, very just, Let us eat and drink, for to Morrow we die. According to them, Death is not a State of Happiness or Misery, but of Insensibility: Nor can they any ways account for the Condition of Things here, without injuring GOD's Justice. For if the Sovereign Creator of all Things takes any Notice of Man, or His other Creatures; if there is any Time wherein He calls them to
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Concerning the Resurrection. to an Account for their Actions, upon the Supposition of there being no Resurrection, they must be recompensed during this Life, or their Souls only in another after Death. But Justice cannot possibly be distributed either of these Ways. Besides, 'tis Fact, and Experience, that the Good are not rewarded, or the Evil punished in this Life.

I may here also use another Argument, that from the very Nature of Man, and present Constitution of Things, it is impossible, in abundance of Cases, that he should have any Punishment inflicted adequate to his Crimes. Suppose a Robber, a Prince or Tyrant, should accumulate Murders on Murders, how can his single Life pay so immense a Debt? We may give an Instance farther of one that hath lived in an utter Contempt of GOD, hath taken up wrong and blasphemous Notions of Him, hath devoted himself wholly to his Lusts, hath despised all Laws Divine and Humane, hath been guilty of Sodomy, hath unjustly destroy'd Cities, involving the Inhabitants in one common Flame; how can such a one in his mortal Condition, in a perishing Body, satisfy for such an immense Villany? Put him to Torments and the Rack, Death snatches him from us before he is punish'd to half of his Demerits, perhaps before he hath paid the Debt of one Villany. He can suffer but one Death for innumerable Murders and
Devaftations. Justice therefore cannot exert itself in full Force here in this mortal Life; nor yet can it after Death, upon Supposition of there being no Resurrection. For if Death be an entire Annihilation, and the Soul perishes together with the Body, the Matter admits of no Dispute: But if the Soul remain indissolvable and incorruptible, the Body still is perish'd; nor doth it any longer preserve a Memory of former Actions or Accidents. The Life of Man is utterly destroy'd; and therefore no Examination can be made into Men's Actions, as Men, for they are not, whether they have liv'd piously, or committed all Manner of Wickedness. Such a Notion breaks the Barriers of all Law and Justice, opens a Way for Men to give themselves a Loose to all Wickedness, even the grand Impiety of denying the Existence of a GOD. For if the Body be dissolved into its first Elementary Principles, and the Soul persist in an incorruptible State, the Soul cannot be judged, because nothing can be determin'd of it separately. But it is impious to think GOD should judge, and not justly; there can therefore be no Judgment: No just Judgment can be made, where the Person offending or deserving is not the Subject, and it was the Man, and not the Soul separately, which was the Author of all such Actions as then came under Cognizance.
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To conclude, such partial Proceedings, every Way consider'd, will be unjust. The Body will unquestionably be injuriously treated, by being deprived of its Share of the Honour and Reward of good Actions: Since the Body too was a Fellow-Labourer in the Performing of such glorious Actions, which entitle to a Reward it does not partake of: Again, in many Cases it seems equitable the Soul should be in some Measure pardon'd for what was acted wrong, thro' the pressing Necessities of the Body; and yet the Body too would be unrewarded for all Acts of Mortification and Self-denial, tho' in a more especial Manner its peculiar Merit. And is not this unjust? On the other hand, were all Sins punish'd in the Soul, that would be unjust: Since she alone would then bear the Punishment of Crimes committed thro' the Disorder of the Body, being sometimes secretly seduced to such sensual Pleasures and Gratifications, and at other times overcome by some powerful Temptation, and at other times willingly yielded to the Body's Desires, in Compliance to the Weakness of her Partner. How then can the Soul be justly punish'd for such Crimes, as she could not possibly, by reason of her Nature, be guilty of, in Desire or Act, if separate and not joined to the Body; such as are the Sins of Luxury, Violence, Covetousness, and Injustice? If most Sins proceed from Mens not duly govern-
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ning their Passions, and those Passions are provoked by the Wants and Necessities of the Body, (for all Riches are got for the Use, and spent in the Gratification, of the Body) how can it be just for the Soul to suffer singly for such Affections as were properly inherent in the Body, and the Soul hath only such a Share in, as her Union with the Body doth necessarily oblige her to: Shall Lusts, Pleasures, Fears, Sorrow, and all criminal Excess proceed from the Body, and yet the Soul only, which neither wanted, nor desired, nor feared any Thing of that Kind, bear the whole Punishment due to such Crimes? But if we will, and perhaps with more Propriety of Speech, call them, not the Passions of the Soul or Body separately, but of Man, since his simple Life is made of the Union of them both; yet cannot these Offences be charged on the Soul, even upon the Account of its very Nature. If the Soul wanted not Nutriment, Food, or Drink, she could not desire such Things as were perfectly useless to her Nature; and as not desiring, she would not thro' Fraud or Violence take from others any of these Things as she was naturally incapable of enjoying: Nor can she be conceiv'd to lament or grieve for want of Riches and Possessions, as being Things foreign and useless to her. Again, as being in her Nature incorruptible, she is incapable of fearing any external Vio-

ence,
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lence, far exalted above the Reach of humane Power: Neither Famine, nor Disease, nor Death could be to her the Objects of Fear and Terrou; since none of these could either hurt or disturb her; since no Body or Bodily Power could any ways affect her Spiritual Nature. But as it is absurd to impute Affections, such as the above-mention'd, to the Soul, so is it strangely impious to assign the Punishment due to them to the separate Soul.

But as Vices, so neither can Vertues, be conceiv'd as Actions of a separate Soul; they are the Properties of Men, and cannot be conceived inherent in the Soul separate and distinct from the Body; therefore neither can the Rewards of any good Actions be given the Soul alone.

How can Fortitude or Courage be conceiv'd as Properties of the Soul only, which, upon account of its Nature, can apprehend nothing terrible from Death, Wounds, or Maiming; dreads no contumelious Ufage, nor the Consequences of these Pains and Sorrows? How can Temperance be imputed to the Soul, that is incapable of desiring luxurious Delicacies or sensual Pleasures; is stir'd up by nothing within itself to such Actions; nor is affected by any external Object? How can Prudence be imagined to be in the Soul, since nothing humane is desirable, or the contrary, to be done or left undone,
undone, with respect to her only? In what tolerable Sense can Souls be said to exercise Justice to each other, since they have not the Things or Means whereby to exercise such Actions as may be called just, excepting only a Power of Paying an Honour due to God. Again, since they can make no use of their own Riches, (could they be conceiv'd to have any) how can they be imagin'd to covet others Wealth and Possessions? Enjoyment and Abstinence are only properly imputed to such Natures as are capable of making an Use of such Objects: But since the Soul cannot any ways enjoy such Things, neither can she therefore be said to practise any such Virtue as Abstinence.

FURTHER, this Notion of Souls being separately punished, still labours with a greater Absurdity. A Law is promulged and given to Man, and the Punishments and Rewards of Disobedience or Obedience to this Law are given to Souls alone. But Man, and not a distinct Soul, received this Law; the first therefore, and not the latter, ought to bear the Punishment of Disobedience. Thus God commands not Souls, but Men, to abstain from such unlawful Actions, as Adultery, Murder, Theft, Rapine, Disobedience to Parents; from all unjust Actions, and unlawful Coveting the Possessions of others. The Precept, Honour thy Father and
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and Mother, could not be given to Souls, such Names belong not to them; for Souls beget not Souls, but Man doth Man. Nor, Thou shalt not commit Adultery, cannot without Absurdity be spoken to, or understood of Souls; since in them there is no Difference of Sex, nor Desire, or Power of Contract. Since such a Commerce is universally impossible to Souls, any Species of it, as Adultery, cannot be conceived in them. Thou shalt not steal: Thou shalt not covet thy Neighbour's House, &c. cannot neither be understood of Souls; for they have no need of such Things, and they only, who want them for the Supplying of their Necessities, steal from others. Thus they steal Gold, Silver, Cattle, or something proper for Food or Raiment: But an immortal Nature regards not these Things, which indigent Creatures desire, only because they want. They, who require farther Explanation in the Points, or would more effectually comba with our Adversaries, would do well to consider these Arguments urged in their full Extent. The foregoing Discourse seems to me to have sufficiently established the Doctrine of a Resurrection; I shall therefore draw to a Conclusion. For it was not here my Intent to say all so large a Subject as the Resurrection would furnish, and urge every Argument fully, but briefly, and in a close demonstrative Method, to prove the Truth of the Doctrine.

The
The Reader may, from what hath been here said, form an Idea of what may be more largely delivered on this most important Point.

Having sufficiently discoursed on the foregoing Arguments; It remains only, that something should be said of Man's Life, and the Result or End of all his Actions. This is a plain Consequence of what hath been said, and is only here particularly mentioned, lest it might seem thro' neglect passed over, and the Discourse not so complete and uniform. For these and the like Reasons, thus much shall be said on this Head.

All Works of Nature or Art are formed to some peculiar End and Design; common Experience evidently attests the Truth of this. The several Orders of Men, Soldiers, and Physicians, are appointed to different Ends; Plants and Vegetables have an End different from Animals, who feed on them, and who propagate their own Species: Since this is Fact, and all Animals have and pursue such peculiar Purposes they were appointed for, it follows, Man too must have an End peculiar to himself, and different from that of the Generality of Animals, proportionally as his Nature is above theirs. For it is preposterous to put the rational and accountable Nature of Man upon a level with irrational Brutes, or the vegetable World. A State of Indolence and
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Infensibility cannot be the End for which Man was designed, for that Plants and Vegetables have; nor can Voluptuousness and Sensuality be the End for which Man was appointed, for in those Things the Brutes exceed us, and then the Life of Brutes would be more excellent than that of Man, and Virtue an Imperfection. Sensuality must therefore be the chief End of Brutes only, and not of an immortal Soul and rational Nature. Nor can the Happiness of the Soul, separate from the Body, be the End of Man; this is contrary to our Hypothesis; for the End of Man is the Question; of Man, a Being compos'd of those Parts Soul and Body united. For Man who enjoys this Life is such; therefore the End, or Result of that Life, is to be enquired after. If then the End of Man, as consisting of Soul and Body, is demanded; it is plain from the Reasons laid down above, that no proper End can be found during his living here; nor yet in a State of the Soul's Separation from the Body, while the latter is dissolved, and its Parts scatter'd thro' the whole Mass of Matter, tho' the Soul be allow'd a distinct Subsistence by itself. It is absolutely necessary then, that the same Animal be again restored to Life, the same Man again raised, that there may indeed be a proper End; and consequently the very same numerical dead Bodies, however their Parts be dispersed, must again be raised; for the Resurrection, or new Formation.
Athenagoras’s Treatise, &c.

mation of a new Body, is not sufficient; that will not constitute an End, properly speaking; for the End now enquired after, is that of those Bodies which before lived; and it is again impossible the same Men should be raised, if the same Bodies are not restored to the Souls: But the Soul cannot have the same Body, unless it be raised. And when this comes to pass, then will Man have the End suitable to, and for which his Nature was framed: And we may presume to say, that the End of a virtuous Life and a rational Nature, is to be thro’ all Eternity conversant with, and employ’d about such Objects as are agreeable to a Spiritual Nature, the Contemplation of GOD, and Enjoyment of such Pleasures and Happiness as he hath promised to make us Heirs of, for all Eternity. I confess, the Generality of Mankind are as far from considering this End, for which they were appointed, as from pursuing it as they ought to do in their Lives and Actions; yet this no ways invalidates the Argument, nor the Multitude of them that fail of it disprove in any Sort this common End to which they were appointed: And there is besides, for the completing of the whole Scheme, a general Judgment concerning this Behaviour, appointed, and Rewards and Punishments prepared, which will be distributed to everyone, according as they have lived, well, or ill.
A Fragment of Justin Martyr concerning the Resurrection.

The Word of Truth is evident from itself, doth not depend on other Proofs, or submit to an ordinary Demonstration, for the obtaining the Belief of those who hear it: This Self-evidence it derives from the Authority of Him who sent it, and He who sent it is GOD: It is therefore no Arrogance in this to command our Assent, as carrying a superior Kind of Certainty in itself, and on that Account justly rejecting the Proofs used in ordinary Notions. For this is no other than the very Truth, which is GOD. Every Demonstration is made of Principles, which are more clear and certain than the Proposition to be demonstrated; therefore that which was not believed before the Demonstration was made, when it is made and applied, obtains a firm Credit. But nothing can be more certain and sure, than Truth itself, and therefore whoever should require
require it to be demonstrated, would be as unreasonable, as one that should demand a Proof of what is most self-evident from our very Senses. Our own Senses are the ultimate Judges of Things which we hear from common Report; there cannot be any farther Appeal, but the Senses must be their own dernier Refort. Therefore as we examine with our own Senses all Matters of vulgar Fame and Report, and according to our Information from them determine without having recourse to any Thing else: So all humane and worldly Opinions we examine by the Rule of Truth, and by that determine whether they be good or bad: But Truth itself we can try by nothing, but must believe in it thro' its own Evidence. For GOD is Truth, the Father of all Things, and the perfe& Mind; Whose Son, the Word, came down to us, was cloathed with our Flesh, and gave us, in himself, a Resurrection from the Dead, and eternal Life hereafter: The same is Jesus Christ our Lord, and He is the Proof both of Himself and of all He deliver'd. They therefore who follow Him, and have known Him, believe and acquiesce in Him as a most certain Demonstration.

But forasmuch as the Adversary, the Devil, ceases not to war against Mankind, but uses all subtile Arts to tempt them who have believed, from the Faith, and harden the
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the Infidels in their Unbelief; it seemed necessary that we should arm ourselves with the invincible Word of Truth, to resist and fight against him for the Sake of weaker Brethren.

They therefore who deny the Resurrection of the Flesh, make these Objections. 

First, That it is impossible the Flesh, after a Corruption and perfect Dissolution of all its Parts, should be again united together.

Secondly, they urge that the Salvation of the Flesh is of no Advantage or Use. And thirdly, accuse it of being the Cause and Origin of all Sin and Wickedness; so that if the Flesh is to be raised, all Vices, as interwoven in its very Nature, must be raised too. Such Sophisms as these are their Arguments.

If the Flesh is raised, it will be raised either complete and with all its integral Parts, or the contrary; but if it be raised incomplete and wanting any of its Parts, it argues Want of Power in God; if He be able to preserve and raise up some and not others. But if the whole Body, with all its Parts and Members, be raised; Is not that an absurd Assertion? Since our Blessed Saviour says, In the Resurrection, they neither marry, nor are given in Marriage; but will be like the Angels in Heaven. But (say they) the Angels have neither Flesh, nor do they eat or use Propagation, and therefore the Flesh will not be raised. By these and the like Assertions,
they endeavour to turn some from the Truth. It must indeed be confessed that there are Hereticks, who assert our Saviour Jesus Christ had not a real humane Flesh and Body, but appeared only as a Spirit or Phantom, with a Resemblance of a humane Body; who thence also labour to defraud the Flesh of its promis'd Salvation. I shall first solve those Difficulties which are pretended to be inexplicable, and afterwards proceed to demonstrate that the Flesh will be saved.

The Objectors say then, If the whole Body be raised complete and with all its Parts, they will necessarily have the same Functions they had before in this Life, and each Sex perform the proper Offices of Generation. In this Point lies the whole Stress of their Argument, and when I shall have proved the Falsity of this, all their Objections fall to the Ground. To make this evident, let us consider thus. The Office of the Woman is to bear, and of the Man to beget Children: And to perform either of these, such and such Means must necessarily be us'd. But as the first is not, so neither is the latter requisite. We see, in this Life, several Women, after Marriage, have no Children, but are all their Time barren: So that it doth not necessarily follow that every Woman should have Children. Others too, perhaps not barren, have preserved their Virginity, and abstained from the Marriage-Bed,
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Bed, from the Beginning; and others have from some certain Time lived in a State of Continence. We observe too there have been Men, some from the Beginning, some from their later Years, strictly chaste and continent, who have apparently broken the Law of Concupiscence, and been Instances that it is not of general Force. We have Examples too of the Brutes, who many of them are barren; and also in Mules which never propagate their mix'd Specie. Thus both Men and the Brutes furnish us with Instances, where all Acts of Concupiscence have been omitted even in this Life. And indeed our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ was for this Reason born of a pure Virgin, that he might abolish the Law of irregular Concupiscence, and shew the World that Man might be form'd without any Congres of Man with Woman. He was born, and perform'd all the Actions of corporeal Life, as Eating, and Drinking, and Wearing of Cloaths, but was like us in no Act of Concupiscence.

All necessary Desires of the Flesh he assumed, but not those which are unnecessary. The Flesh, if it wants Meat, Drink, and Cloaths, must perish; but no Disadvantage follows, if it be deprived of carnal Knowledge, which our Law no where enjoins. But that all of this Kind will be done away in a future State, is plain from this Text: The Children of this World marry, and are given
in Marriage: But they which shall be accounted worthy to obtain that World, and the Resurrection from the Dead, neither marry, nor are given in Marriage; but are equal to the Angels in Heaven. Luke xx. ver. 24. Unbelievers therefore ought not to admire, if all Concupiscence of Lust be taken away from the Body in a future Life, since even in this, Continence is frequently exercised.

But they proceed, granting this (say they) then the Body will be raised just such as it deceas'd, if it dy'd having one Eye, it will be raised with one Eye only; if it dy'd lame, it will be raised so too: And universally, whatever Defect or Maim any Body had at its Decease, it will be raised in the Resurrection with the same. Thus are their Eyes blinded against the Truth. But do they not see, even in this Life, the Blind have received their Sight, and the Lame have been made to walk? And this our Blessed Saviour effected by the Word of His Mouth; both to fulfill the Saying of the Prophet, The Blind shall see, and the Deaf shall hear; And also to assure us, the Flesh will be raised at the Resurrection. If on Earth then He cured all Diseases, and made the Body whole and perfect, how much more will He, in the general Resurrection, raise the Body complete and perfect.

There are three more Objections of them who deny the Resurrection of the Flesh;
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Flesh; the first is, that it is impossible; the second, that it is unbecoming the Majesty of GOD, to raise up again so vile and despicable a Lump; and the last, that there is no Promise that it should ever be raised. It will be convenient to answer first them who maintain it is impossible for GOD to raise again the Flesh; and to shew that they are only verbal Professors of the Truth, but are in fact Infidels, nay worse than Infidels. For even the very Gentiles, who believe in Idols, are thoroughly persuaded that all Things are possible to them: As their Poet Homer says.

The Gods can all Things do with Ease.

He says with Ease, to shew the Greatness of the Power of their Gods: These Objectors must then be consider'd as much more Infidels than even the Heathens. For if the Gentiles believe their Idols, which they call Gods (which have Ears and hear not, which have Eyes and see not) If they believe (I say) these Devils, for so the Scripture too calls them, are able to do all Things: How much rather shall we, who hold a true and excellent Faith, firmly believe our GOD? Since we have the most convincing Proofs and Arguments; as first, the Formation of the Protoplast Adam, whom GOD made of the Earth; this is a plain Instance of GOD's Omnipotence. And farther, whoever attentively
tively considers the Generation of Man, by Man and Woman; afterwards, how such a great Creature is framed from so small a Beginning, will find still a greater Occasion of Wonder and Admiration. But our Blessed Saviour hath given us in Himself an incontestable Instance of a Resurrection; of which I shall speak hereafter, and now proceed to demonstrate the Possibility of the Resurrection, first asking Pardon of the Sons of the Truth, for condescending to prove this Doctrine from foreign and worldly Reasons.

First then, we affirm that nothing is extraneous to God; and then apply our Discourse to the Unbelievers. For it would have been sufficient to inform Believers, that this was our Faith, but now we must advance every Step by Demonstration. Tho' the above-mention'd Arguments are sufficient to prove the Possibility of the Resurrection of the Flesh; yet by reason of the stubborn Infidelity of some, I must give more abundant Proofs; not such as are drawn from the Word of Truth, for that they do not admit, but from Arguments, which their present State of Infidelity will allow; I mean worldly Reasons. For if we can prove the Resurrection of the Flesh by these, we shall give them great matter of Shame; since they will appear not able to apprehend the Reason of this World, which yet hath furnish'd con-
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Concerning Evidence of the Truth of this Notion. The Philosophers of this World, who are also called Wise-Men, have maintained these several Opinions. Plato says, that this whole Universe consists of God and of Matter: Epicurus affirms, that it is made of Atomes and Vacuum: The Stoicks maintain, all Things are compounded of the four Elements, Fire, Water, Earth, and Air: It is sufficient to mention the more celebrated Hypotheses. Plato says, all Things were made by God out of Matter, and according to the Rules of His Wisdom. Epicurus, that His Atomes and Vacuum, by a fortuitous and spontaneous Concourse of Corpuscles, produced all things. The Stoicks, that God being diffused thro' all the Elements, form'd the World. And tho' they thus differ exceedingly in the main of their Notions; there are yet some Principles generally allow'd by every Sect: As for instance, that no Thing can be made out of nothing, nor any Thing that is, perish and become nothing, and that the Elements, out of which all Things are generated, are incorruptible.

Now even admitting these Schemes of the Philosophers for true, it will be evident, there may be a Regeneration or Resurrection of the Flesh. For if there exist at first, as Plato conceiv'd, Matter and God, and they be both uncorruptible, and God be consider'd as the Artificer, and Matter as the
the Subject, Clay, Wax, and the like. Whatever is formed out of Matter, as a Statue or Image, is subject to Corruption; but Matter itself is incorruptible, as the Clay, or Wax, or any other kind of Matter. Thus a Statuary may make of Clay or Wax an exact Image of any Animal; and afterwards, if by chance or design it be destroy'd, can out of the same Materials, in the same Manner mixed, make up again the same Image. Therefore, according to Plato, it will be possible to an incorruptible GOD, who hath also incorruptible Matter, to renew and make again an Animal the same it was before, after it shall have been corrupted and dissolved.

So likewise, according to the Stoicks, all Bodies, being formed out of the four Elements in due Manner mixed, after they are dissolved, may (since the Elements themselves remain incorruptible) assume again the same Crasis and Temperament as they had before, and thro' the Means of GOD, who pervades them, become again the same Bodies. As if any one should mix Gold, Silver, Brass, and Tin, together, and make any Vessel with them, he may dissolve the Whole, and separate the Parts from each other; and upon altering his Mind, may again mix them together, and make the same Vessel he did before.
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Suppose, lastly, we take the Epicurean Opinion, since the Atomes and Vacuum of Epicurus are incorruptible, and all Bodies are formed out of these compounded together in due Order and Site, and every Body, according to him, being dissolved by Time, returns again to its first compounding Principles the Atomes. Since these remain always incorruptible, they may again fall into the same Order and Site, and recompose the same Body; as if some one should make any Animal's Figure in Chequer-Work, and that should be broken by any Accident, or Length of Time, he may gather again the same Chequers, and put them together in the same Manner, and so make again the same Figure of the Animal. And after this, shall we say, God is not able to gather together the dissolved Particles of our Flesh, and reunite them together, so as to constitute again the same numerical Body? Thus have I demonstrated, from Principles allow'd by the Heathens, the Possibility of a Resurrection: But if, according to the Unbelievers, it be possible, how much more is it so according to them who believe?

In the next place, I must turn my Discourse to those who speak of the Body as contemptible, and represent it as unworthy of a Resurrection and Heavenly Glory: First, because it is made of Earth; and secondly, because it is full of all Iniquity, and because
because it drew the Soul into a Partnership of Guilt with it. But these Objectors seem to forget, that Matter itself, and the first Formation of Man, and the whole World, is the Workmanship of God. Doth not the Holy Scripture say, Let us make Man in our own Image and Likeness? What Man? the Earthy Man: For thus the Holy Scripture; And God took of the Dust of the Earth, and made Man. It is plain then, the Man who is said to be made in the Image of God, was made of the Earth. Is it not then absurd to say, that the Flesh, which was made in the Image of God, is base and contemptible? Since, that the Flesh is honourable and valuable, is evident, because God Himself made it, as every Image or Picture is valued by the Statuary or Painter who made it. This is farther evident too from the Formation of the whole World; because that, for which all other Things were made, must be valued and loved above all other Things, by the Creator.

But granting this, (say they) the Flesh is sinful, and draws also the Soul to Sin: But this is to charge the Flesh wrongfully, and to lay the Faults of both on one only. For how could the Body sin, if the Soul did not lead and direct her? To make a Comparison from a Yoke of Oxen; if either be separated from the other, neither can plow singly by
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by itself; so too neither Soul or Body, when their Bond of Union is broken, are able to do any thing. But if the Body only be the Cause of Sin, our Blessed Saviour came for its Sake only: For thus we read; I came not to call the Righteous, but Sinners to Repentance.

In the next place, we must reply to those who assert, that tho' the Body be the Workmanship of GOD, and more honourable than all other Things, yet it hath not any Promise of a Resurrection. But is it not absurd to assert, that which was formed with peculiar Care, and honoured above every thing else, should afterwards be utterly neglected and despised by its Creator, and suffer'd to sink into Nothing. Among Men we observe, Painters and Statuaries endeavour to preserve, and if possible, to perpetuate their Labours, that they might thereby acquire an immortal Fame; and shall GOD be imagined so to despise his own Work, as to let it perish utterly? Nay, do not such Notions as these make him to have laboured in vain? If we may accuse a Man of having laboured in vain, who builds a House, and presently pulls it down; or, when it wants repairing, neglects it, and suffers it to fall to Ruin; may we not also say the same of GOD, if He should act so with respect to Man? But the eternal One is not such, nor the univer-
Mind void of Understanding. Let then the Infidels be silent, if they will not believe. GOD hath called the Flesh to a Resurrection, and promised it eternal Life: For inasmuch as He hath promised Man eternal Life, He hath promised it to the Flesh. For what is Man, but a rational Creature consisting of Body and Soul? the Soul singly is not Man, but the Soul of Man: Nor can the Body be called a Man, but the Body of a Man. If therefore neither of these singly is the Man, but the Animal consisting of both united be called Man; and if GOD hath called Man to Life, and to a Resurrection from the Dead, He hath not called Part of him, but the Whole, that is both Soul and Body. Or how can it be imagined the one should be saved, and not the other, of Beings which so necessarily depend on each other. Or since, as we have proved above, it is in no-wise impossible for the Flesh to be raised, why is this Difference made between them, as to think the Soul shall be saved, and not the Body?

Do they flint and confine GOD's Goodness? GOD is infinitely beneficent, would have all to be saved both by Himself and by the Preaching of the Gospel: Nor did the Soul only hear the Gospel, but the Flesh also, and jointly with it believed in Christ Jesus. Both were washed, and both worked Right-
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Righteousness together: Do they then think GOD unjust or ungrateful? since they make Him save one, and not the other, when both believed in Him.

But they reply, the Soul is Incorruptible, as being a Part of GOD, breathed from Him; and therefore He will save this which is peculiarly like Himself; and not the Flesh, since it is naturally subject to Corruption, and not derived from Himself, as the Soul is. If so, what Favour or Power doth He shew, if He only saves that which is in its own Nature incorruptible, and Part of Himself. The Soul hath naturally Salvation in itself; and therefore the Saving that is no great Act of Power, as being a Part of, and derived from Himself. Nothing deserves Thanks for saving what is its own, for it only saves itself. He who saves Part of himself, saves himself, as apprehending he may some time want that Part. Such an Action as this will not denominate any a good Man. No body calls him a good Man, who doth a kind Office to none but his own Children, or nearest Relations; for this the most savage Beasts do, which, when it is necessary, for the Defence of their Young ones, expose themselves to certain Death: But if a Person do such good Offices even to Servants, then may he justly be called good. For this Reason our Saviour commands us to love our Enemies; for then we have a Reward. By this, shew-
ing us it is an Act of Goodness not to love only our Children, but those also who are no ways related to us: And whatever He commanded us, He hath exemplified in Himself.

* * * * * * * If the Flesh were of no Use, why did He cure the Diseases of the Body? or which is a stronger Argument, why did He raise the Dead? unless to demonstrate what the Resurrection of the Dead would be? Or how did he raise the Dead? Souls, or Bodies? Did he not raise both? But if the Resurrection were only spiritual, it behoved Him, when He raised Himself from the Dead, to shew the Soul and the Body separate and distinct from each other: But He raised the Body, as a Confirmation of His Promise to it of a future Life. Why did He rise in the Flesh in which He suffer'd, but to prove the Resurrection of the Flesh? And He, being willing to prove to His Disciples, who doubted, that He rose in a real Body, said to them, Do you yet not believe? see it is Me, and offer'd Himself to be felt by them, and shew'd them the Prints of the Nails in His Hands. Therefore, when they were thoroughly convinced that it was He Himself in a real Body, they desired Him to take Meat with them; that by this too they might certainly know that He was risen with a real humane Body. And being willing to shew it was not impossible for the Body to ascend
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ascend up into Heaven, because He had before said our Habitation is in Heaven; He was taken up into Heaven, while they were looking on, in His real humane Body.

If, after all this, any one shall require farther Demonstration, he is in the same Error as the Sadducees. For the Resurrection of the Flesh is the Power of GOD, superior to all Reasoning, and is firmly established by Faith, and apparent by Matters of Fact.*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

The Resurrection is of the Flesh which died; but the Soul doth not die. The Soul is in the Body; but when the Body is without the Soul, it cannot live. The Body is the Mansion of the Soul, and the Soul the Mansion of the Spirit. These three will be saved in those who have a sincere Hope and firm Faith in GOD.

Thus have we consider'd the worldly Arguments and Methods of Reasoning, and found, that even, according to these, the Resurrection is not impossible: And more than this, we see our Blessed Saviour throughout all the Gospel declares the Salvation of our Flesh. Why then do we hearken to the pernicious Maxims of Infidels, and imprudently swerve from the Truth, by owning the Soul only is immortal and incorruptible, but the Body corruptible and perishable. This we knew from Plato and Pythagoras
thagoras before we knew the Truth. If our Saviour therefore hath taught us no more than this, He hath taught us nothing new, nothing more than Plato and Pythagoras had done before. But He hath made a new and wonderful Revelation to Mankind: And truly new and wonderful it is, for GOD to promise, not only to preserve what is incorruptible in Incorruption, but to bestow also Incorruption on that which is corruptible.

Notwithstanding which, the Prince of Wickedness, when he could by no other Means corrupt the Word of Faith, hath sent out his wicked Emissaries to spread the Pestilence of his Doctrine; such as were chosen out of them who crucify'd our Saviour, and who indeed do bear the Name of Him, as being called Christians, but do the Works of Him who sent them; and give Occasion thence for the Holy Name to be blasphemed. For if the Flesh will not be redeemed, why do we not indulge it in all its Appetites? and why do we not rather imitate Physicians, who, when they see their Patient in a desperate Way, give him over, to follow his own Humour, as being sure he must die. But it is the Haters of the Flesh who advance this Notion, and, as much as in them is, defraud it of its Inheritance; and therefore they contemn it as a worthless Carcass. But our Physician, Christ the GOD, hath commanded us not to pursue our irregular Appetites,
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petites, but hath prescribed our Flesh the sober and continent Regimen of Life which He Himself used; which was manifestly for this Reason, to keep it from Sin, as having a Hope of its Salvation hereafter, in the same manner as Physicians forbid those Patients every thing that is irregular, whom they have any hope of curing.
A Fragment of Josephus, out of a Tract, entitled, Of the Cause of the Universe against Plato, concerning Hades, in which are kept the Souls of the Just and Unjust.

A ND let this suffice to be said concerning such Spirits as have never been in Bodies. It is necessary to speak now of Hades, where are kept the Souls of the Righteous and Unrighteous. Hades is a Place in its very Constitution without Ornament; a subterranean Region, in which the Light of the World shines not: And inasmuch as there never appears any Light here, there must needs be perpetual Obscurity. This Region is appointed as a Place of Custody for Souls, and over which there are certain Angels set as Guards, who are the Distributers of Temporary Penalties to such as have deserved them.
Concerning Hades.

In this Region there is a Place separate from the rest, a Lake of unquenchable Fire; into which, according to our Opinion, there is no one yet cast; but it is prepared against the Day appointed by GOD, wherein a Sentence of just Judgment will be passed on all Men, according as they have deserved. The Wicked, and they who believe not GOD, but worship the vain Work of Men's Hands, Graven Images, as GOD, being guilty of the most abominable Pollutions, shall be condemned to eternal Punishment: But the Just shall obtain a Kingdom incorruptible, and from which they cannot fall: who now are, nevertheless, kept in Hades, but not in the same Part as the Wicked.

For there is one Entrance into that Receptacle, at the Gate of which we believe there is an Archangel with a Guard standing; thro' which Gate pass all those who are led by the Angels appointed to be Guardians of Souls: But these go not all the same Way. The Righteous go to the Right Hand, guided by a Light, and are received with Hymns by the Angels who are set over those Mansions, till they arrive at the Region of Light, where all the Just, who have been from the Beginning of the World, converse together, not detain'd by any Force of Necessity, but by the enjoying a continual Contemplation of present Goods, and full of Joy with the Expectation of future Rewards appointed.
for every one of them, which they believe more excellent than the present: In this Place there is no Labour, or Trouble; no Heat, nor Cold, nor Anxiety; but the pleasant Sight of the Righteous Fathers always smiling, who wait for, after Continuance for some time in this Receptacle, Rest, and an eternal Life in Heaven: And this Place we call Abraham's Bosom.

But the Wicked are dragg'd towards the Left by the tormenting Angels, not walking freely, but forced along with Violence like Prisoners, who are attended by the presiding Angels according to their Office, reproaching them, and threatening them with terrible Faces, and driving them towards the Brink of the lowermost Hell. The presiding Angels drag them to the Brink of Gehenna, where they stand, and continually hear the Boiling of the Lake, and are not free from the Smoak. And having a near View of this Spectacle of terrible and exceeding red Fire, they are struck with a fearful Expectation of a Judgment to come, being now already virtually punished: They see the Assembly of the Fathers and the Saints; that too is a Punishment to them. There is, moreover, a great and deep Chasm, or Gulf, fixed in the middle between them; so that none of the Righteous, out of Compassion, or the Wicked, through Desperateness, can pass from one to the other.
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This is the Account of Hades, in which the Souls both of the Righteous and Unrighteous are kept till the Time appointed by GOD; when He will make a Resurrection of all, not a Transmigration of Souls from one Body into another, but a Resurrection of those very same Bodies. But ye Gentiles seeing them dissolved, do not believe they will rise again; now learn not to be Infidels: For since you believe, according to Plato, the Soul to have been made Immortal by GOD, you should not doubt but GOD is able to raise again the same Body compounded of the same Elements, and give it Immortality. The one cannot be said to be possible, and the other impossible to GOD. We believe the Body will rise again, for it is dissolved, but not annihilated: The Earth takes the Remains of it, and preserves them, and they will spring up again like Seed sown and filled with the fructifying Particles of the Earth. What is sown, is bare Seed sown; but by the Command of GOD the Creator, it rises up flourishing, clothed, and glorious; yet not before it dies, and is mixed with the Earth. Thus we do not fondly believe the Resurrection of the Body: For tho' for a Season it suffer a Dissolution, because of the first Disobedience, it is flung into the Ground as into a Potter's Furnace, to be formed again anew; not such as before, corruptible, but pure,
pure, and no more subject to Corruption. When its own proper Soul is restored to every Body, and the Soul is clothed therewith, the said Soul will not be grieved, but will rejoice, as being herself pure; and inhabiting a pure Body, will now have in that State the Body a just Companion, and not a Seducer in all Things, and will embrace it with all Joy. But the Wicked will assume Bodies not transformed, not glorified, nor freed from Infirmity and Disease, but with the very Diseases they died of, and such as they were in their Infidelity, shall they be certainly judg'd.

For All, the Just and the Unjust, shall be brought before GOD the Logos: For the Father hath given all Judgment to him; and He fulfilling the Will of His Father, will be our Judge, whom we call Christ. For neither Minos, nor Radamanthus, will be Judges, as you Gentiles think; but he whom GOD and the Father hath glorify'd, concerning whom we shall hereafter discourse more distinctly, in favour of those who seek for the Truth. He, thus exercising his Father's just Judgment on all, hath prepared for every one according to their Works, before whose Judgment all Men, and Angels, and Devils, shall stand, and with one unanimous Voice say, Just is Thy Judgment. The Equity of the Voice will appear from the Retribution made to both, giving eternal
nal Happiness to those who have done well, and everlasting Punishment to the Lovers of Wickedness. For these is reserved the unquenchable Fire, and a certain fiery Worm which never dies, and yet never destroys the Body; but with incessant Pain breaks out of it, and still remains. No Sleep shall ease these; Night shall not give them Rest, Death shall not deliver them from Punishment; no Intercessions of Relations shall avail them; for they can no more see the Just, nor do they deserve to be had in Remembrance: For the Just shall remember only their just Works, thro' which they gain'd the Kingdom of Heaven, in which there is neither Sleep, nor Grief, nor Corruption, nor Anxiety, nor Night, nor Day, as measured Time; nor the Sun necessarily revolving round the Heaven in a Circle; no Angels taking Care of the Spaces of the Seasons, and Stars for the Use of the Life of Man: No Change of Moon, occasioning Change of Weather, neither Moon moistening, nor the Sun scorching the Earth, nor the Bear-Star turning round the Pole; no Earth difficult to be passed, nor Seat of Paradise difficult to be found, nor terrible Swellings of the Sea, which stops the Traveller from marching over it: For even the Sea then will be passable by the Just, not deprived of its Liquidness, nor yet made solid Earth, that it might be walked over. The Heaven
Heaven will not be then unhabitable by Men, nor the Ascent up to it impossible; the Earth will not now be difficult to be tilled, and force Man to Labour, but shall of its own Accord produce all Fruits for the Happiness of the World, according as the Lord shall appoint. Beasts will no more procreate their like; neither will the other Animals have longer a Nature proper for Generation: For Man will no more beget Children; but the Number of the Just shall continue always the same, and in an indefeasible Condition, together with the Holy Angels and Spirits of God, and with His Word. The Assembly of just Men and Women continues free from old Age and Corruption, praising God, who for a Life led regularly, and according to the Law, shall have brought them hither: Together with whom the whole Creation, being freed from Corruption, shall sing a perpetual Hymn, being glorify'd by the Splendor and Purity of the Spirit, and not forced by any Chain of Necessity: But in perfect Freedom shall, together with Angels, and all other Intellectual and Rational Beings, voluntarily celebrate the great Creator.

And if you Gentiles, being persuaded of these Things, will not forfake the Vanity of your Philosophy, the Pride of your Pedigree, and the Superfluity of your Riches, and not occupying yourselves about the Sub-
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Subtilties of Words, lead yourselves into Errors, but hearken to the divinely inspired Prophets, the Interpreters of GOD, and of the Logos; you then shall be made Partakers of, and shall enjoy those future Goods; shall clearly see the Ascent of the immense Heaven; and that Kingdom which is there prepared, GOD will give what must now be pass'd over in Silence: For Eye hath not seen, Ear hath not heard, neither hath it enter'd into the Heart of Man, to conceive the Things which He hath prepared for them who love Him.

In whatsoever Ways I shall find you, for them I will judge you, says the End of all Things: And whosoever at first hath lived a vertuous Life, but towards the latter End of it falls into Vice, these Labours by him before endured shall be altogether vain and unprofitable, even as in a Play brought to an ill Catastrophe. Whosoever shall have lived wickedly and luxuriously, may repent. However, there will be need of much Time to conquer an evil Habit; and even after Repentance, his whole Life must be guarded with great Care and Diligence. After the Manner of a Body, which hath been a long time afflicted with a Distemper, requires a stricter Diet and Method of Living. It is indeed possible to break off the Chain of our irregular Affections at one Stroke; but yet our Amendment cannot be secured, without the
the extraordinary Grace of GOD, the Prayers of good Men, the Help of the Brethren, and our own sincere Repentance, and constant Care. It is beautiful not to have sinn'd; it is good, having sinn'd, to repent. As it is best to have Health always, but it is good to recover from an Illness. Glory and Power be to GOD for ever and ever. Amen.

A Fragment of St. Methodius concerning the Resurrection.

Who hath knit together the hard Sub stance of the Bones? Who hath made the Limbs pliable in the Joints, and capable of being stretch'd and drawn in, by Means of the Muscles? Who gave the Fluids a due Fermentation, and moisten'd with Blood the soft Flesh on our Bodies? The great Artist alone, who form'd Man in the Womb a rational living Image of himself. Who is it that takes Care that the Embryo in the Womb is not suffocated by Moisture, and Straitness of the Vessels about it? Or who, after
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after it is born, and is come into the World, brings it to Stature, Beauty and Strength, from being weak and little? Who but the great Artist I mention'd before, GOD, who by his creating Power fram'd every Species in its Contexture and Beauty. GOD is Immortality, and Life, and Incorruptibility. Man is the immediate Workmanship of GOD; but every Work of an immortal Being must be Immortal. And GOD Himself formed Man, but commanded the Air, and Earth, and Seas, to bring forth Creeping Things, and Birds flying upon the Earth in the Firmament of Heaven, and let the Earth bring forth every living Soul according to its Kind, four-footed Creatures and Creeping Things, and Beasts of the Earth, according to their Kind. But of Man, He said not, let it bring forth, but let us make Man in our own Image, according to our own Likeness: And GOD took of the Durt of the Earth, and formed him.
ΔΕΙΚΤΗΣ

Βαρόκ. ΜΣ. 26.

'ΙΩΣΗΠΟΣ ἐν τῇ Λόγῳ τῷ Ἀν-

δρεπνοῖς καὶ Πλάτωνος,

οὗτος τῇ παντού αὕτης

ὁ "Αδή,

ἐν ὧν συνέχοντ' ἰσχαὶ δικαίων τε ἐν

ἀδίκων.
APPENDIX.

The text appears to be a Greek Appendix, likely from an historical or archaeological context. The Greek text is not clearly transcribed or translated into English. The text seems to be discussing historical events or descriptions, possibly related to ancient traditions or practices. The Greek script is typical of ancient manuscripts, and the text may include references to specific persons, places, or events.

Without a clean transcription, it's difficult to provide a coherent translation. However, the text likely serves as an appendix to a larger work, providing additional context or information that is not central to the main body of the text but is relevant to understanding the historical or cultural background presented in the main work.
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Out ο θεός λόγοι ἐν ὧν ψυχαὶ σάλου κατεχον άχει κατά, οὖ ν Θεός ἐνεύ άνασαιν τοῖς πάντως ποιηθέντως, σφυχαίς μελετασμαθέν, αλλά άυτά τα σώματα άντις άληθεία δράντεις ἀπίστευτε ἐλληνες, (f) μαθάν με ἀπίστευ. Τις ὑπ ψυχαὶ (g) γενήσθω κύ άθανατον όσο Θεός γένοιμαι σωζόμεναι, χιτος τοις Πλατανος λίθον, χειριν με ἀπίστευσης, (h) [ος] κυ το σώμα (i) εκ το αυτό τοιχών σωθένων λογίων άθανατος ο Θεός ἀνατίον, άθανατον τοιείν εν το μ άθανατος, το άθανατος, το άκωμιν, θυβής, κυν ο θεός.

'Ημεῖς ἐν κυ σώμα (k) ανίστατε σωτιστικαμμένει κυ χθείμα, αλλ' εκ (l) άλλων. Τοτε χά τα λέηκα τα (m) για ψωφιστική τωρει κυ αμαλκώ σώμα (n) πλαναμόθεν, κυ το για λιταραθόρω συμπλεκτικός (o) άνθισι κυ το με τω χάρις κακός κυ γυμνός χθείμα (p) καλοιστικος (q) τα τα μυεροφυσικά (r) Θεός Ολλον, κυριαρχόμενος, κυ έκεινος έκείμενος κυ στείτον, εκ μη άποκρον λυθη κυ για συμπτική, ἀτεύτας το σώμα Θεός κατια σωτιστικαμμένος.

Αλλ' εκ κυ λυκέ (s) σετε καυχεί δις κατ' αυτο χρήσεις ευκολοθεν δια (t) χαλαρώνον, κυ εκ για καθάθαν, σταλαι ανεπλαστικόμον κυ τοιτων (u) φθειρόμενων, αλλα καθαρον κυ μελιτεί φθειρομένων [k] (v) δε έκεισα σώματι η iδία (w) κυ ισοθύες, (t) τοτε επερθυσμένη εκ άνακήμης, Αλλα (w) συν καθαρός καθαρο άφαίρεσις ικανός (x) ικανος κυ με μοικυα ικανος ικανος εκ τοτε ικανος, με τους αναλλαγμενοι κυλογμον. Οι άυτοι εκ κυ καθαρεί για τοις ικανον ένα το αίσθημα γεγονος, τοιοτοι αμαμαθες κελέχουσι)

Πάντως (b) διικατοι οι κυ αυτοι ενέπλω το Θεος άνω το ακόλος για άνω νουμενον ικανος κυ τοτε χα μαλπή κυ καθαρο ικανος ικανος.
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(a) Oui. oubis, 5alum, vide t. loqyey [ζωον] ekphoraωμαι. ousa, kai 5el 5a. (b) ἀνδρωτος - 5alum. ἰδιωτικα χωσεν ἐχει. (c) ἕνας ἀνδρωτος, ἀνθρωπος ἐκ τον καινον νοον, κενον. ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος.

(b) ἐλεύθερον ἀνθρωπος ἐκδικεῖται ἐκ τον καινον νοον, κενον. ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος.

(c) ἐλεύθερον ἀνθρωπος ἐκδικεῖται ἐκ τον καινον νοον, κενον. ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος.

(d) Θεόν, κατα την τοτε (c) ΔΟΤΟΥ, ἐκ τον καινον νοον, κενον. ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος.

(e) ἐλεύθερον ἀνθρωπος ἐκδικεῖται ἐκ τον καινον νοον, κενον. ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος, ἐκ ἀνθρωπος.
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μὴ μετάνοιαν ἰένον ἀκμῆδαις (f) ἠδεῖοι πολλη̣σις

(307)

ἐν ἡμικεῖν (g) ἄσω τετουκεύσι χάμασι δὴκτις
(π) κρεῖα, εἰς εἰσοχῆς (i) ἀληθῶς ἐν μὴ ἀματὴν ὥ 

ἵοντας ἀθέους ἀποκείμαι (k) παθήν θυσερα, ἀλλὰ Ἡ Ἑθᾶ

.swapmsG, καὶ (l) ἀνθρώπων ἰνοίας, καὶ ἀθετῶν

βονθείας, καὶ εἰκονίων μελανίας, καὶ (m) σωμάκης μελέ-

τῆς (n) καλορᾶς. (o) καλὸν μὲ τὸ μὴ ἀμφιτάνειν. ἀδεθῶν

καὶ τῷ ἀμφιτάνεος μελανίας. ὅστερ αἰεσον τῷ ἕργαν 

αἰεί, καλὸν ὡς τῇ (p) αἰναφεῖλα μῷ ἴν νοσον. (q) τῷ Θαῖρ

ὔξα [καὶ τῷ κεφ.Θα] ἐις τοῦ αἰώνας ἑ τοῖς αἰώναν. Ἁμήν.

(f) οἶ δεῖται, Langb. (g) ὀστερ τοῖς μακεῖν νόσω τετουκεύσι. Langb. (h) κρεῖα, MS. (i) πλείσοι; εἰς μὲν ἀθέους τὸρ, Langb.

(k) τοιοῦ; τροφῆ, Langb. (l) Sic Langb. (m) σωμάκης, MS. (n) κα-

τής. (o) Mallem κάλλιςον, Langb. (p) αἰναφεῖλα MS. (q) Supplet. ex Hocch.
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